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Donations
To date Dark Matter Fanzine
(DMF) needs your support.
A website, post box, mailing
books to reviewers, mailing out
prizes to winners, attending
conventions to report, purchase
of software and a dictaphone for
interviews and so on... All these
things cost money. DMF would
appreciate any donations, no
matter how big or small, to
enable DMF to continue running
and to continue supporting the
SFF and art community.

Proof reading:
Edward Haynes
Website:
Edward Haynes
Contributors:
Alexandra Pierce
Cathy Palmer-Lister
Chris Garcia
Evie Kendal
Jade Hounsell
Jack Dann
Jennifer Mills
Lloyd Penney
Meg Mundell
Michael Pryor
Nalini Haynes
Nicole R Murphy
Rebecca Muir
Sean McMullen

Donate Via Paypal

Cover Art & Design:
Angels are the new zombies; Tom
Dickins, half of The Jane Austen
Arguement, photo by Nalini Haynes
Art:
Ian Gunn’s Silly Illoes used with
permission of Krin Pender-Gunn
Images attributed where known
Marta Tesoro:
Photography:
Various, attributed individually where
known, usually Nalini Haynes if not
attributed.
Volunteers’ photos are courtesy of the
volunteers.

DMF’s website http://www.
darkmatterfanzine.com has a
‘donate’ button in the left hand
column, just underneath the
Dark Kitteh.
DMF wishes to thank donors.
DMF is looking at a reward
system for donations.
Now
the website is running, I’ll
look into possible rewards.
Realistic suggestions would be
welcome.
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About Dark Matter

Dark Matter is an independent fanzine exploring science fiction, fantasy, art,
life, the universe and everything.
For your free subscription to Dark Matter, e-mail darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com
with the word ‘subscribe’ in the subject field. E-mail addresses will be considered
confidential and will not be used for any purpose other than distribution.
Dark Matter is available online at http://www.darkmatterfanzine.com/
publications.html and several other locations on the web The State Library of
Victoria also makes Dark Matter available in paper format. Follow Dark Matter
on our website at http://www.darkmatterfanzine.com Facebook www.facebook.
com/darkmatterfanzine and Twitter https://twitter.com/#!/DarkMatterzine. Snail
Mail to Dark Matter, PO Box 144, Lynbrook, Victoria, Australia 3975.
Copyright belongs to contributors and reverts to contributors on publication.
Photos, images and text from other sources are used on what I understand
to be fair usage within the laws of copyright. This is my intent; any issues or
concerns should be directed to the editor at darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily those of the editor. This is a
fanzine, and as such is a forum for personal opinions and debate. However,
the editor reserves the right to refuse to publish material that may be offensive.
Dark Matter likes to give credit for contributions and sources for each issue. If
errors or omissions have been made, please e-mail the editor. Uncredited text
is probably the editor.
While I hope to respond to correspondence, this is not guaranteed.
Flamers and senders of dubious or explicit content will be put on a blocked
senders list and removed from the distribution list.
Thanks to all the readers who are contacting Dark Matter with news, letters
and invites to events that I hope will enrich the content of DM. And the photos!
Facebook is an awesome source of photos and links to sites. Thanks guys! If
at any time I don’t give credit or tag the photos properly, email me and I’ll issue
a correction. I appreciate your contributions, and I want to get it right (Heinz
Meanz Beanz Goodies quote).

Review Gradings
Not all reviews are graded, but when reviews are graded Dark Matter tries
to be consistent. Therefore, where gradings are given, they will hopefully be
consistent with the below rating system:
1 star - Very bad book/movie/game, many flaws, definitely not recommended.
2 stars - Mediocre or average with a serious flaw, not recommended, but can
still be readable or watchable
3 stars - Good but not great. Can be recommended for fans of the genre.
4 stars - Great, highly recommended.
5 stars - Masterpiece.
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Editorial
Dear Reader,
Issue 9 is finally ready for your perusal, and what a line-up of
awesome interviews and interesting news and reviews! Thanks
as always to all the reviewers and those who make DMF available
online. Thanks to Brandon Sanderson, Helen Lowe, Edward
James Olmos, Christopher Kirby, Jen Kingwell and Tom Dickins
for taking the time to talk to Dark Matter.
Finally, thanks to those who have contributed to the Australian
Women Writers Challenge discussion: Sean Williams, Alexandra
Pierce, Jennifer Mills, Meg Mundell, Michael Pryor, Nicole Murphy
and Sean McMullen. This is an important discussion, particularly
in light of larger discussions in the SFF community about gender
parity. I hope these articles will trigger discussion in the community
and in further correspondence to be published.
More great interviews have taken place that will be online and in
the next issue: Eoin Colfer, Dr Pants, Ben Chandler and Deborah
Abela. Other interviews already scheduled around the national
convention are with Joanne Anderton, Margo Lanagan and Deborah
Biancotti. I’m not sure when I’ll get them all written up: audio
interviews may go online with printed versions lagging behind for
a while I suspect, which leads me on to the next important note.
Dark Matter’s website is now up and running http://www.
darkmatterfanzine.com with all published issues available here
http://www.darkmatterfanzine.com/publications.html
to
read
online or to download for your convenience. Competitions, news,
photographs, links of interest and general bloggishness will also
be posted to the website on a regular basis. Thanks to the minion
who built the website and proof read the zine. The website will
grow and be tweaked in the coming months.
Now I’m going to stagger off, have a glass of wine and celebrate
the publication of this, the latest issue of Dark Matter.
cheers
Nalini
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Competitions
Alloy of Law
Dark Matter fanzine is giving away my review copy of Alloy
of Law, autographed by Brandon Sanderson. To enter, email
darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com with ‘Alloy of Law’ in the subject
heading. The competition closes on 31 May 2012.

Terms and conditions of competition:
See above entry requirements plus the following:
Entry closes on 31 May 2012, no late entries accepted. Winner
will be selected via a random number generator. Winner will need
to provide a snail mail address for delivery of the books within 7
days of being informed of winning; failure to do so will result in
forfeiture of prize and a new winner will be drawn. Email address
and snail mail address will only be used for the purpose of this
competition. Entrants must reside in Australia with an Australian
delivery address. The name of the winner will be published without
addresses and emails; these details will be held confidential. DMF
is running this competition in good faith; no responsibility is taken
for mishap or misadventure, but due care is taken. All decisions
are final, no correspondence will be entered into.
DMF would appreciate a photo of the winner with loot for publication
but this is not compulsory.
People who wish to subscribe to DMF need to send in a separate
email to subscribe.
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Tangle of Need
Dark Matter fanzine in conjunction with Hachette are giving away
five copies of Tangle of Need by Nalini Singh. To enter, email
darkmatterfanzine@gmail.com with ‘Tangle of Need’ in the subject
heading. The competition closes on 27 May 2012 at 5 pm, before
the launch on 29 May 2012.
Terms and conditions of competition:
1) To enter, email darkmatterfanzine@gmail.
com with ‘Tangle of Need’ in the subject
heading
2) Entrants must reside in Australia with an
Australian delivery address.
3) All entries must be received by 5pm AEST
(Melbourne time) on 27 May 2012.
4) No late entries accepted.
5) Winners will be selected via a random number generator.
6) Winners will need to provide a snail mail address for delivery of
the book within 7 days of being informed of winning; failure to do
so will result in forfeiture of prize and a new winner will be drawn.
7) Email address and snail mail address will only be used for the
purpose of this competition.
Hachette Publishing will mail out prizes, so the winners’ names
and addresses will be provided to Hachette for this purpose.
9) The names of the winners will be published without address or
email; addresses and emails will be held confidential.
10) DMF is running this competition in good faith; no responsibility
is taken for mishap or misadventure, but due care is taken.
11) All decisions are final, no correspondence will be entered
into.
12) All conditions relating to the Privacy Policy and the Disclaimer
also apply to all competitions.
13) DMF would appreciate a photo of winners with loot for
publication but this is not compulsory.
14) People who wish to subscribe to DMF need to send in a
separate email to subscribe.
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The Chimera Vector
Dark Matter fanzine is giving away a
review copy of The Chimera Vector in
electronic format (either ePub or Mobi).
To enter, email darkmatterfanzine@
gmail.com with ‘The Chimera Vector’
in the subject heading. The competition
closes on 14 June 2012.
Terms and conditions of competition:
1) To enter, email darkmatterfanzine@
gmail.com with ‘The Chimera Vector’ in
the subject heading
2) This competition is world wide, but the
book is only in English.
3) All entries must be received by 5pm AEST (Melbourne time) on
30 June 2012.
4) No late entries accepted.
5) Winner will be selected via a random number generator.
6) Winner will need to provide a snail mail address for delivery of
the book within 7 days of being informed of winning; failure to do
so will result in forfeiture of prize and a new winner will be drawn.
7) Email address and snail mail address will only be used for the
purpose of this competition.
8) The name of the winner will be published without address or
email; these details will be held confidential.
9) DMF is running this competition in good faith; no responsibility
is taken for mishap or misadventure, but due care is taken.
10) All decisions are final, no correspondence will be entered
into.
11) All conditions relating to the Privacy Policy here and the
Disclaimer here also apply to all competitions.
12) People who wish to subscribe to DMF need to send in a
separate email to subscribe.
Note: this competition is for an electronic book.
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Andrea Cremer’s Nightshade
trilogy winner

Atom Publishing donated two complete Nightshade trilogies to give
away to two lucky people. The winners were Yani Law Phoenix
Markby and Lisa Davis. The winners have been notified and the
prizes mailed out, thanks to all entries.

Just got my copy of the Nightshade Trilogy in the mail.
Thank you heaps. I’ve got my easter weekend covered!
– Yani Law Phoenix-Markby
10
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Iron Sky winners
Dark Matter in conjunction with Energia productions ran an online
competion to give away double passes to see Iron Sky, the science
fiction action comedy for which I’ve been waiting for four years.
This competition was only advertised online, in Twitter, Facebook,
Google plus and on Dark Matter’s website due to the short notice
and the release date of Iron Sky compared with the publication
date of this issue of Dark Matter. [The moral of this story is that
you might want to follow Dark Matter online :)]
The winners are:
Luke Geyer
Avi Bernshaw
Daniel Sullivan
Alex Adsett
David Tarlinton
Michael Reidie
Andrew McKiernan
Renee Shaw
Phil Lappin
I’ve seen Iron Sky now and
let me tell you, it was great.
A solid 4 star production, the
flavour of Iron Sky flavour is
part Paul (the SF comedy)
part Wag the Dog (political
satire) seasoned with some
Hogan’s Heroes. Iron Sky
is not the usual Hollywood remake, reboot or regurgitate of old
ideas.
I haven’t received any financial remuneration for promoting Iron
Sky, I’m saying this as a fan (although I confess to seeing Iron Sky
on a free double pass).
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News and Articles
Chicon7: WorldCon2012
Friday, March 16, 2012
Chicago, Illinois, USA - Chicon 7, the 70th World Science Fiction
Convention (“Worldcon”), is delighted to announce Peter Sagal, the
host of National Public Radio’s irreverent weekly news quiz “Wait,
Wait ... Don’t Tell Me,” as a Special Guest. Sagal, who has often
identified himself on the radio as a science fiction fan, will impart
an additional dose of Chicago into Chicon 7 with his knowledge,
humor, and skills.
Peter Sagal attended Noreascon 3 (the 1989 Worldcon), where
he got to meet some of his literary heroes, including Isaac Asimov
and Frederik Pohl. In January 1998, he made his debut on “Wait,
Wait ... Don’t Tell Me” as a panelist before becoming host of the
show in May of that year. Sagal published his first book, “The Book
of Vice: Naughty Things and How to Do Them” in 2007. He also
recorded the narration for a self-guided walking tour of Chicago’s
Field Museum of Natural History.
On Saturday, March 17, Peter Sagal will be Toastmaster at “An
Evening to Honor Gene Wolfe,” where supporters of the Chicago
Literary Hall of Fame and members of Chicago’s literary and arts
communities will gather to present leading science fiction and
fantasy writer Gene Wolfe with the first Fuller Award, acknowledging
an outstanding lifetime contribution to literature.
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Hugo Nominees announced
Saturday, April 7, 2012
Chicago, Illinois, USA - Chicon 7, the 70th World Science Fiction
Convention (“Worldcon”), is proud to present the 2012 Hugo Award
and John W. Campbell Award nominees. The winners will be
announced Sunday, September 2, 2012, during the Hugo Awards
Ceremony at Chicon 7 in Chicago, Illinois.
1101 valid nominating ballots were received and counted.
Best Novel (932 ballots)
Among Others by Jo Walton (Tor)
A Dance With Dragons by George R. R. Martin (Bantam Spectra)
Deadline by Mira Grant (Orbit)
Embassytown by China Miéville (Macmillan / Del Rey)
Leviathan Wakes by James S. A. Corey (Orbit)
Best Novella (473 ballots)
Countdown by Mira Grant (Orbit)
“The Ice Owl” by Carolyn Ives Gilman (The Magazine of Fantasy
& Science Fiction November/December 2011)
“Kiss Me Twice” by Mary Robinette Kowal (Asimov’s June 2011)
“The Man Who Bridged the Mist” by Kij Johnson (Asimov’s
September/October 2011)
“The Man Who Ended History: A Documentary” by Ken Liu
(Panverse 3)
Silently and Very Fast by Catherynne M. Valente (WSFA)
Best Novelette (499 ballots)
“The Copenhagen Interpretation” by Paul Cornell (Asimov’s July
2011)
“Fields of Gold” by Rachel Swirsky (Eclipse Four)
“Ray of Light” by Brad R. Torgersen (Analog December 2011)
“Six Months, Three Days” by Charlie Jane Anders (Tor.com)
“What We Found” by Geoff Ryman (The Magazine of Fantasy &
Science Fiction March/April 2011)
Best Short Story (593 ballots)
“The Cartographer Wasps and the Anarchist Bees” by E. Lily Yu
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(Clarkesworld April 2011)
“The Homecoming” by Mike Resnick (Asimov’s April/May 2011)
“Movement” by Nancy Fulda (Asimov’s March 2011)
“The Paper Menagerie” by Ken Liu (The Magazine of Fantasy &
Science Fiction March/April 2011)
“Shadow War of the Night Dragons: Book One: The Dead City:
Prologue” by John Scalzi (Tor.com)
Best Related Work (461 ballots)
The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction, Third Edition edited by
John Clute, David Langford, Peter Nicholls, and Graham Sleight
(Gollancz)
Jar Jar Binks Must Die... and Other Observations about Science
Fiction Movies by Daniel M. Kimmel (Fantastic Books)
The Steampunk Bible: An Illustrated Guide to the World of
Imaginary Airships, Corsets and Goggles, Mad Scientists, and
Strange Literature by Jeff VanderMeer and S. J. Chambers
(Abrams Image)
Wicked Girls by Seanan McGuire
Writing Excuses, Season 6 by Brandon Sanderson, Dan Wells,
Howard Tayler, Mary Robinette Kowal, and Jordan Sanderson
Best Graphic Story (339 ballots)
Digger by Ursula Vernon (Sofawolf Press)
Fables Vol 15: Rose Red by Bill Willingham and Mark Buckingham
(Vertigo)
Locke & Key Volume 4, Keys to the Kingdom written by Joe Hill,
illustrated by Gabriel Rodriguez (IDW)
Schlock Mercenary: Force Multiplication written and illustrated by
Howard Tayler, colors by Travis Walton (The Tayler Corporation)
The Unwritten (Volume 4): Leviathan created by Mike Carey and
Peter Gross. Written by Mike Carey, illustrated by Peter Gross
(Vertigo)
Best Dramatic Presentation (Long Form) (592 ballots)
Captain America: The First Avenger, screenplay by Christopher
Markus and Stephan McFeely, directed by Joe Johnston (Marvel)
Game of Thrones (Season 1), created by David Benioff and D. B.
Weiss; written by David Benioff, D. B. Weiss, Bryan Cogman, Jane
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Espenson, and George R. R. Martin; directed by Brian Kirk, Daniel
Minahan, Tim van Patten, and Alan Taylor (HBO)
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 2, screenplay by Steve
Kloves; directed by David Yates (Warner Bros.)
Hugo, screenplay by John Logan; directed by Martin Scorsese
(Paramount)
Source Code, screenplay by Ben Ripley; directed by Duncan
Jones (Vendome Pictures)
Best Dramatic Presentation (Short Form) (512 ballots)
“The Doctor’s Wife” (Doctor Who), written by Neil Gaiman; directed
by Richard Clark (BBC Wales)
“The Drink Tank’s Hugo Acceptance Speech,” Christopher J Garcia
and James Bacon (Renovation)
“The Girl Who Waited” (Doctor Who), written by Tom MacRae;
directed by Nick Hurran (BBC Wales)
“A Good Man Goes to War” (Doctor Who), written by Steven Moffat;
directed by Peter Hoar (BBC Wales)
“Remedial Chaos Theory” (Community), written by Dan Harmon
and Chris McKenna; directed by Jeff Melman (NBC)
Best Semiprozine (357 ballots)
Apex Magazine edited by Catherynne M. Valente, Lynne M.
Thomas, and Jason Sizemore
Interzone edited by Andy Cox
Lightspeed edited by John Joseph Adams
Locus edited by Liza Groen Trombi, Kirsten Gong-Wong, et al.
New York Review of Science Fiction edited by David G. Hartwell,
Kevin J. Maroney, Kris Dikeman, and Avram Grumer
Best Fanzine (322 ballots)
Banana Wings edited by Claire Brialey and Mark Plummer
The Drink Tank edited by James Bacon and Christopher J Garcia
File 770 edited by Mike Glyer
Journey Planet edited by James Bacon, Christopher J Garcia, et
al.
SF Signal edited by John DeNardo
Best Fancast (326 ballots)
The Coode Street Podcast, Jonathan Strahan & Gary K. Wolfe
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Galactic Suburbia Podcast, Alisa Krasnostein, Alex Pierce, and
Tansy Rayner Roberts (presenters) and Andrew Finch (producer)
SF Signal Podcast, John DeNardo and JP Frantz, produced by
Patrick Hester
SF Squeecast, Lynne M. Thomas, Seanan McGuire, Paul Cornell,
Elizabeth Bear, and Catherynne M. Valente
StarShipSofa, Tony C. Smith
Best Professional Editor -- Long Form (358 ballots)
Lou Anders
Liz Gorinsky
Anne Lesley Groell
Patrick Nielsen Hayden
Betsy Wollheim
Best Professional Editor -- Short Form (512 ballots)
John Joseph Adams
Neil Clarke
Stanley Schmidt
Jonathan Strahan
Sheila Williams
Best Professional Artist (399 ballots)
Dan dos Santos
Bob Eggleton
Michael Komarck
Stephan Martiniere
John Picacio
Best Fan Artist (216 ballots)
Brad W. Foster
Randall Munroe
Spring Schoenhuth
Maurine Starkey
Steve Stiles
Taral Wayne
Best Fan Writer (360 ballots)
James Bacon
Claire Brialey
Christopher J Garcia
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Jim C. Hines
Steven H Silver
John W. Campbell Award for Best New Writer (396 ballots)
Award for the best new professional science fiction or fantasy
writer of 2010 or 2011, sponsored by Dell Magazines (not a Hugo
Award).
Mur Lafferty
Stina Leicht
Karen Lord *
Brad R. Torgersen *
E. Lily Yu
*2nd year of eligibility
The Hugo Awards are the premier award in the Science Fiction
genre, honoring Science Fiction literature and media as well as
the genre’s fans. The Hugo Awards were first presented at the
1953 World Science Fiction Convention in Philadelphia (Philcon
II), and they have continued to honor Science Fiction and Fantasy
notables annually for nearly 60 years.
More information about the Hugo Awards, including details about
how to submit a nominating ballot, is available from www.chicon.
org/hugo-awards.php.
For additional information, contact us at hugoadmin@chicon.org.
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Helen Lowe, Kim Falconer
& Mary Victoria
Recent release of the finalists in the international Gemmell Awards
for Fantasy revealed exciting Australia-New Zealand news: one
of the books shortlisted for the Morningstar Award (Best Fantasy
Newcomer) and two of those with cover art shortlisted for the
Ravenheart Award (Best Fantasy Book Jacket/Artist) are by
Australia-New Zealand authors—and all three books are authored
by women!
In the running for the Morningstar Award is:
The Heir Of Night (Hachette), the first novel in Helen Lowe’s debut
epic fantasy series.
You can read Dark Matter’s feature interview with author, Helen
Lowe in this issue.

To Vote for The Heir Of Night - Helen Lowe to win the Morningstar
Award for Best Fantasy Newcomer, click here (Then click again in
the circle immediately above the book and author.)
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In the Ravenheart Award we have:
* Aaron Briggs for the cover of Kim Falconer’s Journey By Night
(Harper Voyager)
* Frank Victoria for the cover of Mary Victoria’s Oracle’s Fire
(Harper Voyager)
So please vote and support these excellent Australia-New Zealand
books, their authors and artists!

To Vote for either Aaron Briggs - Journey By Night or Frank
Victoria - Oracle’s Fire to win the Ravenheart Award for Best
Book Jacket/Artist, click here
(Then click again in the circle
immediately above the book and author you wish to support.)
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London in 2014
Monday 12 March, 2012
London, UK - the London in 2014 bid team is pleased to announce
the formal filing of its bid to host the 72nd World Science Fiction
Convention (“Worldcon”) at the ExCeL exhibition centre complex
in London’s Docklands in August 2014.
The offical filing documents were lodged with Chicon 7, the 70th
World Science Fiction Convention, shortly before the filing deadline
of 2 March, 2012, and London has subsequently been confirmed
as the sole bidder to host the 2014 event. The bid is jointly chaired
by Steve Cooper and Mike Scott and the proposal is to hold the
Worldcon from Thursday 14 August to Monday 18 August, 2014.
The filing package can be found on the official website of the London
in 2014 bid at www.londonin2014.org and includes a supporting
invitation letter from the Mayor of London, Boris Johnson, as
well as the formal materials required by the constitution of the
World Science Fiction Society. The bid has provisionally reserved
substantial hotel space around the ExCeL area as well as the
venue’s new International Convention Centre in preparation for
the event.
Science fiction fans around the world are already looking forward
to the Worldcon’s return to London, almost half a century after
it was last held in the city in 1965. The organising committee
confidently expects the event to be the largest Worldcon ever held
outside the United States, with well over five thousand members
taking part - including many of the field’s leading writers, editors,
publishers, critics and artists. Highlights of the event will include
the presentation of the prestigious Hugo Awards for achievement
in science fiction and fantasy, a substantial Art Show, Dealers’
Room and Exhibit Areas. Convention programming will extend to
more than five hundred separate items across the five days of the
event, including talks, panels, discussions, workshops, readings
and autograph sessions, and will range from serious debate to
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pure entertainment.
The official site selection process is open to all Adult and Young
Adult Attending and Supporting members of Chicon 7. Ballots may
be submitted by postal mail or in person at the convention, up
to the close of voting at 6 p.m. on Saturday 1 September, 2012.
Chicon 7 is also looking into the option of online voting which is
now permitted for the first time under a constitutional amendment
ratified at Renovation, the 2011 Worldcon. All ballots must be
accompanied by an Advance Membership (Voting) fee of $40,
which will automatically be converted to a Supporting membership
in the 72nd Worldcon.
Full information on the site selection process will be published on
the Chicon 7 website at www.chicon.org/site-selection.php over
the coming weeks.
A printed ballot will also be included in Chicon 7’s Progress Report
4, which will be published in mid-April.

On the Beach 2012
Come join us for a very Australian Apocalypse
Saturday 29 September and Sunday 30 September 2012
Pre Con Workshops on Friday 28 September 2012
Conflux 8 SF Convention will be held
at Novotel Canberra — a 4 ½ star
hotel in the city centre within easy
walking distance of Gorman House,
malls, cinemas, restaurants, bars, and
tourist attractions.

GUESTS
Keri Arthur
Keith Stephens

Pre Con Workshops at Gorman House
— on Friday 28 September in
association with the ACT Writers
Centre, just a short walk from Novotel.

2012 is a great year for the End of the World!
Let’s party like there’s no tomorrow

www.conflux.org.au
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Aurealis Awards 2011
The Aurealis Awards are Australia’s premiere judged awards for
science fiction and fantasy. This year’s shortlist with winners in
bold is as follows:
Fantasy Novel
The Undivided by Jennifer Fallon (HarperVoyager)
Ember and Ash by Pamela Freeman (Hachette)
Stormlord’s Exile by Glenda Larke (HarperVoyager)
Debris by Jo Anderton (Angry Robot)
The Shattered City by Tansy Rayner Roberts (HarperVoyager)
Fantasy Short Story
“Fruit of the Pipal Tree” by Thoraiya Dyer (After the Rain,
FableCroft Publishing)
“The Proving of Smollett Standforth” by Margo Lanagan (Ghosts
by Gaslight, HarperVoyager)
“Into the Clouds on High” by Margo Lanagan (Yellowcake, Allen &
Unwin)
“Reading Coffee” by Anthony Panegyres (Overland)
“The Dark Night of Anton Weiss” by D.C. White (More Scary Kisses,
Ticonderoga Publications)
Science Fiction Novel
Machine Man by Max Barry (Scribe Publications)
Children of Scarabaeus by Sara Creasy (HarperVoyager)
The Waterboys by Peter Docker (Fremantle Press)
Black Glass by Meg Mundell (Scribe Publications)
The
Courier’s
New
Bicycle
by
Kim
Westwood
(HarperVoyager)
Science Fiction Short Story
“Flowers in the Shadow of the Garden” by Joanne Anderton (Hope,
Kayelle Press)
“Desert Madonna” by Robert Hood (Anywhere but Earth, Coeur
de Lion)
“SIBO” by Penelope Love (Anywhere but Earth, Coeur de Lion)
“Dead Low” by Cat Sparks (Midnight Echo)
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“Rains of la Strange” by Robert N Stephenson (Anywhere but
Earth, Coeur de Lion)
Horror Novel
NO SHORTLIST OR WINNING NOVEL – TWO HONORABLE
MENTIONS AWARDED TO:
The Broken Ones by Stephen M. Irwin (Hachette)
The Business of Death by Trent Jamieson (Hachette)
Horror Short Story
“And the Dead Shall Outnumber the Living” by Deborah Biancotti
(Ishtar, Gilgamesh Press)
“The Past is a Bridge Best Left Burnt” by Paul Haines (The
Last Days of Kali Yuga, Brimstone
Press)
“The Short Go: a Future in Eight Seconds” by Lisa L. Hannett
(Bluegrass Symphony, Ticonderoga
Publications)
“Mulberry Boys” by Margo Lanagan (Blood and Other Cravings,
Tor)
“The Coffin Maker’s Daughter” by Angela Slatter (A Book of
Horrors, Quercus)
Young Adult Novel
Shift by Em Bailey (Hardie Grant Egmont)
Secrets of Carrick: Tantony by Ananda Braxton?Smith (black dog
books)
The Shattering by Karen Healey (Allen & Unwin)
Black Glass by Meg Mundell (Scribe Publications)
Only Ever Always by Penni Russon (Allen & Unwin)
Young Adult Short Story
“Nation of the Night” by Sue Isle (Nightsiders, Twelfth Planet
Press)
“Finishing School” by Kathleen Jennings (Steampunk An anthology
of fantastically rich and strange stories, Candlewick Press)
“Seventy?Two Derwents” by Cate Kennedy (The Wicked Wood –
Tales from the Tower Volume 2, Allen and Unwin)
“One Window” by Martine Murray (The Wilful Eye: Tales from the
Tower Volume 1, Allen and Unwin)
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“The Patrician” by Tansy Rayner Roberts (Love and Romanpunk,
Twelfth Planet Press)
Children’s Fiction (told primarily through words)
The Outcasts by John Flanagan (Random House Australia)
The Paradise Trap by Catherine Jinks (Allen & Unwin)
“It Began with a Tingle” by Thalia Kalkapsakis (Headspinners,
Allen & Unwin)
The Coming of the Whirlpool by Andrew McGahan (Allen &
Unwin)
City of Lies by Lian Tanner (Allen & Unwin)
Children’s Fiction (told primarily through pictures)
The Ghost of Annabel Spoon by Aaron Blabey (author and
illustrator) (Penguin/ Viking Books)
Sounds Spooky by Christopher Cheng (author) and Sarah
Davis (illustrator) (Random House Australia)
The Last Viking by Norman Jorgensen (author) and James Foley
(illustrator) (Fremantle Press)
The Deep: Here be Dragons by Tom Taylor (author) and James
Brouwer (illustrator) (Gestalt Publishing)
Vampyre by Margaret Wild (author) and Andrew Yeo (illustrator)
(Walker Books)
Illustrated Book / Graphic Novel
Hidden by Mirranda Burton (author and illustrator ) (Black
Pepper)
Torn by Andrew Constant (author) and Joh James (illustrator
), additional illustrators Nicola Scott, Emily Smith (Gestalt
Publishing)
Salsa Invertebraxa by Mozchops (author and illustrator) (Pecksniff
Press)
The Eldritch Kid: Whiskey and Hate by Christian Read (author)
and Michael Maier (illustrator) (Gestalt Publishing)
The Deep: Here be Dragons by Tom Taylor (author) and James
Brouwer (illustrator) (Gestalt Publishing)
Anthology
Ghosts by Gaslight edited by Jack Dann and Nick Gevers
(HarperVoyager)
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Year’s Best Australian Fantasy and Horror 2010 edited by Liz
Grzyb and Talie Helene (Ticonderoga Publications)
Ishtar edited by Amanda Pillar and KV Taylor (Gilgamesh Press)
The Best Science Fiction and Fantasy of the Year Volume 5 edited
by Jonathan Strahan (Night Shade Books)
Life on Mars edited by Jonathan Strahan (Viking)
Collection
Bad Power by Deborah Biancotti (Twelfth Planet Press)
Last Days of Kali Yuga by Paul Haines (Brimstone Press)
Bluegrass Symphony by Lisa Hannett (Ticonderoga
Publications)
Nightsiders by Sue Isle (Twelfth Planet Press)
Love and Romanpunk by Tansy Rayner Roberts (Twelfth Planet
Press)
These awards were judged and the ceremony was held mid-May
2012.

I heard a rumour that certain authors partied so hard after the
Aurealis Awards that classic hangover cures were needed for days
afterwards.
...
Is it a rumour if you hear it directly from the sufferers?
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for immediate release

Gestalt Publishing Pty Ltd
MEDIA RELEASE

the aureaLis award-winninG
‘chanGinG ways’ saGa continues
Justin Randall continues the tale of the Barrot family in Book 2 of
the aurealis award winning Changing Ways graphic novel series,
available July 2012.
Changing Ways Book 2 is an atmospheric tale set in a subtly
disturbing world that is heading towards catastrophe. randall
continues to give the world meaning and context by focusing tightly
on the struggles of the Barrot family.
“i wanted to create a story that, despite the cataclysmic events going
on in the outside world, you could really just focus on the intimate
moments of a small family,” he said. “a road trip to the end of the
world with monsters at your heels . this is a family reunion you
don’t want to miss.”
Book 2 SynopSIS:
ten years after the tragic events that shook the small town of Grey oaks, the world has become a
very different place.
their mother is gone, their father has abandoned them, and Jessie and her younger brother, alex,
are living as outcasts from society in an isolated corner of rural Mexico.
with their only friend, an alcoholic bartender from the Last stand tavern, and a mysterious
stranger called ron, they must locate yaqui indian don candillo to survive an impending invasion
that threatens to bring their entire world to a brutal end.
Justin Randall is a university lecturer in digital illustration in western australia, and an
internationally published graphic novelist and commercial artist. he has worked on franchises
such as 30 Days of Night, Silent Hill and his own aurealis award winning Changing Ways. he has
also produced artwork for video games, book covers and journals.
Changing Ways is distributed by Diamond Comics and Last Gasp in the usa, and through
Madman Entertainment in australia.
###
REvIEw CopIES AvAILABLE on REquESt.
JuStIn RAnDALL is avaiLaBLe for interview.

-

media contact

-

wolfgang Bylsma
email:

wol@gestaltcomics.com
+61(4)25 555 035

tel:
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Chronos Awards nominations 2012
These are science fiction and fantasy people’s choice awards
given to people who live and work in the state of Victoria, Australia.
(Note: Galactica Suburbia, the podcast, is eligible because one of
the three presenters lives in Victoria.)
2012 Chronos Awards Ballot and Voting
The Continuum Foundation is proud to announce the ballot for
the Chronos Awards for excellence in Victorian Science Fiction,
Fantasy, and Horror in 2011.
Best Long Fiction
Black Glass, Meg Mundell (Scribe Publications)
Mole Hunt, Paul Collins (Ford Street Publishing)
The Key to Starveldt, Foz Meadows (Ford Street Publishing)
The Last Days of Kali Yuga, Paul Haines (Brimstone Press)
Scape e-zine, edited by Peta Freestone
Changing Yesterday, Sean McMullen (Ford Street Publishing)
Thief of Lives, Lucy Sussex (Twelfth Planet Press)
No Award
Best Short Fiction
Neverspring, Peta Freestone (in M-BRANE SF #25)
The Past is a Bridge Best Left Burnt, Paul Haines (in The Last
Days of Kali Yuga)
Gamer’s Challenge, George Ivanoff (by Ford Street Publishing)
One Last Interruption Before We Begin, Stephanie Lai (in
Steampowered II: More Lesbian Steampunk Stories)
So Sad, the Lighthouse Keeper, Steve Cameron (in Anywhere But
Earth)
No Award
Best Fan Writer
Jason Nahrung
Alexandra Pierce
Peta Freestone
No Award
Best Fan Artist
Nalini Haynes
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Marta Tesoro
Rebecca Ing
Rachel Holkner
No Award
Best Fan Written Work
Dear Space Diary, Sam Mellor (Blog – Fiction)
Tiptree, and a collection of her short stories, Alexandra Pierce (in
Randomly Yours, Alex)
Interview with Meg Mundell, Nalini Haynes (in Dark Matter 3)
No Award
Best Fan Artwork
Girl Torque, Nalini Haynes (Cover for Dark Matter 3)
Dangerous Penguins, Marta Tesoro
Blue Locks, Rebecca Ing (Scape 2)
No Award
Best Fan Publication
The Writer and the Critic, Kirstyn McDermott and Ian Mond
Galactic Suburbia, Alisa Krasnostein, Tansy Rayner Roberts, and
Alexandra Pierce
Bad Film Diaries, Grant Watson
Dark Matter, edited by Nalini Haynes
No Award
Best Achievement
Trailer for Gamer’s Challenge, Henry Gibbens (Ford Street
Publishing)
Continuum 7 Opening Ceremony Video, Rachel Holkner
(Continuum 7)
Conquilt, Rachel Holkner and Jeanette Holkner (Continuum 7)
Award Not Presented
The award for Best Artwork is not being presented due to insufficient
nominations being received.
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Tin Ducks 2012
The Tin Duck Awards are science fiction and fantasy awards for
works by Western Australian residents. The awards ceremony is
part of SwanCon, the Western Australian state SFF convention
held every Easter.
Best WA Fan Production:
Villaincon produced by John Parker.
Best WA Fan Written Work:
Reviews at ASif! by Stephanie Gunn.
Best WA Professional Production:
Nightsiders produced by Alisa Krasnostein; Twelfth Planet Press.
Best WA Professional Art Work:
Part of Something Bigger by Christina Lorenz.
Best WA Professional Short Written Work: ‘
The Last Gig of Jimmy Rucker’ by Martin Livings (cowritten with
Talie Helene); published in More Scary Kisses from Ticonderoga
Publications.
Best WA Professional Long Written Work:
Nightsiders by Sue Isle; published by Twelfth Planet Press.
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Mass Effect and Dragon Age
movies coming soon
Press release from Madman
MADMAN PARTNERS WITH FUNIMATION TO BRING MASS
EFFECT AND DRAGON AGE ANIME FILMS TO AUSTRALIA
MELBOURNE, Monday, 16 April,
2012:
Madman
Entertainment
announced today a partnership
with FUNimation to distribute the
upcoming animated feature films
Dragon Age: Dawn of the Seeker
and Mass Effect: Paragon Lost in Australia, for release on DVD
and Blu-Ray in 2012.
Both films are based on the critically acclaimed Dragon Age and
Mass Effect franchises, developed by award-winning developer
BioWare, a label of Electronic Arts.
“There are plenty of avid gamers at Madman, myself included, who
are big fans of both the Mass Effect and Dragon Age games,” said
Tim Anderson, Managing Director, Madman Entertainment. “Both
franchises offer great stories and rich characters, and we couldn’t
be more excited to see BioWare’s immersive storytelling brought
to life in these animated films.”
Produced respectively by Tokyobased production company, T.O.
Entertainment (Vexille, Appleseed)
and Production I.G. (Ghost In The
Shell: Stand Alone Complex) the
feature-length animated films are
based on the deep fiction of the award-winning Dragon Age and
Mass Effect franchises.
Dragon Age: Dawn of the Seeker follows heroine, Cassandra
Pentaghast, in an epic quest to uncover a conspiracy that threatens
the realm’s most powerful religious order, the Chantry of Andraste.
Accused of treasonous crimes and hunted by friends and foes,
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Cassandra must clear her name and overcome her raging emotions
to ensure order in the realm.
Mass Effect: Paragon Lost is centered
on the early career of alliance marine,
James Vega, as he commands a
squad of elite special forces into
battle against a mysterious alien
threat known as The Collectors. The
animated film will follow Vega’s journey in the epic science-fiction
saga.
“Over the last few years, we have revealed different pieces of the
Mass Effect world through different media. Extending the story
through an anime medium is another amazing opportunity for
us,” said Casey Hudson, Executive Producer for the Mass Effect
series. “Partnering with FUNimation ensures that we will bring this
rich universe to life with the utmost quality and the same attention
to detail that the Mass Effect games are known for.”
DRAGON AGE: DAWN OF THE SEEKER will be available on DVD
& Blu-Ray, 6 June, 2012.
MASS EFFECT: PARAGON LOST will be available on DVD & BluRay late in 2012.
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Concatenation wins ‘Best Website’
2012 Eurocon Award
Dark Matter received the following letter from Concatenation:
Hi
Our thanks for some European SF news of the weekend from the
35th Eurocon (‘Kontakt’) in Zagreb, Croatia.
http://www.concatenation.org/stuff/eurocon_award_2012.html
Alas we could not be there (and there are no advance-of-convention
shortlists) hence our posting our thanks.
The winning site URL is http://www.concatenation.org
Site name: The Science Fact & Science Fiction Concatenation
For which we are most grateful as detailed in the thanks in the first
of the above links.
All best
Science Fact & Science Fiction Concatenation
http://www.concatenation.org
A top ten Google Bing site for searches on:
‘’science fact & science fiction’
‘European science fiction’
and other such search strings
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Damnation and Dames
Book Launch
by Amanda Pillar
As rain falls across the
country and the skies
lower
their
brooding
brows, it might be worth
remembering that not
everyone who turns their
collar up against the wind
is human.
It’s these characters -the inhuman detectives
and the delicious dames
-- that are the subject of
Damnation and Dames,
the latest anthology from
Ticonderoga Publications
Chuck McKenzie, owner and manager of (and the child of Liz Grzyb
and myself).
Notions Unlimited, and Amanda Pillar
The anthology treads
beyond the edges of noir and into the blurred world of the
paranormal -- or ‘paranoirmal’, as it should now be called. This
collection includes some of the best stories I’ve had the pleasure
of reading in either genre, and I’m not just saying that because I
helped select them.
Damnation and Dames was released into the wild on April 6th
and 7th, with two launches taking place. One was at the Notions
Unlimited bookstore in Melbourne and the other, at the 37th annual
Swancon science fiction and fantasy convention in Perth.
In true spirit, the book was introduced in Melbourne (knife in hand)
by local femme fatale and author Kirstyn McDermott, and in Perth
by the wonderful Margo Lanagan. Melbourne’s launch was a
relaxed affair, where local authors such as Jason Nahrung, Kirstyn
McDermott, Chuck McKenzie (owner of Notions Unlimited) and
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Lezlie Robyn were present to discuss the book and indulge in a
glass of wine or three. [Plus Dark Matter and the Minion :P not to
mention other welcome supporters - editor’s note]
The culmination of Liz’s and my idea (decided in a moment of
insanity during last year’s Swancon) was a book filled with laughter,
darkness and some truly uncanny moments. Where else will you
find stories of moonshine and shoes, giant zombie apes, and
trolls who dream of stardom? Damnation and Dames exudes the
elements of noir with characters based firmly in the paranormal
realm.
Damnation and Dames includes work by some of the strongest
names in the Australian speculative fiction scene; Robert Hood,
Nicole Murphy, Jay Caselberg, Lisa L Hannett, and Angela Slatter,
as well as several rising stars such as Pete Kempshall and
Penelope Love.
Damnation and Dames is available now from Amazon, Notions
Unlimited bookstore and Ticonderoga Publications, plus all good
four-armed trench coat stores.
Sadly I arrived too late for the formal launch as this was another of
those days when I went to two events scheduled to conflict. This is
why I don’t have any photos of Kirstyn launching the book - Nalini
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Guest Blog: Nathan Farrugia
There’s something about crossing genres
that scares people. No one knows quite
what to do with them, how to sell them,
how to market them, how to read them.
So it’s strange in a way for me to write
The Chimera Vector. It’s a thriller that’s
science fiction but isn’t. I guess you could
say it’s a techno-thriller that teeters on
the edge of sci-fi.
But as I was writing it I kind of pushed it
over the edge. There’s some stuff in The
Chimera Vector that is clearly technology
five or ten years ahead of now. But everything else is normal. It all
seems like now, like right now in the real world. You could say the
same about Batman’s latest batmobile or Whedon’s Dollhouse.
A few years ago I was afraid of my book being shoved away in
the sci-fi section and only sci-fi readers would discover it. Unless
it becomes so overbearingly popular and unavoidable -- like
Lord of the Rings, Harry Potter, Twilight, Game of Thrones and
(unfortunately) 50 Shades of Grey. It would otherwise remain
hidden away in the crevasse of genre fiction.
And you know what? That doesn’t matter anymore. The rules have
changed and there aren’t many actual bookshelves left. At least not
for me. So a strange thing happened. With the barriers between
genres lifted I stopped feeling uncomfortable about science fiction.
I didn’t care if some people took it for a thriller and others took it for
science fiction. To me it was both. I learned to embrace the genre
because it was a part of me. I love it now.
Dark Matter is currently running a competition for an ebook version
of The Chimera Vector, your choice of format. Go to http://www.
darkmatterfanzine.com/competitions.html for details.
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Gestalt Comics press release
What happens when you stop being a supervillain and start being
a criminal? Gestalt Comics is pleased to answer this question with
the digital publication of their comic series, Unmasked, by Christian
Read and Emily Smith.
Unmasked is a hardboiled action pulp, looking at the lives of Simon
Van Zandt and his wife Nancy Grace, both former supervillains
who have left that life behind. And while they’re safe, out of jail, not
getting punched in the head by heroes, they’re bored. But when
their old contact, the Duchess, comes to them with a new plan,
they’re in. Now they’re criminals. No costumes, no plots to take
over the world, no secret fortresses, nothing that’ll get attention.
But for Simon and Nancy and the rest of the crew, money and
success isn’t quite the juice they want it to be. The lure of the
outfit, the dark kind of fame that villainy brings, the reputation and
the chance to hurt heroes, all of this tempts and teases at the pair,
leaving them asking who they really want to be.
Writer of the story is Christian Read, fresh off his Aurealis awardnominated Eldritch Kid: Whisky & Hate graphic novel. “I’m very
excited about Unmasked. I’m a fan of gritty action noir, and I
always like the bad guys best. I’m rather excited about exploring
the murky, damaged psyches of the mooks and fifth business and
bit players from that superhero world. And while it takes place
there, make no mistake, Unmasked is a story about criminals.”
Joining Read is newcomer Emily Smith on pencils, inks and
colours. “I don’t think there’s a story out there quite like Unmasked.
There’s character drama, and there’s carefully twisted plots, fisted
up with grit, broken teeth and a kind of rough-hewn humanity. The
characters stood out in my head, clear as a bell, the very first time
I picked up the script, and I’ve been in love with them all ever
since.”
Unmasked is a four-issue series, with issue #1 currently available
through Graphicly.
• www.graphicly.com/gestalt-publishing/unmasked
• www.facebook.com/unmaskedcomic
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Supanova 2012
It was Friday 13 in Melbourne when, somewhat late due to
circumstances outside my control, I arrived at Supanova for the
opening ceremony. After checking in to get my wrist band to show
valid entry, I wandered around the site getting the lay of the land for
tomorrow. The main exhibition hall was still being set up for the next
day. The biggest theatre outside the main exhibition hall hosted
the opening ceremony where many of the guests were introduced
briefly before the charity auction. A lot of people spent the Friday
evening organising their passes and tokens for photographs and
autographs for the next few days, booking and paying in advance
on Friday instead of joining the mob on Saturday.
Richard Horvitz, also known as the voice of Invader Zim, not only
featured as a special guest but, using his Invader Zim voice, he
conducted a significant portion of the auction to the delight of
fans. Some friends of mine cosplayed Invader Zim characters on
Saturday and were delighted when Richard rushed up and hugged
‘My tallest, my tallest’. Although everyone focused on Invader Zim
– obviously a crowd favourite – Richard has a truly impressive list
of roles on IMDB.

After the opening ceremony some masterclasses were held for
comic book creators and fans. The first was a combined panel
with Kris Straub and Scott Kurtz followed by Brian Bendiss while
movies and anime were shown elsewhere. Kris and Scott were
part comedy duo, part mutual admiration society while they gave
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a run-down of their careers to date, discussed development of
ideas, maintaining standards and themes and discussed the issue
of income. They were honest about needing to get paid: facing
issues of piracy on the web, they make their primary work available
for free while merchandising and calling for financial support in
other ways. Without the financial support of fans Kris and Scott
would be unable to continue with the work they love or, at best,
would have to get day jobs leaving far less time for the work that is
their passion. When I asked, Kris and Scott agreed with Brandon
Sanderson’s comments (in my interview of Brandon Sanderson)
about how fans are the new patrons. They pointed out that one
thousand enthusiastic fans supporting them with $100 each per
year provides enough for them to live on so they can continue
creating their comics for the enjoyment of all.
They talked back and forth about a number of topics. Apparently
Kris is incredibly creative, coming up with lots of ideas that Scott
uses because Kris’ parameters for his comic strip are so narrow.
While Scott dissed Kris for this, he’s really happy to be able to use
Kris’ ideas, knowing they’ll go to waste otherwise. This exchange
was worthy of being used as a skit in a comedy show.
After this entertaining panel I began the epic journey quest that
was the trip home, knowing that the weekend was going to be very
long and tiring. NonCanonical Comic Book Podcast interviewed
Brian Bendiss in episode 106 here http://www.noncanonical.
com/archive/2012/4/30/noncanonical-106-brian-michael-bendisinterview.html, so go there to listen to guys who really know comics
interview a comic book icon.

The queue for Supanova early on Saturday morning

The next morning I arrived at Supanova bright and early, with a
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plan to make sure I didn’t
miss anything important.
Walking around, taking
photos while everyone
was fresh and before the
stores were ransacked
by
enthusiastic
fans,
talking to people, the
time went so quickly that
before I knew it I’d missed
Edward James Olmos’ Wolfgang Bylsma (Gestalt Comics) and
panel. There should be a Larry Boxshall (NonCanonical Podcast)
rule against putting very
important guests on so early on the first full day *sigh*. The minion
went looking for me and assumed (?) that I would be in Edward’s
talk, so he caught the second half. Apparently Edward presented
an articulate, intelligent speech about humanity and caring for the
environment. Later I interviewed Edward briefly, so I managed to
capture a portion of his passion and zeal for presentation to Dark
Matter’s audience. Sadly the audio is very poor quality, due to
background noise from the crowd and using a cheap Dictaphone,
so I doubt I’ll be able to clean up the recording to a standard fit for
presentation in audible format. A written version of the interview is
in this issue of Dark Matter.
Having done the Supanova event before, we’ve learnt a few things.
For example, eating lunch is important to avoid that energy low in
the afternoon. Instead of purchasing the food in the overpriced
cafeteria we walked about 100 metres down the road to buy fresh
souvlaki before interviewing Ben Chandler (see DMF issue 10 for
that interview). I missed Summer Glau’s panel while waiting for the
opportunity to interview Edward James Olmos: Edward’s interview
is in this issue of DMF.
Brandon Sanderson
After interviewing Edward, a brief break then into Brandon
Sanderson’s segment on the Wheel of Time. Some of Brandon’s
speech here is more or less repeated in the interview but more is
added. He explains that he can’t say much because fans parse
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down minutiae in an attempt to extrapolate the story, which is
intended to be confidential until its release. Brandon told the story
of how James Oliver Rigney, aka Robert Jordan, sold his original
plan for the Wheel of Time. He originally spruiked it as a trilogy but
the publisher seemed to know him better than he knew himself.
Having heard the story outline, the publisher signed him up for
6 books thinking he was being smart and would thus ensure his
publishing house would own the entire series.
My plan for Sunday was to see Wil Wheaton, James and Oliver
Phelps, Christopher Kirby, a brief lunch break then Morena
Baccarin and either another panel or some cosplay. By the end of
the day I was exhausted so I took a few photos of people before or
after they’d participated in the cosplay competition before heading
home. Lionel had offered me an interview with Chandler Riggs of
Walking Dead but I couldn’t find Lionel nor did I see Chandler at all
that day, mostly because I was flat out going from panel to panel.
Wil Wheaton
High after his Star Trek reunion in
Calgary (http://www.themarysue.
com/wil-wheaton-star-trekspeech/), Wil Wheaton told his
audience a story about helping
Jonathan Frakes fix his CPU while
both were using mobile phones
that, in the 1980s, were like Trek
technology. He went on to ask the
audience about Australia before
telling everyone that he knows drop
bears aren’t real. He added that
he doesn’t understand why we feel
the need to make up stuff when the
real stuff is so scary. He said we
have spiders the size of cars so we
don’t have to make up stuff to scare people from America. He’s
also in love with Australian breakfasts with baked beans on toast
(?). Wil spruiked Table Top, his new internet show that is part of the
Geek and Sundry channel. Friends play table top boardgames on
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YouTube to illustrate that gaming is a social activity. Wil said we’re
really lucky to have public transport that works, and talked about
how bad public transport is in LA. He’s obviously only experienced
trams in the inner burbs >:| . At the end of one of his tram rides he
saw a penguin at St Kilda that he said spoke in an Aussie accent.
Wil was asked to sing Soft Kitty and, in spite of a roar of applause
from the crowd, he declined. He was asked what he thought of
Sheldon in Big Bang Theory. Wil differentiated between himself
and Evil Wil Wheaton, going on to talk about how Evil Wil Wheaton
doesn’t actually hate Sheldon, he just trolls Sheldon, who reacts.
He went on to say that he adores Jim Parsons, who plays the
role of Sheldon and who is nothing like Sheldon and is not a nerd
at all. Wil had needed to explain nerd stuff to Jim who doesn’t
understand references. Wil talked about how, in the beginning of
Big Bang Theory, he felt that the show was making fun of geeks
but then about half way through the first season the direction or
flavour of the show changed and they were no longer making fun
of us, they were laughing with us.
When Bill called Wil and asked him to play Evil Wil Wheaton, Wil’s
first reaction was that he didn’t want to play himself. Bill said he
understood that and if Wil wanted to come in and read for them
when they were casting another role, they’d be happy to see him
read but he is the only person who could play Wil Wheaton. Wil
asked if he could think about it, so after hanging up he called John
Rogers. When Wil told John that Bill asked him to be on BBT,
John’s response was ‘And you said yes, right?’
‘No, wait, it’s a little more complicated-‘
‘What’s more complicated than yes?’ After hearing Wil enlarge a
little on the topic, John’s response was, ‘Are you insane?! What in
the world is wrong with you?! Did you know that a rerun of the Big
Bang Theory was the highest rated TV show last week? A rerun,
Wil, a rerun! .... Say yes and thank you!’
So Wil called Bill back and said, ‘Yes and thank you.’
Wil said that he met Felicia Day through an acting company.
Someone asked if he would put The Guild on his blog so he did
after there were 3 episodes up (many series don’t make it that far).
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Wil became a fan of the Guild then asked a friend to ask Felicia
if he could get a part on the Guild. Since working on the Guild
they’ve become good friends.
Oliver and James Phelps are
good-looking but easy to walk past
in the street without the red hair and
freckles. Although they’re adults
now, they still seem bemused by
the direction their lives have taken
and their success. Instead of doing
a talk themselves, they just took
questions.
A friend of their mother’s saw
auditions for the Weasley twins
advertised in a national newspaper.
They realised they could get a day
off school, get into a film and have
a day off school. (The repetition was deliberate.) They don’t think
they would have tried acting solo, the attraction was auditioning
and acting together, however they accept roles separately now.
When asked if they switched roles in the movie, they said they
switched roles once during rehearsal, although there’s a rumour
that they switched roles for filming
and a lot of the film had to be
shot again. When they arrived to
read through for Harry Potter, not
knowing who was playing whom.
When they asked, a brief, quiet
conversation took place between a
few people before telling them who
was playing who. They haven’t
read any Harry Potter fan fic.
It wasn’t the normal thing for 14 year
old boys to die their hair, especially
ginger. They had to have their roots
touched up every three weeks as
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well as having their eyebrows bleached. There were a number of
photos taken with a lot of gunk in their hair and huge white streaks
over their foreheads.
The quidditch scenes were filmed with them harnessed securely
on their broomsticks, suspended from cranes.
James discovered Fred Weasley was to die while reading on a
train in Japan. The ticket inspector wanted their tickets while
James was saying, ‘I’m dead. DEAD…’
Neither of the Phelps twins have read the Twilight books.
Christopher Kirby was the
next guest speaker. Read his
interview in this issue of Dark
Matter or on the website. Apart
from what is covered there, Chris
mentioned his acting career
began on the stage. Chris’s
mother was a model as is Chris’s
character in Iron Sky. He made
self-deprecating remarks about
not knowing how he was cast as
a model for Iron Sky: gorgeous,
tall and lean, and can’t figure
out why he’s cast as a model.
Chris specifically referred to my
interview in this talk, mentioning
the colour-blindness of science
fiction. Chris went on to talk a little about Star Wars, geeking out
at being on the Star Wars set, meeting George Lucas and acting
on a set where people in green bodysuits were going to be greenscreened out to create the illusion of drinks trays floating.
Around midday I realised I hadn’t factored lunch in to my plans for
the day. Having interviewed Brandon Sanderson on Friday (thanks
to Laura Hanly of Hachette Publishing!) I decided I’d reluctantly
forgo the Warbreaker segment in order to eat. Lunch was, once
again, souvlaki. I couldn’t believe that the café was practically
empty while the queues in the showgrounds were appalling.
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Sadly I heard later that Morena Baccarin and Cliff Simon posed
for photos outside the blast doors the Rebel Legion and 501st
brought. Friends looked for me and my camera but, alas, I missed
this spontaneous event.
Morena Baccarin (Inara
from Firefly, Anna from V
and Jessica Brody from
Homeland), was the next
guest of honour. Morena
has a reputation for being
the first to accept and the last
to cancel, never attending
Australian functions but this
time, against all odds, she
made it. Morena explained
that if she hadn’t cancelled
the last two times she
wouldn’t have been in V or
Homeland; her changes of
plans were due to being cast
in both shows and being
required to work. This time,
however, she nearly didn’t make it to Australia because the day
before she was due to fly out she was called in for jury duty.
Morena showed up for jury duty and explained that she was booked
on a plane for Australia the next day, no-one could replace her and
she really needed to be able to go. She was told she had to stay
put and go through the process. By the end of day one she hadn’t
been selected nor had she been released. She was told to come
back for the second day, with her concerns brushed aside. The
second day she showed up and tried to explain that she had to be
on a plane that evening, she had work and no-one could replace
her. She was told to sit down, shut up and go through the process.
By that afternoon Morena was getting frantic. With only hours to go
before she needed to board the plane, Morena broke convention,
appealing to the judge to listen to her story. She explained how
she’d had to cancel before, how no-one could take her place, how
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the plane fare was booked and so on. She was told to sit down
and go through the process. She burst into tears. Ten minutes
later she was released from jury duty so she just made it. And
that, ladies and gentlemen, is how you get out of jury duty.
Early on Morena addressed the issue of Firefly and Serenity. She
made it clear that it’s been ten years, she really doesn’t think the TV
series Firefly is coming back, and besides, Castle and Homeland
would have to end for Firefly to return. She also joked that if she
went back to the role of Inara she’d be an aging sex worker and
that would not be pretty. In contrast she said that if Joss Whedon
managed to get a sequel to Serenity off the ground, she’d be
there. She’s been part of some of Joss’s Shakespeare readings
and other events but has missed out on other opportunities with
Joss because of other work commitments.
During question time I asked Morena which of her challenging
roles - sex worker, transsexual or battered wife – was the most
challenging and why. Morena brushed the question aside, saying
they were all ‘great’, but I think she started thinking about the
question afterwards. Later she started to open up about how
difficult it was playing Jessica Brody from Homeland, the battered
wife in an emotionally charged drama, and how Morena and Clare
Danes have shared a lot of wine to wind down and derole after
heavy days at work.
After a heavy weekend I took some time out with a coffee, took
some photos of cosplayers and headed home myself. It was an
enjoyable, busy weekend, impossible to fit in everything as usual. I
didn’t even venture near any of the movie or anime screenings and
didn’t manage to talk to everyone I would have liked to have seen. I
also met Deborah Abela and her publicist Dot from Random House
and set up an interview with Deborah to talk about her children’s
books and working in children’s television. That interview took
place a few weeks back and will be in issue 10 of Dark Matter. I
left Supanova having had a busy, productive weekend but also
with plans on how to make better use of my time next year. I learn
something at every convention and every expo I attend, and with
every interview I record. It just keeps getting better and better.
Cosplay photos are online here
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What? Me? Compulsive?!
- Jack Dann
Anyone who has spent any time with professional writers will
undoubtedly recognize their utter lack of compulsivity. The very
idea that once we actually start a project, we’re like a dog with a
bone…well that’s just a myth perpetrated by—
Okay, so maybe all of the above is a small exaggeration, and we
are compulsive as hell. So what if we appear laid-back, somewhat
bedraggled, and devil-may-care; so what if we sleep all day and
work all night; so what if we procrastinate for hours, days, and
weeks and watch more movies than Roger Ebert of the ChicagoSun Times or read more books than Charles Van Doren? So what
if we eat popcorn for breakfast?
We’re creative.
We need time to daydream if we’re to get the hard work done.
Of course we also rationalize and lie for a living.
Well, I don’t; but then I’m the exception to the rule…although,
come to think of it, I did recently read twenty-one novels by Patrick
O’Brian in one go. (I did, however, take time out for food, sleep,
and the obligatory brushing of the teeth.)
And now, once again, I’m engaging in what some might consider
compulsive behavior: I’m reading (or rereading) all of Annie
McCaffrey’s Pern novels, one book after another. As of the time of
this writing, I’ve read twenty in the Chronicles of Pern series; and
I’m still going!
They are wonderful books and reading them now is my way of
holding onto Annie for just a little bit longer.
###
Dim the lights.
Change the mood.
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###
Anne McCaffrey passed away last November. She was a friend,
role-model, mentor, and a force of nature. As I wrote in the January
2012 issue of Locus Magazine:
Impossible. Annie’s gone. Just like that. A page turned. A whisper,
a yearning, the thunderous tearing of memory, and I can’t help but
slide down the dark tunnels of recollection toward the squintingly
bright light that was Anne McCaffrey.
Here is the place I land when I think of Annie.
Here…one last time, my dear friend. I’ve traveled back into youth
when you were the very distillation of life and I was a young man
you called “Tawny Lion”:
###
It’s 1969. I’m twenty-four years old, and it is a warm, dry summer
day, a wonderful day, full of sun and possibility. I am visiting Anne
McCaffrey at her home in Sea Cliff, New York. She has a grand old
Victorian house with a kitchen on the fourth floor and enough cats
padding across the landings and up and down the stairs to satisfy
even a cat lady. I’ve gotten lost in that house before.
I’m sitting in Annie’s tiny office on the first floor. Away from the
noise. Paperbacks on narrowly spaced shelves cover the walls.
The room is dark, almost mysterious, but secure. Anne sits behind
her desk and looks at a row of books beside her. She stares hard
at them, as if trying to think out the answer to a question. I imagine
that if she finds the answer, she will never return to this tiny room
again.
“These books are mine, Tawny Lion,” she says to me. “It’s as if
every year is on this bookshelf. One day you’ll be counting the
years of your life by the number of books you’ve written. And that’s
what you end up with, a row of books, the years of your life.”
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Although it’s a magical time of my life—everything bright and
compacted—Annie has just come through a bad marriage. She is a
tall, large-boned woman with a shock of white hair. She’s Irish and
used to be an opera singer. She always seems to know when I’m
in need of a home cooked meal and some positive reinforcement.
She is also the secretary of the Science Fiction Writers of America,
an organization I’ve just joined.
I’m living in Brooklyn, New York, and trying to write and go to St.
John’s Law School at the same time.
I guess I’m in love with Anne McCaffrey.*
What makes these novels of Annie’s such compulsive reading?
Certainly, their narrative drive; but that alone would not be enough
to turn these books (starting with The White Dragon) into New
York Times Bestsellers. For me, it’s Annie’s characters: they grow
and learn and endure; they share their joy, bitterness, adventures,
and grief with us; they become people we really know…people
who come to inhabit our lives and memories. These novels are
family sagas on amphetamines, for the time span encompassed
by this series is some 2,500 years. This is solidly based science
fiction, rigorously worked out, and yet these interlinked novels also
magically tap deep into the fantasy genre: There be dragons (albeit
bio-engineered) in these books!
Annie combined her deep understanding of love, joy, and loss
with an unmatched sense of story, genre, and mythic adventure
to create…life.
And so here I am, compulsively reading and living these novels.
I guess I’m just not ready to let Annie go quite yet.
###
21 March 2012
Windhover Farm, Victoria, Australia
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Interviews
Brandon Sanderson talks to Dark Matter
Internationally
renowned
awardwinning author Brandon
Sanderson
toured
Australia
recently.
After his appearance
at
SwanCon,
the
Western Australian SF
convention, as Guest
of Honour, Brandon
made an appearance
at
Supanova
in
Melbourne. On Friday
13 I met Brandon to talk to him about his career and his novels.
We chatted in the foyer of the Stamford Grand, a hotel in central
Melbourne. The foyer has a lounge where we sat in plush chairs
at a little side table, surprisingly secluded for a lobby section of a
busy international hotel. Brandon was wearing jeans, a tee with a
check shirt hanging open over the top and – wait for it – a brown
suede folding akubra, or the Australian equivalent of a cowboy
hat.

Brandon: You notice I’m wearing my Akubra, just special
for you guys. I don’t know if it looks good or if it makes me
look like a total tourist, but I decided I would wear it.
Nalini: I like it, personally. I think it looks good and they’re so
practical.

Brandon: It’s really practical. I mean, it folds up and stuff –
it’s great. I like it.
Nalini: Be careful about folding it up: my husband used to have
one of them and the wire gets bent and it gets really hard to get
back into shape.
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Brandon: Oh, okay. Don’t fold it too much is what you’re
saying? Okay. I am kind of a hat person: I like hats. I brought
my bowler with me to wear around but then I switched to
the Akubra.
Nalini: Very nice.

Brandon: Yes, I figure I need a local hat. I forced my wife
to buy one too.
Nalini: So she’s here too?

Brandon: She was here in Perth and stayed for the first half
of the tour, then she flew home. It gets a little bit wearying.
I mean, I’m here for three weeks. She wanted to get home to
the family. My mother was babysitting. Again, babysitting
the kids for a week is great for Grandma, but after a week it
does get a little – you know – so we didn’t want to wear out
our welcome.
Nalini: Babysitting privileges are very important.

Brandon: Yes, they are, they are indeed.
Nalini: How many kids do you have?

Brandon: We have two, a little four-year-old boy and a little
two-year-old boy.
Nalini: So they’re a handful.

Brandon: They are. They always say you get what is coming
to you. I have a little brother who is two years younger than
myself, and we were supposedly a handful at that age too.
So now I get to know the joys. They’re wonderful, they’re
delightful, but two little boys are just balls of energy. I wish
you could find some way to plug in to them and harness that
energy. You could probably power the whole city. They’re
just always going somewhere, you turn around and they’ve
climbed up four shelves trying to reach something you’ve
put up there.
Nalini: Yes, oh yes. I remember when my son was that age. It was
so scary. What are their names?

Brandon: Joel and Dallin. Dallin is a local name; you don’t
hear it much outside the area but it’s very common in the
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West there. A lot of people seem confused by it – Dallin,
where’d you get that? – but it’s fairly common. I don’t know
what the original derivation is, I should look it up, but it’s
one of those names that we see that we liked.
Nalini: What stories have influenced you in your writing other than
Wheel of Time?

Brandon: Other than Wheel of Time? A lot of stories have
influenced me. I’m both a writer and scholar – I have a
Masters in English. When you’re writing, you aren’t really
thinking about those things that they talked about in
college. But after the fact, sometimes you’ll sit down and
say ‘hmmm, what are my influences?’ and pull out the whole
English professor thing.
Specifically in fantasy, there were three women who
really influence me: Anne McCaffrey, Melanie Rawn and
Barbara Hambly. These were the first authors I discovered
in fantasy. I wasn’t a reader before I discovered fantasy,
with Dragonsbane by Barbara Hambly. It just so happens
that these three authors were the ones that my high school
library had and the books were shelved next to each other
because they all started with ‘Dragon’. That’s how I found
fantasy, by going from Dragonsbane to Dragonflight to
Dragon Prince.
Eventually I read everything these women had produced.
I see a lot of influence. Melanie Rawn, for instance, had a
very interesting rule-based magic system in her Sunrunner
series, which I’ve always loved. Looking externally, it has
had a deep influence on how I do magic. Anne McCaffrey’s
method of doing sequels – you’ll notice when you read
my books often I haven’t done any really truly continuous
sequels. I finish a book and then, in the Mistborn series,
there’s a period of a year in between, or in other sequels
they’re about different characters: we’re jumping hundreds
of years. That’s an Anne McCaffrey thing. Again I’m seeing
this after the fact, looking externally, but I haven’t done,
yet, any true sequels after the Robert Jordan method where
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we go right into the next book. I plan to do that with Way
of Kings but I haven’t, yet. So those are certainly deep
influences.
Someone came to me the other day and said, ‘Why are there
always ballroom sequences in your books? You always have
balls. You’ve got ninjas, you’ve got fighting and you’ve got
these ballroom scenes.’ I realise it’s probably because I just
really, really like things like classic Jane Austen novels, novels
of manners. I have a deep love of that sort of thing and I end
up incorporating it into my books. Now, granted, they’re
separated by action sequences, but I’m very influenced.
Another classic that has influenced me are Les Misérables.
I am deeply influenced by Les Mis as my favourite classic.
Nalini: You’re very philosophical in your writing. I’m currently
reading Warbreaker: I’m finding a lot of philosophy is coming out
there.

Brandon: Yes. I was a philosophy minor in college.
Nalini: Do you think that’s linked to Les Misérables?

Brandon: I think so. Certainly I love that book, I’ve read
it a number of times. What I love about Les Misérables is
that Victor Hugo had this brilliant way of characterising
both heroes and villains so that they felt very, very real to
you. Then there is this true heroism in the everyday things
they did. More than, I think, epic fantasy has. We need to
learn this better. Some of the true heroism is in the little
heroisms. We deal with saving the world, and I love doing
that – I write epic fantasy. But some of the most heroic
moments in fiction and in real life are not about saving the
world, they’re about the little sacrifices that people make.
I think that those are, in some ways, a more true and more
real and more honest way of telling stories. So I try to let
myself be influenced by stories that do a good job at that.
Nalini: Joss Whedon in Angel: Angel says something about nothing
that we do has meaning, so the smallest thing that we do has the
most incredible meaning because we’re not doing it for a reward.
Is that kind of what you’re saying?
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Brandon: That sounds good to me. I’ve never actually
watched Angel. I love Firefly but I came to Joss Whedon late:
when Buffy was on I was a poor college student without
access to a television and cable so I kind of missed that
whole Buffy thing. It wasn’t until Firefly that I got into
Joss’s work.
Nalini: That’s something we have in common. I got into Firefly
and then from that –

Brandon: You got into Buffy and Angel?
Nalini: Yes.

Brandon: I keep meaning to. My friends are all Buffy addicts,
they say ‘you’ve got to watch this, you’ve got to watch this!’
and I say: ‘Where’s the tiiime?’ There’s something like six
seasons of that and six seasons of Angel. But someday.
Nalini: Seven seasons of Buffy, five of Angel. You’ve been
nominated for and have won several awards, but what kept you
going before this kind of affirmation?

Brandon: The hardest point for me was when I was trying
to break in. I wrote thirteen novels before I sold one.
Nalini: Wow. Congratulations for persevering.

Brandon: I say that to people and sometimes my editors
shake their heads and say, ‘Don’t tell people that; they’ll
think that you’re awful.’
[When typing up the interview, I got the giggles. When Brandon
says ‘awful’ it sounds like ‘offal’ to me, which seems both apropos
and descriptive.]

I was not very good at this when I started. I think a lot of
authors do that. I’ve come to realise that the thing holding
me back for a lot of years was the unwillingness to revise.
I was one of those authors who like to write a book, be
done with it and move on. Then I would say, ‘Oh, I’ll write
the next one really well.’ I liked writing. I really enjoyed
that process, but there were some tough years in there,
particularly after I started feeling that I was writing things
that were really good, that were publishable, that were quite
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solid and I still kept getting rejections. People kept telling
me the books I was writing were too long, I kept sending in
these big massive epic fantasies.
[Nalini pulls her complete copy of Way of Kings forward]

Yes. They kept saying these were too big and people aren’t
really buying epic fantasy now… this is what the editors
were saying.
Nalini: So that’s a fashion thing in the industry.

Brandon: Yeah. Mm-hm. I don’t know if they were right
or not, but that’s what they were saying. So I decided to
try writing what I felt the market was doing, and started
chasing the market a little bit. I failed at that: I wrote a
couple of books that were just awful. That’s the point when
I really had my moment of ‘why am I doing this? What am I
doing here?’ This was in 2001, maybe early 2002.
I kind of had to make the decision that I was doing this for
me. I was writing books because I loved books; I was doing
it because I loved writing. I was going to write the type of
book that I wanted to write. I had to decide I didn’t care
if I didn’t get published. I decided I would keep writing
books until I died, even if I ended up with seventy-five
novels unpublished. I actually made that decision.
The next book I wrote was The Way of Kings, throwing away
all the stuff that people said to me. They tell me my books
are too long, and I wrote a book that was twice as long
as any book I had written before. They were telling me
my books were too expensive, so I wrote one with thirty
interior illustrations.
While I was working on Way of Kings I actually sold my sixth
book, which was Elantris, one of the ones I had written in
the era when I really felt I was doing good work, before I
decided to try chasing the market. At that point it was like:
‘Oh, I just sold one of those!’ It actually worked out for me,
but it was about eighteen months after I made that decision,
that I eventually sold a book in 2003. Since then I’ve had
the conviction that I do this because I love it. I haven’t had
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to have the affirmation to push me along, but it’s great that
people do enjoy my books. I certainly wouldn’t be making a
living at it if people didn’t enjoy it, but I’d still be writing.
Nalini: Because you just love writing so much.

Brandon: It’s what I do. It’s who I am. During the years
before, I worked the graveyard shift at a hotel so I could
write while I was at work. I don’t know if I’d have been able
to keep doing that at minimum wage, but maybe, I don’t
know. I probably would have had to find a job where I
could do some writing at work or that left me with writing
brain space. I don’t know what I would have ended up
doing. I do have a Masters, so maybe I would have gone on
and taught English, I don’t know. I’m glad it worked out.
I’m not really trained for anything else.
Nalini: Does the Masters of English help these days with revision
now that you have got to the point where you are revising?

Brandon: To be perfectly honest, I love my Masters degree
– I’m glad I did it – but it’s like 2% help where practice
is 98%. You don’t need schooling to become a writer; you
need practice. Practice and good feedback. Granted, in
the Masters degree I met a couple of people who gave
me good feedback, but I met many outside who gave me
good feedback as well. For those writers out there: really,
practice, practice, practice.
You can learn as much from a good book about writing –
like Stephen King’s On Writing or something – as you can
learn in a college course. Most college courses are ‘write a
book and workshop it.’ You can do that on your own. I did
enjoy my Masters degree. It was fun to get help learning
about the philosophy of writing, but you don’t need to
know the philosophy of writing in order to write. You need
to know the philosophy of writing to write about writing.
Nalini: Do you feel any added pressure after winning all of those
awards?

Brandon: Yes and no. I feel more indebted to the readers.
The awards are nice but it is more that I don’t want to
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disappoint the readers. Awards are a reflection of that, so
it really is more of the same thing. With the Wheel of Time
books, I have a readership to whom I owe a lot. Those
books don’t belong to me; they belong to the fans. I want
those books to be as good as they can be, so the fans get
what they’ve been waiting for all these years. With my own
books I feel very excited about being able to do this for a
living. There are a lot of writers who want to do this for a
living; it’s like I owe the community to make good on this
chance that I’ve been given, and do the best work I can, and
to keep at it, because there are so many who would like to
be doing what I’m doing.
Nalini: How does it feel to finish a series of which you are such a
fan?

Brandon: Bittersweet. Definitely bittersweet. I followed
this for so many years that it’s been a big part of my life for
many, many years, so ending it is really, really weird. I can
remember picking up that first Wheel of Time book when it
came out in 1990: this is after I’d spent a summer discovering
fantasy novels. The first paperback of the Wheel of Time
was that Fall I believe, and it’s been with me ever since.

cover for A Memory of Light without text
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It’s really the only series I’ve followed all the way along,
so it’s really weird. On the one hand I’m like stepfather
to millions of people. On the other hand it’s just me the
fan trying to make sure that this thing is as wonderful as I
want it to be as a fan. All those things together are a huge
amount of pressure.
Nalini: I heard you were supposed to write one book but it turned
into three.

Brandon: Yeah. The length of what of I was writing hasn’t
changed. Robert Jordan was saying that the last book would
be so big that they’d need a wheelbarrow to get it out of
bookstores. I just wrote it at that length. The publisher
and Robert Jordan’s widow decided that it should be three
books and so we did split it. But the whole time I’ve just
been riding along on the outline as I developed it and as I
was given it. There is really not much of a story there, it’s
just that they decided to slice it and I said go ahead.
Nalini: I heard a few
years back that the new
author was supposed to
have actually met Robert
Jordan while he was in
hospital?

Brandon: No, I did
not. I saw him once
at a convention, just
as a fan and that’s it. I
never met him for real.
I didn’t know him. I
was chosen because
his wife was his editor;
before he passed away
he asked her to find
somebody to finish
his series. Since she
was an editor, he felt

Brandon at Supanova reading an
excerpt from Legion, his next book
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she could handle this. She chose me based on my works. I
didn’t know I was being considered; I didn’t apply for it.
She read Mistborn and called me.
Nalini: Wow.

Brandon: As an aside to that, I was known as a fan of his
work, which is why she went to read mine. She was looking
for somebody who had, vocally, said they liked the Wheel of
Time who was also a writer.
Nalini: I read your eulogy on the website. It was very much ‘wow
and I hope it gets finished’. A reader asked what it was like reading
the Wheel of Time drafts and not being able to discuss the story
with your fellow fans.

Brandon: You know, I’m usually pretty open, as a writer. If
you look at my blog I talk about what I’m working on, but
I can’t do that with the Wheel of Time. That has been a little
bit hard for me, to be more closed mouthed. It is a project
that requires some closed-mouthedness; the fans are really
dedicated. If you say one word, they’ll parse that word,
figure out what you meant by it, and spend hours discussing
it, so you’ve really got to be on your toes. Fortunately I’ve
been able to discuss it with my wife who was included in
the NDA (non-disclosure agreement) and with Robert
Jordan’s two assistants. I do have people to talk to about
it. It hasn’t been as hard as having to be on my toes, making
sure I haven’t said the wrong thing lest I give a clue as to
what is going to happen.
Nalini: A reader also asked how does it feel knowing that a
generation of readers are literally holding their collective breath
and waiting?

Brandon: It makes pressure, but it certainly feels daunting
to think of things like that, because there’s a lot riding on
this book. It had better be good; I’m working my best to
make sure that it is.
Nalini: That leads beautifully into the next reader question: are
you worried that fans will want to throw you into Shayol Ghul for
the Dark One to feast upon?
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[laughter]

Brandon: Yes and no. The ending of the actual book Robert
Jordan wrote himself, so I can at least depend on that, being,
you know –
Nalini: True to the original.

Brandon: True to the original. Years ago now, when I first
read the end, I felt very satisfied by it as a fan. I think that
ending is good. My job is to get us there without screwing
up in between. Hopefully they won’t want to throw me in.
I mean, this is the last battle and there are some casualties…
Even so I’m hoping that doesn’t cause them to want to throw
me into the pit. I do the best I can, and hope.
Nalini: Have you felt torn between writing your own original work
and finishing Robert Jordan’s legacy?

Brandon: No, because when I agreed to this, in my mind
was the knowledge that I was going to have to set aside
some projects in order to work on this. That was part of
the decision process for me. It’s not to say that there hasn’t
been a sacrifice, because there has been, but it was one I
went into knowing that I was going to make one, and that I
was going to be dedicated. So there wasn’t as much feeling
being torn because, originally starting off, I had to say,
‘Okay, this book, this book and this book, I’m setting aside.
I will try to find time for The Way of Kings,’ and I did find
time for that, but I had to set aside a bunch of other projects.
There’s one book I wrote in 2007 that I haven’t had time to
revise yet, some little things like that I did set aside.
I knew the Wheel of Time was going to be a majorly large
project. I didn’t know it was going to take quite as long as
it has. I’m getting a little bit antsy to get back to a few of the
things I set aside, but that’s only because now I’ve got the
last book done and I’m in revisions, and I’m always antsy
during revisions to move on. That’s just how I am: I talked
about that earlier. The revision process is my least favourite
process of the whole thing. I am eager to move on now that
I actually have the whole book done, but it can’t be done
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yet. I have to do more drafts – we’re at draft number five
right now. I do twelve drafts on Wheel of Time books.
Nalini: Wow, that’s a lot, especially with the size of those books.
What would you like to share with readers about your works?

Brandon: To the fans: I’m just delighted that you guys enjoy
what I’m doing, and thank you all
for supporting me. The response
to my books in Australia has just
been amazing. Deep thanks for
reading and for sticking with me.
I do a lot of weird things and I
do that intentionally because I
feel the fantasy genre has a lot of
room left to grow and explore. I
love what has come before, but
it seems like during the 80s and
90s, fantasy really narrowed in on
one major type of fantasy, at least
the very popular fantasies.
I think we have a big explosion of
possibility coming. George R. R.
Martin has started that: he’s taken
fantasy in a different direction,
really blending some historical
with some gritty realism and
some epic fantasy all together;
he does some really fascinating
things. I think that is only one of
the ways of approaching fantasy
that lots of people are now doing
A detailed Mistborn
costume at Supanova
in their books. I’m really excited
about the fantasy genre.
Recently I was happy to write Mistborn, which is kind of a
modernist take on fantasy where it was kind of a little bit
self-aware. Now jumping ahead with Alloy of Law and doing
fantasy: this is a fantasy book where the epic fantasy trilogy
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became the foundation for a more urban fantasy trilogy set
with a more modern technology. I love doing that: I love
seeing where I can take the genre, and people are sticking
with me.
I appreciate that there was a time back in the 80s where if you
put guns in your fantasy nobody read it. There was kind of
a rule: no guns. It’s dangerous to do something different…
Not dangerous, but it’s a little bit worrisome when you do
this as an author. Will people follow you along rather than
sticking to one series and doing it as one big massive epic?
They have stuck with me, so I appreciate it.
Nalini: Each of these books has a strong theme of religious
tolerance and acceptance of others: how does that relate to your
personal faith?

Brandon: I am a religious person. I am LDS, Mormon. I
am fascinated by religion in all its different aspects. My
religious nature meshes with my storyteller’s nature. The
storyteller in me seeks to explore as many different ways of
thinking as possible in my fiction.
One of the ways that I explore the world is by saying: let’s
take this person who believes like me and this person who
believes very differently from me, and let them have a
conversation and see what grows out of it. In a lot of ways
fiction is about trying to see through as many different eyes
as possible, at least for me, so you find these explorations.
Mixed with that is, being a religious person, I think the
misuse of religion for the wrong purposes is one of the most
purely evil things that can exist in the world. Actually I think
the atheists and I would agree on that. I also find myself
exploring that; what happens when you misuse religion for
the wrong purposes. Like I said, I am a philosopher at heart,
and so being able to look at these different philosophies of
life is very interesting to me. Religion, religious tolerance,
religious intolerance in characters is what I’m trying to
show: how the world works through their eyes.
Nalini: You’re showing all the colours of the rainbow.
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Brandon: I try. I try very hard. As a writer you have to
try to make an argument for someone – whether it’s an
argument where you believe their view personally or you
don’t – your characters have to be true to themselves. You
have to be able to make the argument strong enough that
someone who holds that view dearly, reading the book says,
‘Yes, that’s my argument, that’s how I would make it.’ That’s
tough but I think it’s vital. Nothing ruins a book for me
more than someone who expresses my viewpoint in a book
and I find them making a weak argument, not making the
argument the way I would, just so that they can be taught a
lesson. That ruins the story for me. It is no longer a story;
it’s preaching. If you’re going to have characters who are
strong, they need to espouse strong beliefs and express
them strongly in a way that is not lukewarm. I believe that,
so I try hard.
Nalini: I am currently reading Warbreaker and
I am loving what Vivenna is going through,
questioning herself and her motivations.

Brandon: Thank you, I appreciate that.
That book, in my mind, the English
professor version, is a book about
reversals. Different people have to fulfil
roles that they didn’t expect they would
have to fulfil. Characters that you don’t
expect doing things – the twists and turns
are about reversing people’s roles in the plot. Hopefully
that theme works for you as you finish the book.
Nalini: Yes, I’m very close. [Shows Brandon the bookmark in
Warbreaker]

Brandon: Oh, wow, so you’ve hit most of them already.
Nalini: I was trying to get it finished before the interview, but I’m
getting there.

Brandon: It’s all right. Yeah.
Nalini: You were a missionary in Seoul.

Brandon: I was.
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Nalini:
Has this cross-cultural experience influenced your
writing?

Brandon: Yeah, it has, quite a bit. One of the things you
notice is that once you go live in a different culture, it opens
your eyes to the different ways people can think, and how
varied it is. Learning a new language and being immersed
in it really opens your eyes to how language can affect
thought and thought process.
Beyond that, growing up as a white male American, I never
had to be the outsider. Living in a culture where suddenly
you are, even though I was a privileged minority, not an
underprivileged minority – I don’t know if there is a place
you can go in the world where a white male American is
an underprivileged minority – but just being a minority
changes things. I think my writing grew much stronger.
I would suggest to every American, particularly, that this
is an experience that would be very good for them. We
Americans do tend to be a little bit turned inward. In
Europe you have to experience dual cultures and things
like that. I don’t know how it is in Australia, but in the
States it’s pretty easy to forget the rest of the world. That’s a
criticism that is levelled against the States quite reasonably.
Going among another culture, serving the people there
and forgetting yourself for a while, is just a wonderful
experience. Absolutely wonderful.
Nalini: You released Warbreaker by instalments on the Internet.

Brandon: Yes, I did.
Nalini: The 21st century equivalent of Charles Dickens’ serial
publications, except yours were free. Later you edited these
chapters, releasing documents comparing the drafts so people
can see the changes. What was this process like?

Brandon: It did send my agent and editor into a bit of a
panic. Fortunately I wasn’t very popular as a writer back
then; well, not unpopular, but I didn’t have my current
notoriety. I was doing all right; my books were selling fine;
but I had not hit top gear as a fantasy writer yet. So me
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doing this did not send them into as much of a panic as it
would have if I did that now. I still intend to do it again, but
don’t tell them that. It was cool because it was something I
hadn’t seen done before. The Web offers us the opportunity
to do things like this. I thought I’d give it a try, and so I
released it. They use the term crowdsourcing now; I was
crowdsourcing my feedback.
Instead of using a writing group, which I normally do, I
released it to the fans to see what their reaction was. That’s
dangerous because, as a writer, you have to learn to read
between the lines when people are giving feedback rather
than doing everything everyone suggests you. If you do
everything everyone suggests to you, your book will be
schizophrenic; it’s going to go all over the place. Some
people will want one thing from it; some people will want
another. You just can’t write to fan demands, otherwise
you won’t have a cohesive story. But it was fun to see the
responses and, as a writer, if you can pick between the lines
and see the legitimate problems and fix those in drafts, it
can be a very big help and it can be fun. I think it did help,
and it gave the fan base something.
One thing they don’t talk a lot about in New York but one
thing that is absolutely true is that fantasy and science
fiction readers are very tech savvy. Every person who
buys one of my books could get that book for free if they
wanted to. They know how to find it, even if it is not just the
library: finding it online. Every one of them can pirate the
books. There is nothing we can do to stop that; in fact we
should stop jumping up and down about it as much we do.
Anytime I want to check, it takes me thirty seconds online
to find a free copy of one of my books. Every person who
is buying one of my books is doing it because they want to
support me as a writer. So I want to do things to give back
to those readers, to say: ‘I acknowledge that you are doing
this, you are supporting me. You’re not just reading, you’re
supporting me as a writer.’
In a lot of ways it takes us back to this interesting image of
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Dickens, because during that era a lot of writers, in order to
be an artist, would have a patron. That was how you became
an artist in an earlier era. Now we are kind of moving back
toward that model: the readers are our patrons; they choose
to give us money. They don’t just read us, they choose
to support us. So I try to do things like Warbreaker. The
annotations of my books are another way I try to do this.
I try to go chapter by chapter and write an annotation, an
extra like a behind-the-scenes DVD commentary, if you
will, on my books. And for anyone reading this interview,
Warbreaker is still available for free on my website: the
actual published version. DRM free, just download it. And
once you read it you can compare it to the first draft. I do
this as a thank you to all the readers who support me in
this.
Nalini: Some characters are there for you to hate, do you find that
fans want you to change that character?

Brendan: Reader feedback is an interesting thing. I’ll
use the Wheel of Time as a model. When I took the Wheel
of Time, I was a fan and reader. There were certain things
that the super fan in me wanted to see happen and I had
to say, ‘No, wait a minute. That would take the book into
the ridiculous.’ If I put in all the cameos and brought back
the characters with just the lines all the fans would love, I
would risk turning the book into a comedy. With all the
callouts and sendups, it turns into Shrek, which is just one
huge pop culture extravaganza. That’s not what we want to
do, not what we want to write. When fans are often asking
for these things, they are not really asking for them.
I think there are certain things, as a fan, that you do want:
great moments, huge payoffs that were a long time coming;
after waiting so many many years there are things you want
to have come together, a climax you want to read – these are
important. So walking that line is difficult, and working
on the Wheel of Time has taught me how to do it better.
Characters the fans love to hate – you get a sense of when
you want to make sure they are in the fans’ face plenty, and
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when you want to back off.
Nalini: When are the sequels for Way of Kings and Alloy of Law
coming out?

Brandon: I am working on revisions for the last Wheel of
Time novel, and I have a number of revisions to do; I’m
planning to be done with that around July. At that point
I will write the sequel to Way of Kings. I feel very bad that
people have to wait so long for the second book, but I plan
to be much quicker in the future. And I plan to alternate a
Way of Kings book and a Mistborn book after that.
Nalini: I have been told that Way of Kings has been set in the
same universe as Mistborn?

Brandon: It is. All of my epic fantasies have been set in the
same universe.
Nalini: Are they on different planets?

Brandon: They are different planets, but there is a character
who is in every one of them. The same character is in
Warbreaker and in Mistborn. There are other characters who
appear here and there and cross between the books.
Nalini: Who is the character?

Brandon: In Warbreaker he is the
storyteller, Hoid, with the dust,
and he’s the King’s Wit from Way
of Kings. If you read Mistborn, he
is named Hoid in each of those
as well. In Alloy of Law and Well
of Ascension, he is not named but
is only there to be picked out by
description, but in the others he’s
named. I did this because, during
those early days writing books, I
wrote thirteen, as I said earlier.
I love the big epics. You can’t be a
Wheel of Time fan without loving
big epics. I wanted to tell a big
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epic, but early on it seemed to me that writing a whole
bunch of books in the same series was a bad way to break
in. If an editor rejects the first one, you can’t really send in
the second one.
So, while hunting editors, I wrote thirteen books that were
all different worlds, different settings. I started having
characters sneakily move between them, to be building,
setting the stage for a grand epic that I would tell later on,
behind the scenes. So from the get go, from Elantris, this
was all planned because this is something I been doing in
my books since then.
Nalini: Are you planning to revise these books that haven’t been
published and to reinvent them, so to speak?

Brandon: if I do, I will write them from scratch. That’s what
I did with Way of Kings when it came time to actually publish
it – I sat down and wrote from page one to the end again,
and threw away what I’d done just because my skills as a
writer have gotten better. There is one book in that era – I
guess there are two – that I will do for sure. But I will write
them over from scratch. I always want to be releasing new
stuff; I don’t want to – as my agent puts it – pull a novel out
of the trunk and say, ‘Here, read this.’ But they are part of
this grand story that I’m telling, so we will get to them.
The thing about it to remember is that I want each of my
stories, series and books to stand on their own. Even though
there is this behind-the-scenes story, that won’t come to the
forefront unless I do a story dedicated entirely to it. I don’t
want you to have to have read Mistborn to read Way of Kings.
They’re the Easter eggs; they’re all going to be Easter eggs
unless I write a series all about them. In which case you’ll
be brought up to speed very quickly, because the series will
be out about them: you won’t have to read everything to
understand that series.
Nalini: That sounds great. Where are you planning to take us with
your writing next?

Brandon: [musingly] Next, where am I planning to take
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you? Certainly I want to try and do the Stormlight Archive,
the Way of Kings series, in a way that I hope is just awesome.
I have an advantage over people like Robert Jordan and
George R. R. Martin in that I’ve read Robert Jordan and
George R .R. Martin. The big epic fantasy series is a real
challenge: to do a longer series and have it work. Have it not
sag during the middle, in places. To have all the characters
and the narrative remain tight. Having learnt the lessons
of the great writers who have come before me, I think I can
try this in a new way. So I’m really eager to give it a shot.
Recently a writer did it in a way that it looks like the best
it’s ever been done, which was Steven Erickson. I haven’t
finished his series yet but, from the fan reaction and from
what I’ve read of it, he seemed to get around that. I think
there are great things we can still do with the epic fantasy
genre. I want to try and explore them, I want to find what
the great things we can do with the genre are and try to
take us there.
Nalini: Sounds good. From your tweets I gather you’re a Magic
player.

Brandon: I am.
Nalini: Is this one of the things that you do to de-role?

Brandon: It is. I have found it is also a wonderful thing to
do with readers. I don’t want all of my interaction with
my readers to just be: they hand me a book, I sign it and I
hand it back, thank you, have a nice day. I want there to
be something I can actually do with them, so that they can
relax and so that I can relax. Magic is something I’ve played
since about the same time I got into fantasy books. It’s
something I’ve allowed to be my hobby, because you need
hobbies, you can’t just spend all the time writing. So it’s my
hobby and I let myself spend time with my fans doing it,
and I have a blast doing so.
Nalini: Are you going to be playing Magic in Melbourne?

Brandon: I don’t know what the format at Supanova is. I
want to try to find a time that I can, but I have to go and see
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what Supanova is like. I think there are breaks and things
between signings – I don’t know. I am going to bring my
cards. I’ll send out a tweet if I think there’s going to be time
to play, but I don’t know if there are tables – never having
done it before – I don’t want to make any promises. I don’t
want to step on any toes or throw a crinkle into any plans.
Probably I’ll go tomorrow (Saturday) and see how it is, and
then if there is time on Sunday, I’ll try to find the time to
play.
[Following Brandon on Twitter revealed that he found the time and
the tables, he sent out tweets letting fans know that he was playing
Magic on both Saturday and Sunday of Supanova.]
Nalini: What does the future hold for you?

Brandon: Keep writing books, keep telling stories. Now
that I have finished the Wheel of Time, I can get back to a
bunch of these little side stories that I’ve been wanting
to do. This year I am releasing two novellas in published
form.
Nalini: Emperor’s –

Brandon: Emperor’s Soul – you wanted to say Emperor’s New
Groove, didn’t you?
Nalini: NO! What I am visualising is the cover of the book, which
kind of looks a bit like pen and ink drawing, it’s gorgeous. I was
going to say Emperor’s Ink, getting the artwork and the title
confused.

Brandon: Yes. Often when I do a big trip, I kind of try to
absorb everything from the culture and spit out a novella.
That’s what I did in Taiwan.The Emperor’s Soul came from my
trip to Taiwan. I actually have one that I’m absorbing that’s
built – growing – from Australia. If I can work drop bears
into a book and actually make them not silly I am totally
going to do it. These novellas are both ones that I did that
for: Legion and The Emperor’s Soul. Legion comes out in June,
and The Emperor’s Soul in November, I think.
So that’s something I can be releasing since I didn’t have
time to write a novel. It’s something I can give the readers,
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so hopefully people will enjoy those. They are both quite
good – I think, if I may say so for myself – as novellas go.
I’m not a great short fiction writer; I’m trying to learn
how to be a great short fiction writer. A step toward it is
to be a novella writer first. I can use those novel writing
skills. So those are coming out. From there, I will write
the second Stormlight book, and I will write the sequel to
Alloy of Law. After that I will probably just let myself do
anything. I will take time off and say, ‘Brandon, you don’t
have to write anything specific, just see where you go,’ and
I’ll write something crazy. After that I’ll come back and do
more of the other stuff I’m supposed to do.
Nalini: Is there anything you’d like to say to fans?

Brandon: Just thank you. Thank you very much for reading,
and I hope you enjoy what’s comin’ atcha!
Nalini: Thank you for talking to Dark Matter.

Brandon: Yeah. Thank you.
Download Warbreaker free: http://brandonsanderson.com/book/
Warbreaker/page/20/WARBREAKER-Rights-and-Downloads
Pre-order Legion in a limited edition or trade edition:
http://www.subterraneanpress.com/Merchant2/merchant.
mv?Screen=PROD&Product_Code=sanderson01&Category_
Code=PRE&Product_Count=28
Order Emperor’s Soul: http://www.tachyonpublications.com/book/
Emperors_Soul.html
Follow Brandon on Twitter: http://twitter.com/BrandSanderson
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Helen Lowe talks to Dark Matter
Helen Lowe is an award-winning poet and
author who has also been shortlisted for
the prestigious Morningstar Award this
year. To Vote for The Heir Of Night by
Helen Lowe to win the Morningstar Award
for Best Fantasy Newcomer, click here
(Then click again in the circle immediately
above the book and author.)
Helen and I chatted recently over Skype
about her writing career, her novels,
earthquakes and more.
Nalini: Thank you very much for talking to
Dark Matter. When did you get the writing bug?

Helen Lowe: At a very early age. I think I would have
been about eight when I wrote my first poem which was
incredibly derivative, of course! From there I started writing
little plays to act out with my brothers. And by the time I
was a teenager I was writing my first novels.
Nalini: Wow. Who supported and encouraged you along the
way?

Helen: That’s an interesting question. Nowadays there are
so many schools for young writers and it seems like there’s so
much encouragement. For me, no one actively discouraged
me but no one really encouraged me either, so it was very
much a self-driven thing. I got my first encouragement when
I was at high school: I submitted a short story to Radio New
Zealand (which would be a bit like the ABC in Australia.)
The competition was open, not just for school kids, and my
story was one of the ten finalists selected. That was when
I really thought: “Oh, maybe I can do this writing thing.”
I didn’t win the competition, but the story was broadcast
on the radio. And then, of course, I went to university and
didn’t get back to writing for quite some years!
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Nalini: What did you study?

Helen: My undergraduate degree was a BA in English and
Geography. For my postgraduate studies I went to Sweden,
to the University of Stockholm, where I studied urban and
regional planning.
Nalini: Okay, that’s a bit of a divergence from writing. What was
your plan?

Helen: Backtracking a little to your question about
encouragement to write: no one ever told me that writing
was a thing you could do as a career—it was always spoken
of in terms of a hobby. So because I was very interested in
environmental issues I went down that path and worked
in the environmental management field for some time. I
really enjoyed my work, but in terms of doing the writing
seriously, a time came when I felt I had to choose between
doing one or the other full time.
Nalini: Do you think that your experience with urban planning will
come out in the structures of the environments in the books?

Helen: Just to clarify, rather than urban planning, I
actually worked more in what I would call environmental
management. My focus was more with the natural
environment and related cultural issues, such as Maori
land issues here in New Zealand. Other areas included
river management and building roads and bridges in
remote areas. I think you can see those threads a little in
my stories, because both the built environment and the
natural environment are a strong influence. I also think
that the cultural element is present in “The Heir of Night”,
because the Derai people are alien to the world that they
are living in. They brought their war and their values with
them—and you get a sense that the other peoples in the
world might have their own views of that. I have tried to
expand on that a little more in “The Gathering of the Lost.”
It’s not my “mission” to expound on cultural issues, but I do
try to differentiate the cultures in the books, both within
the world of Haarth, but also between its peoples and the
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Derai.
Nalini: I think that gives added depth

Helen: I agree—and I love stories that do that kind of
thing well. Some of the books I’ve loved include Ursula le
Guin’s “The Left Hand of Darkness”, where you’ve got an
array of sexual mores coming into the book, as well as other
political and social issues. I think there are quite strong
cultural issues between the off-planet protagonist as well
as the two main societies within the world, highlighting
the differences between them. There’s also a book like “The
Snow Queen” by Joan Vinge, were
you have quite disparate cultures
within the world, but also the
cultural interaction with the
people from off-world—basically
a colonial power. I like those
kind of stories, so it’s probably
not surprising that I want to tell
similar kinds of stories myself.
Nalini: What other books and authors
have influenced you?

Helen:
(speaks softly, half
laughing) That’s a very long
list… (normal voice) There are
so many. There are the obvious
ones—when I was a kid I loved
the Narnia books, then went on
to The Lord of the Rings as a teen. I often talk about Alan
Garner’s book Elidor, because Elidor is a dark world and
when I read it at about eight or nine that really colonised my
imagination. I think that’s where the original idea around
The Wall Of Night world, which is twilit, first sparked. I was
reading Norse myths at the same time, which is all Twilight
of the Gods and quite dark too—so that twilit/dark idea
really got in there and percolated away. In terms of other
influences … I’m trying to think of something a bit more
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diverse than just The Lord of the Rings!
Nalini: Did you like Lord of the Rings before you were living in
Middle Earth?

Helen: Yes I did. Although I was always living in “Middle
Earth”, pretty much.
Nalini: Well, before it became Middle Earth.

Helen: Exactly! But I loved The Lord of the Rings as soon as I
started reading it, because I had read so much of the Norse
myths when I was younger, so I recognised the stories and
knew where they were coming from. For me that wasn’t a
detraction from the book, it gave it extra richness. I love
that kind of depth, the mythologies and the legends coming
through. I really liked Dune as well, as a teen. I think I was
reading The Lord of the Rings and Dune for the first time
around the same age, when I was 14. I can see the influences:
in both cases the world building is so powerful, and there
are cultural elements as well as the politics and the action
of the story.
I like big stories, but I also read widely. I love William
Gibson’s Neuromancer and Mona Lisa Overdrive, all those
stories, which are nothing like the stories I write myself.
More recently, I really loved Paolo Bacigalupi’s The
Windup Girl and Shipbreaker. When I read The Windup Girl I
remember thinking: ‘this is one out of the box’. I hadn’t read
a book I enjoyed quite as much for a long time, especially
in sci-fi. I feel sci-fi has taken quite a back seat to fantasy
in the mainstream over the last few years, even decade or
so. During that time It’s all been about the big epic: The
Wheel Of Time, A Song Of Ice And Fire, Stephen Erikson—all
those books. But I really like good sci-fi. Another writer
I’ve always really liked was CJ Cherryh: she does that kind
of dense storytelling, quite intricate, and I think I incline
towards that as well.
Nalini: I’d agree with that.

Helen: I am using quite a lot of sci-fi examples. The Snow Queen
is sci-fi, The Left Hand Of Darkness is sci-fi, and also Cherryh’s
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Downbelow Station, which was the first of her books I read.
It just blew me away: the combination of science and how
she envisaged the society, and the way space exploration
might play out at the social and anthropological level. Not
to mention the action or the fact that there is a space war
going on—and its effect on people. I really liked all of that.
Later, of course, I realised that CJ Cherryh wrote fantasy as
well. I liked The Chronicles of Morgaine and books like The
Paladin. I don’t know if The Paladin is that well-known, but
it’s a little gem of a book that I’ve always really enjoyed.
Do you want to stop me? Because I’ve suddenly thought:
then there are theYA novels. I really love fantasy like Patricia
McKillip’s The Riddle Master of Hed series. I love the beauty
of her language as well and feel love of language generally
is another influence on my writing. As a teen I loved stories
like Robin McKinley’s The Blue Sword and The Hero and the
Crown as well.
But I am going to stop now because otherwise I could go
on all day!
Nalini: You obviously have a love of books. The way you were
discussing the books that have influenced you, it sounds like you’re
putting yourself in the box of a fantasy writer and yet The Heir of
Night seems to bridge both science fiction and fantasy. And The
Gathering of the Lost, but I’m only about a third of the way through
reading it.

Helen: Are you enjoying it? (Putting you on the spot: I’m
sorry!)
Nalini: Absolutely. My only regret is that I didn’t have time to reread
Heir of Night before reading Gathering because it’s so detailed. I’m
struggling to remember exactly what happened.

Helen: Yes, that’s the trouble with 18 months, well technically
17 months between books. I know this is a digression, but
for me as a writer, I feel caught between the proverbial
hammer and anvil. On one hand I want to get the book out
because I don’t want to keep people waiting—but the book
has to be right as well. Especially with the kind of books
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I’m writing, where there’s a great deal in them, it’s easy to
end up with a lot of what I call “Band-Aids”, e.g. plot hole:
band-aid! As a reader I find that kind of storytelling really
unsatisfactory, so I don’t want to do that to my story. I have
to take enough time that the story can really work itself
out and not just have band-aids plastered over plot holes
everywhere I look.
Nalini: I’m probably an author’s nightmare because I tend to pick
on plotholes, but I’m not finding any.

Helen: I hope that will continue as you read on. And do
let me know if you find any! By way of an anecdote, I had
just sent off the final version of the manuscript, or what
was supposed to be the final version, and gotten on a plane
to Wellington for the launch of Mary Victoria’s third book
Oracle’s Fire. Anyway, there I was on the plane, which had
taken off, and was sitting back and relaxing—when all of
a sudden I sat up in my seat and went ‘OMG! Continuity
error!’ So as soon as I arrived in Wellington and had my
computer set up, I was e-mailing my editor saying: ‘I know
you’ve just received the “final” version, but I’ve got to plug
this gap!’ It only took a few sentences to set things right,
but it just had to be plugged.
Sorry, you’ve got me diverging again!
Nalini: No, that is great. I love an author who is concerned with
continuity.

Helen: I hate plot holes worse than anything. When there
are plot holes you can drive a bus through, I can’t like a
book, no matter how interesting the characters or the ideas.
So it is one of my bugbears as a reader that I try to avoid in
my own writing. As a writer, I’m trying to write what I like
as a reader.
But coming back to your actual question—at last!—which
was about science, fantasy, and bridging the gap. My answer
is that I’m not sure. I tend to think of the Wall series as fantasy
in the same way a book like CJ Cherryh’s The Chronicles of
Morgaine is basically a fantasy. There’s a hint of sci-fi in the
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Wall series, since the Derai come from “the stars”, but it’s
not a big part of the story, which basically comprises an
alternate fantastic world with magic and things like that.
So to me it’s primarily fantasy.
I do think though, that you can cross the divide: they don’t
have to be really separate. I believe there are many books
that do that in a small way. For example in Raymond Feist‘s
Darkness at Sethanon, there is this idea of a bridge through
space. But it’s still basically a fantastic concept. The people
have come from other worlds because they are fleeing the
dragon lords—I think! (It’s years since I’ve read those
books.) So—primarily a fantasy, “in my book”, but with
just a hint of space-time and sci-fi.
Nalini: Unfortunately I need to back track because I’ll get into
trouble if I don’t ask you a particular question; I’m leading into this.
I hear you’re a fan of some awesome science fiction TV shows.
What are your favourites?

Helen: Babylon 5 is a big favourite; I love the way the story
goes through - well, really the four seasons. (The fifth
season is a bit: ‘Oh, we’ve got an extension so we have to
make another season.’) I enjoy the way there’s the big story
going through the arc, and how all the little stories along
the way build up to/into the big story. And the characters
are great. I know some people hold that there are really
only two characters in the series, that is, Londo and G’Kar,
but I don’t agree. Even though I like some characters better
than others all the main characters have their part to play
and the way their stories evolve is also one of the things I
really like about the series. And although Babylon 5 is scifi, it’s epic in a way as well. Not just because of the good
and evil—which are not always as they seem either—but
the sweep of events. Big things are at stake and those things
matter. And people have to make hard decisions and it’s
not always easy. So for all these reasons, I really like that
series.
And then there’s Buffy. I do love Buffy. I feel the buddy thing
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is what makes Buffy—because if you look at the stories,
often they’re really silly, but somehow the show still carries
it off.
And Firefly, obviously you’ve got
to love Firefly. Why wasn’t there
more?
I’ve also been re-watching
Carnivale
recently.
And
suddenly realised: “this is epic
fantasy—there’s a farm boy with
superpowers! Why didn’t I see
that before when I first watched
the series?” He’s got to choose
between good and evil as well.
But the way they’ve set it - I love
that juxtaposition of the 1930’s
dustbowl environment and the
‘classic’ epic story.
The current series I’m watching is Being Human (which
you’ve probably picked up from my tweets.) The UK series,
I haven’t seen the US one. I also haven’t seen A Game of
Thrones yet, isn’t that terrible?
Nalini: Oh, you haven’t?!

Helen: I always wait until I can see them on DVD, and see
them when I’m not so busy and can really concentrate. But
it’s been a bit long; I need to sit down and watch it because
the second series is almost here.
Nalini: Yes, they did a very good job. I’ve just watched it for the
second time. And my husband’s sitting there and he hasn’t read the
books. He’s is like, ‘Oh yes, I picked up so much more this time’.
But he was still asking me ‘Who’s this person, who’s that person?’

Helen: I can imagine - it must have been quite a challenge
actually, to make it into compelling television, good
television. My sister is a fan as well, and she said she almost
stopped watching it in the first couple of episodes because
she felt like the real story was being lost in the focus on sex
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and violence, the whole Home Box Office thing. But when
she got through that, around episode three, she thought:
‘Oh, we’re coming right now.’
Nalini: Yes. My husband - I’m going to get into trouble if I don’t ask
you this. Have you watched the Almighty Johnsons?

Helen: I have watched bits of it.
Nalini: Only bits?

Helen: I’m not sure that I’ve clicked to the Almighty Johnsons
yet. Isn’t that terrible?
Nalini: I’m surprised.

Helen: Why are you surprised? Because it’s Norse myth and
things like that?
Nalini: We just loved it. Boxcutters podcast reviewed it, and they
were raving about it. And something else happened, so I finally
ordered the DVDs. We got them on the Friday, we sat down on
the Saturday evening to start watching them. We stopped because
we had to go to sleep at 3 a.m. and we finished watching the entire
first season the next day.

Helen: That sounds like a very good plug and I might have
to give it another go. What happens is they put it on late
at night here, and on TV you see a bit and then you have
10 minutes of ads. So I was like: “I’ll give this a go when it
comes out on DVD.” A lot of series, I never really watch on
the telly and when it comes out, I’ll watch the boxed set in a
kind of extended viewing. (I did that with Rome, I recall.)
Nalini: Yes, I can’t stand commercial TV either. You won awards
for poetry in 2003, 2005 and 2007. Now knowing that you were
writing novels as a teenager, it kind of doesn’t quite fit, but why
move to novels after receiving so much acclaim for poetry? Why
the shift?

Helen: The picture is deceptive: I’ve written poetry and
novels all the way through. I probably love novels the best:
it’s the kind of storytelling I really want to do. I write poetry
in what I call a much more “natural” way.
When you have a novel length work you may have the spark
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of an idea, but then you have to sustain that by how many
thousands of words, or hundreds of thousands of words.
Whereas with a poem you have an idea, and unless it’s
Paradise Lost, the chances are you can sit down and get that
idea out in about 40 to 60 lines. So my poetry is very much
of the moment: it’s very observational, slice of life. I’ll see
or hear something and the poem will spark. Some of the
poems work and some of them don’t. Usually if they don’t,
I don’t spend a lot of time on them: I work on the ones that
gel.
But I have written a lot of poetry and what happened was
that I completed The Heir of Night and I started to try and get
it published. Of course, by that time I had plotted it out, too,
so I knew it was a quartet, not even a trilogy. And publishers
were reading it and going (in some cases, anyway!): ‘Well,
this is interesting, but other than a short story or two in
high school you’ve never had anything published. How do
we know you can finish this?’ So I thought okay I’ve got to
get some runs on the board. I’ve got to become a published
author or else I’ll never publish my book. So I started to
actively send poetry and short fiction out there into the
world to try to get publications. I also thought I needed
to write a stand-alone novel so potential publishers would
know I was capable of finishing a book-length story.
Nalini: So you wrote Thornspell.

Helen: I wrote Thornspell, yes. At that time I was sending a
lot of poetry out there as well, and I’m still writing poetry.
Getting the books out has turned out to be so major though,
I don’t have a lot of time to get my poems up to publishable
standard, which means I can’t submit them. For example,
even the earthquake poems on my blog, I’ve really just
written and put them up; I haven’t spent a lot of time editing
or polishing them.
Nalini: It is interesting because I’m getting a very different picture
of how you’ve actually got to where you are. Compared to doing
the research on the net, it seems that there is a completely different
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order to things.

Helen: Yes. I think writing Thornspell was probably the
smartest thing I did. I’m not saying it’s not smart to write
poetry and short stories, but a lot of people see the short
story as the path to the novel. Having written them, I now
strongly disagree with that. I think short stories and novels
are distinct story forms and you have to approach writing
them in a completely different way.
I know people who are brilliant short story writers, but
I think their novels are okay but not wonderful. And
vice versa: people who are great novelists but their short
stories, although all right, don’t spin my wheels. You think
when you’re aspiring to get your name out, ‘well I have to
do these things’ and it probably does help. But I do think
the thing that helped the most of the series was getting
Thornspell into the publication process because I actually
got the contract for the Wall series before Thornspell was
even published. The fact that I’d written a stand-alone book
and had a publication contract for it seemed to change the
whole landscape.
Nalini: So it wasn’t even the fact that Thornspell won two awards?

Helen: No. There may be another factor in there as well. I
have a wonderful agent. She seemed to know who would
be interested, who to send the books to. I don’t know if
it’s the same in Australia as in New Zealand, but we have a
DIY culture: ‘do it yourself.’ So I thought I should just be
able to send my books out there and that publishers would
read them. But there are so many publishers and if they’ve
just published an epic fantasy they may not want another
one—there are all kinds of different considerations.
It also comes down to who likes what kinds of writing. When
you’re living in New Zealand and relying on the Writers
and Artists’ Yearbook, for example, it has a whole list of
publishers but not a great deal of information about their
lists. Even when you go to their websites, you often don’t
pick up that information. The books they’ve published will
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give you an idea… But having a good agent, an agent who
seems to be really plugged in to that kind of thing, can make
a big difference.
Nalini: I was reading today that The Heir of Night is not actually
meant to be a teenage book even though the central character was
a young teen: I think she was about 12 at the time.

Helen: Thirteen, I think. You kind of work it out from how
long ago her mother died and various other events. I’m not
sure I actually stated it categorically, but she was thirteen
and Kalan fourteen.
Nalini: It’s not the greatest to pigeonhole a book as young adult:
if it’s good quality then other people might not read it, but is The
Heir of Night suitable for a younger audience? I read it and I thought
I would have loved it, I could have read at any time from age 10
upwards. One of my concerns is that as the central character
Malian grows up, is the story going to become more adult or will it
stay safe for the younger audience?

Helen: That’s an interesting question because I was going
to say ‘tell me what you think when you’ve finished reading
Gathering’ but that’s not a fair answer!
I think of the series as crossover fiction. Again, I am writing
the kind of story I like. A lot of those very influential books
I mentioned, even though they are seen as adult books I
read a lot of them when I was all of fourteen or fifteen. At
that age I was doing what I call ‘reading up and reading
down.’ So I might read something like Robert Heinlein’s
The Door into Summer one day, and Heinlein is very much
an adult reader. The next day I’d reread “Prince Caspian”
or something similar. At that age of fourteen or fifteen you
do that, I think.
If you look at a book like The Lord of the Rings that’s an adult
book, right? But sex? Not very much. Romance: almost
none. And the violence: I think the violence in The Lord
of the Rings and The Heir of Night and The Gathering of Lost
would probably be at about the same level. By the end of
The Gathering of Lost you will definitely have more sex than
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in The Lord of the Rings, but possibly not enough for a teen
romance novel these days!
But I see it more of an adult book, or crossover, despite the
age of the protagonist because the themes in the book are
actually quite dark—the ideas about power and people
and what they do to each other. I never sat down and said,
“I’m writing an adult book” or “a YA book”, but I certainly
didn’t consciously think of it as YA. I was trying to write the
kind of book that I like reading as an adult and that I first
started reading as a teen.
Is that a confusing answer?
Nalini: I think that’s a good answer. I think a lot of readers in high
school would be reading crossover and yet, as I said before, I would
have liked The Heir of Night when I was 10. Maybe the parent of
a preteen should maybe read the book first before they give it to
their preteen to read.

Helen: To me my books wouldn’t be ruled out because of
sex - although violence? There is a bit of violence - but there
is nothing worse than you get on TV. It is probably a lot
less than you get on TV. I think it’s because of those darker
themes.
When I was ten I was reading things that most would regard
as hopelessly unsuitable, much more unsuitable than The
Heir of Night could ever be! I read Peyton Place when I was
about twelve. My parents had it. I think it first came out in
the 1960s and people were scandalised by it then because
it was very upfront about sex and there is also incest-rape
and venereal disease. Big stuff for a twelve-year-old to be
reading. (But I come from a large family and suspect my
mother was just pleased that I was being quiet rather than
worrying about what I was reading!) I think kids self-edit
though. I recall getting to certain bits and thinking: ‘Oh,
that’s really ooky.’ So I’d just skip over that bit to the next
part of the story I was interested in. And it was mostly the
graphic sex stuff where I thought ‘eugh’ and moved on!
But if you talk about the influence of books, there are two
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things about Peyton Place that I’ve never forgotten. One is
that it starts off with a description of the town during an
Indian summer: very evocative writing and powerful scene
setting. The other thing, of course, is the girl caught up in
the incest-rape. The book went into things like how she got
pregnant and the doctor giving her an illegal abortion, as
well as the court case once that came out. A powerful story
and one I’ve never forgotten.
So as a kid I read very widely: I guess I’m saying I really
disagree with the YA label. To an extent, yes, there probably
are some books that really aren’t suitable for kids, but I was
reading all the classics when I was at high school. I was also
reading adult science fiction and fantasy and adult historical
novels. I read Shogun – and that’s full of sex and violence -at age fourteen or fifteen, too, and really enjoyed it. I made
up my own mind about the sex and violence.
To me The Wall Of Night series is a crossover read, but it’s as
much an adult book as something like The Lord of the Rings.
I believe the books will stay younger reader friendly in that
way.
Nalini: The Heir of Night has won a reviewers’ choice and the Sir
Julius Vogel award for best novel and it’s been nominated for the
Gemmell Legend award and the Morningstar. What was that like?

Helen: It’s quite exciting. I think the Reviewers’ Choice
award was the most exciting because I didn’t know anything
about it. I suddenly got this e-mail in my in-tray and I’d
never even seen the review! There had been this really great
review though: and as Heir was a Reviewers’ Choice of 2010
and the book only came out at the end of September 2010,
it must have made quite a big impression on the reviewer,
squeezing in there at the end of the year. And in America
as well, so a bigger market and lots of books, which was
really exciting.
The Sir Julius Vogel Award came at an interesting time
because we had not long ago had the February 22nd
earthquake and it was really difficult circumstances here
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in Christchurch. Trying to get my head out of that space
to go to the Con—I was a guest of honour at the con as
well and on a few panels—and then into award mode was
quite surreal. It was a tremendous thrill to win though,
especially because there were some other very good books
in the line up.
Nalini: That’s a real compliment.

Helen: Yes it is.With the Gemmell Awards we’re down to the
nailbiting time at the moment because we’ll know on the
31st or shortly after the 31st as to whether or not Heir has
made it to the shortlist in either the Legend or Morningstar
category. I’m trying to stay cool about that one: I might
allow myself to get excited if it gets onto the shortlist.
I doubt that I will get through in the Legend category because
I’ve looked at who the other authors are and they are very
high profile authors. I think maybe in the Morningstar the newcomer one - I’d have a better chance. But to actually
win in either category would be really amazing—not least
because a woman has never won yet.
Nalini: To get on to the long list is wonderful; to get onto the
shortlist – I’ll do a happy dance for you.

Helen: There would definitely be a happy dance and some
air punching if that happened. Absolutely.
Nalini: Did you find winning awards before the second novel
is actually complete, increased the pressure, putting greater
expectations on you?

Helen: Actually I didn’t really think of it that way. I think
there’s always a sense that if people have enjoyed the first
book, you don’t want to disappoint them with any of the
subsequent books—but the second is always the next book.
So the pressure would only come in terms of the general
onus to deliver the goods and not disappoint readers.
I guess that reflects my philosophy, which is that awards
are a great accolade, and I really love getting them,
obviously. But to me it is primarily about the story: your
first responsibility is to the story, to do justice to that and –
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despite whatever other pressures, whether it’s earthquakes
or timeframes or anything like that – to make the story the
best it can be.
The second duty is to readers because people have invested
in the story. Not just by paying money for the book: they’ve
invested their time and energy in reading it and being part
of a process with the characters. To me, as an author you
actually kind of owe your readers something: it’s a form of
noblesse oblige. That’s why I care about getting the books
out as soon as I can – as long as I can meet the first obligation,
which is to get them “right.”
So any awards come after that: the book is the cake and the
awards are the icing. I love icing – but it’s not where the
crux of the pressure lies.
Nalini: That answer leads beautifully into my next question
which is: there has been some controversy in fandom because of
perceptions that some authors are unfaithful to readers by not
completing a series or going off and doing other projects before a
particular series has finished. I won’t name names. The Gathering of
the Lost was delayed due to circumstances outside of your control:
you’ve mentioned the earthquakes a few times now. Would you
like to talk about how that’s impacted on your ability to meet the
deadlines and to finish Gathering?

Helen: I feel I have to be completely honest here and
say part of that is me, as well: I seem to be a slow writer.
Although having said that, I don’t think 17 to 18 months is
that long in the overall scheme of things, to get a next book
out. But I know that when you’re waiting – as a person who
has waited many times myself – it feels like a long time. But
the earthquakes – yeah.
[Helen’s voice wavers as she begins telling the story, gradually
strengthening. Although remaining professional at all times while reliving
this story, Helen’s emotions sometimes rise to the surface as she relives
the horror of the earthquakes.]

The earthquakes were something else. I had done the first
draft of the book and then decided that there were some
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quite major changes that I had to make to get it to the story
I really wanted to write. I had embarked on that process
at the time the February 22nd earthquake happened and
that really just blew everything out of the water because
the level of devastation in the city was so great. In terms
of our personal circumstances, although our house wasn’t
destroyed it has sustained reasonable damage. It’s still
livable, but the liquefaction—this flood of silt, sand and
ground water that spews out and spreads everywhere—
took six days to dig out. It was all around the house. It’s
still under the house. Our driveway, that used to be level,
looks like an old riverbed. That was us – but everyone else
was in the same situation. So you’re doing your own thing
and you’re helping other people. We had no sewers for 6
months - in fact it was longer than that, it was February
through to the end of September.
Nalini: No sewer?

Helen: No sewer. No toilet.
Nalini: What did you do?

Helen: Everyone was on portaloo; you got to know your
neighbours really well! We did have chemical toilets but
we’d use those as backup because it’s hard to empty them.
Although there were places you could do that, it was still
kind of major. So you’d use the portaloos. After February,
for about a week we didn’t have any hot water or anything
either. There was no power for a few days, there was no
hot water, so a really, really broken city. Basically in those
30 seconds in February, the level of vertical acceleration
was so critical it took out two thirds of the city’s power
and sewerage pumping stations. Everything was just gone.
Roads, too: the day of the earthquake the road I live on was
the only street between the river and the major arterial
about a mile to the west that was open—the only street
that was passable. It joins onto a collector road, which was
passable too, and that collector road had the only bridge
between Cathedral Square and the sea that traffic could
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still use (although it still had quite a lot of damage.) So
everyone who was trying to get from the north side of the
city to the south side because of their children or their
family or just to get home, they were all trying to go down
our road and across that bridge.
On that day, with the smell of smoke from the central city,
I knew that something was burning – I found out later that
it was the CTV building, the one that collapsed completely.
There was a pall of smoke hanging over everything; chaotic
traffic; people who had abandoned their cars and were
walking; people injured. That was my experience of the
earthquake. For people I know who were in the central
city, there were the same things only much worse. All
the building collapses: my accountant, who had been at a
meeting, came back, found his car crushed by falling bricks
and then had to walk out. The first open space he got to,
Latimer Square, they were already laying out bodies on the
open ground.
It is a huge, huge trauma. Trying to write – there’s all these
things you have to deal with and trying to write, close it out
and write the book—
When I got back to a stage where I could write the book
- I think I said on my blog about 10 days later: ‘ I’m going
back to write the book, there’s not much I can do.’ But
there’s still a lot of stuff that you have to do. It’s not like you
have uninterrupted time. You’re trying to write, and also
it becomes a way of shutting things out. It almost becomes
like a coping mechanism: you shut everything else out and
do whatever needs to be done next. In my case, once things
got to a certain stage, that was the book.
So it’s been really tough and I think the other thing is that
it’s actually not over. People don’t realise. Often people,
even in Auckland, are like, ‘Oh, is it still going on?’ And you
kind of go: ‘Well, yeah. It is actually still going on.’ One,
because earthquakes are still going on. Not as many, or as
as intense, but you know that at any moment it could be
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another big one. Every time you get a nasty jolter like we
did on the weekend, your heart GOES and you think ‘what’s
happening?!’
Nalini: I noticed your tweet. It sounded like you were doing the cat
thing hanging from the ceiling because there was another rumble.

Helen: Mmmm. I was actually on the computer at the time
and my heart leapt about 3 feet. And you just tense up, you
instantly tense up thinking ‘what’s going to happen?’ There
are different quakes in terms of characteristics. All the big
ones have started with a jolt and then suddenly you’re just
in it. So with that tremor, it was the way it replicated the
beginning of a big quake—but fortunately it didn’t come
to anything.
The other aspect is that the repair of services is still going
on. And our house - all the foundations - we don’t know
whether it will be demolished eventually or whether it will
be repaired. I’m hoping that it will be repaired, but even if
it’s a repair you have to lift the whole house up and re-do
the foundations.
So the thing with the aftermath is we’re dealing with
insurance companies and all the government agency
things. It’s a different kind of pressure, it’s not the trauma
of the disaster. Rather it’s that ongoing hassle of constantly
having to ring to find out where the insurance process is at.
But I actually think it will be a couple of years for us, to be
perfectly honest.
Nalini: So people are being put on a schedule based on urgency?

Helen: Yeah… they’re doing triage, I think would be a good
way of describing it.The places where the ground condition
is best and the least affected are getting fixed first. We are
in what’s called the green-blue zone. There are three green
zones – because red was like write-off completely - but
we’re in the Green-Blue zone, which is the worst of the
green zones, where the land was really, really badly affected
by liquefaction and lateral spread. The next stage is they’ve
started doing geotechnical surveys of all these properties.
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Then presumably there’ll be some kind of decision about
the land condition and how you have to build to deal with
that. That will determine the kind of foundations that you’ll
have to have, so the cost of that will affect repair/rebuildtype discussions.
The other thing you hear is the insurance companies starting
to say interesting things like: ‘Our policies covered this in
principle.’ “In principle.” Hmm. Interesting. So we’re still
in it, not so much in the traumatic way but in an ongoing
aftermath kind of way.
Nalini: It becomes part of your daily life.

Helen: Yeah, yeah. It’s just a constant sort of pressure. Bah.
Bah, I say. BAH! Sorry that’s just me laughing at the whole
crazy chaotic situation.
Nalini: I hope it doesn’t drag on too long. Well, any length of time
is too long really.

Helen: It is, but then you have to look at the magnitude
of what happened. It was an absolutely enormous disaster.
I have to say that, by and large, people have done really
well. The government and the council and those kind of
agencies have done well - I’m not saying they’re perfect,
they have made mistakes, but when you look at what they’re
dealing with, its very major. Not kind of what you expect
in everyday life, in New Zealand.
Nalini: Yeah, well, I didn’t think New Zealand was supposed to be
such a hotspot.

Helen: Mm, mm, well actually it kind of is. They didn’t think
Christchurch was a major risk, but there’s a main fault that
goes down New Zealand from White Island off the coast of
Bay of Plenty down through Wellington - our capital city
where all the pollies are - and on across Cook Strait. In
fact there is more than one. There is also the Main Divide
fault which goes down the Southern Alps: when that goes
it will be really big. So we knew that in Christchurch we
would feel that: it would definitely have an effect here and
there was always concern about that, but no one realised
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that there were faults right under Christchurch. And all
the earthquakes have been really shallow as well as quite
strong. So, yeah.
Nalini: Everybody knows about Los Angeles. It sounds like you
suddenly discovered that everything in the equivalent.

Helen: I think we are. That happens sometimes. Just like
you guys have had floods and the Victorian fires, and my
brother lives inTownsville where they had that huge cyclone
last year as well. There is always something, but when you
are in it, and it’s major as well as something you’re living
with… I must admit it’s totally changed how I respond to
news of earthquakes in other parts of the world. I used
to go [genteel voice] ‘oh, that is terrible,’ when I heard of
something happening, and now I go [more from the gut]
‘oh, poor buggers!’
Nalini: Yes, when something is close to home it really does…

Helen: Yeah. Yes. Mm.
Nalini: Trying to get onto a slightly more upbeat note, I was looking
at your interview of John Fulz and if you don’t mind I’d like to ask
you some questions that you asked him.

Helen: Go for it.
Nalini: What do you feel that the big epic read offers read offers
readers that a more Twiggy-esque read might not?

Helen: I love the sweep of epic fantasy. I love the big story, the
sense that there’s lots at stake, that what’s happening really
matters. I also really love mythologies. I love that sense that
the big epic gives you that you’re part of a continuum, it’s
not just your little war or conflict or whatever happening
now but what has happened before—you’re part of that
ongoing tradition. And I love magic.
It doesn’t have to be about magic, I guess: George R R Martin
has taken epic in a different, more “realist” direction. He’s
got the big sweep of events though. And there’s still magic
in the background of the story with the ice and ‘winter is
coming’ and dragons… All of the story is tied into that,
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even though the foreground of the story is more a brutal
realism.
The magic, the power of the story, the big conflicts, the
fact that it matters—they are all part of what epic fantasy
is about for me. At the end of last year I did a few articles
on SF Signal about having fun with epic fantasy. And I do
love some of those tropes: the quest, the journey, the band
of brothers, that kind of thing—the things that lift us out
of ourselves even if they don’t always hold up: e.g. the
camaraderie of a “band of brothers” in wartime may not
survive the political differences of peace.
Nalini: What do you see as your major mythological and legendary
influences and what drew you to them?

Helen: It started with the Greek myths for me: the twelve
Olympians. I went on to read other stories: the Norse, the
Celtic, Egyptian… I think I probably stopped around about
the Babylonian, but then I discovered Chinese and Japanese
folk tales… So I’ve always loved those kind of stories; I’ve
always loved fairytales. I think it’s that juxtaposition of the
magical and the real that I enjoy.
In terms of the Wall of Night series, the influences vary: the
Norse and Celtic myths possibly with a little bit of the Greek.
The Greek mythos is not so strong, but I don’t think we can
get away from the notions of Greek tragedy with hubris and
people often being the author of their own misfortune: that
is, it’s because of the fatal flaw in our humanity that we get
ourselves into these situations.
You can see the situation of the Derai as having that tragic
element: they are flawed and that is very Greek tragedy.
But in terms of things like the Gate of Dreams and a sense
of surreal magic, to me that is much more coming from the
Norse and Celtic myths. The Norse myths also have that
idea of worlds at stake, the twilight of the gods, that kind
of thing.
Nalini: When you talk about the Derai being fatally flawed are you
talking about the culture of where they split their priests and the
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warriors or are you talking about something else?

Helen: I’m talking about the whole shebang really. You
know from having read Heir that there is more than one
division within the Derai. There is the recent division
between warriors and priests—or magic users, basically—
and there is also a much older division that they don’t like
to talk about. They see things in very black and white terms.
What remains to be seen is whether the universe is as blackand-white as their perception of it.
That kind of very black-and-white thinking is a flaw for the
Derai, in my opinion. If you’ve read Heir I think saying that
shouldn’t be too much of a spoiler. I’ve also talked about it
before in my Big Idea guest post that I did with John Scalzi
when The Heir of Night first came out. I discussed how one
of my big issues around the way epic has evolved—not all
of it, but some of it—is that there has been a tendency to
make the stories very black-and-white. Like good is good
and you know people are good because they wear the shiny
armour and white surcoats, and black is black because the
protagonists “look evil” and they wear the black surcoats
–
Nalini: And if you’ve got green eyes you’re magic

Helen: Yeah. It’s really a very black-and-white divide
between what is good and what is evil. Even as quite a young
reader, I felt really dissatisfied with that. Not so much with a
story like The Lord of the Rings because I think that although
that is in there, there’s enough division within the people
who are opposing Mordor to give depth to the story. But
there are a lot of other books – I remember reading a book
when I was a teen (and I talked about this in the Big Idea
post) where characters were meant to be paladins yet they
walled one of their enemies up alive. And I went: ‘No. No,
you cannot be a paladin and behave like that, I don’t care
what colour your surcoat is.’
So I love the epic story, I love the big stories, but when you
look at the origins of Greek and Norse myths, Celtic tales,
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the Arthurian cycle, they’re not like that. They’re mainly
about people dealing with their own human natures. There
may be an external enemy but when you look at something
like the Grail quest, to resolve the quest and find the Grail,
what the knights most need to resolve are the flaws in their
own human nature.
I want to work around those kinds of ideas with my
storytelling, but I still love classic epic fantasy so I also
want the storytelling to be within that context—for this
series anyway.
Nalini: You don’t set yourself small goals do you?

Helen: Aaahh – No. No, I think if you’re going to tell a story
you might as well tell a story worth telling—which isn’t to
say that there aren’t books that are just fun to read and you
love them, and they don’t have to save the world. But even
stories that are fun to read, and you laugh a lot when you
read them, usually have something in there to really hold
your attention, something that has a little more depth. I
think Terry Pratchett is like that: he’s hilarious but he has
some fairly acute observations of human nature and we’re
kind of laughing with him at ourselves a lot when we read
those books.
Nalini: I’m a huge Terry Pratchett fan.

Helen: There aren’t enough people doing that kind of
writing. It’s not my thing: I think it’s really important to
know what your ‘vein of gold ‘is in terms of writing. I think
my characters can be humorous, but I’m not a humour
writer. But I’ve recently read a book that is new out in New
Zealand called The Prince of Soul and the Lighthouse (there’s a
report on my blog.) I really enjoyed it: it’s a hoot—a really
good story but also a lot fun. I feel we need more books
like that.
Nalini: I love a book with some depth and humour and am not a
comedian at all.

Helen: We all like a laugh.
Nalini: Do you have a favourite character in the wall series?
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Helen: No, and that’s not just a politically correct answer.
I don’t have any one character that I love the best. I find it
tends to shift around: when I’m working with a character,
I tend to be really absorbed in that character and very
interested in them.
If we look at The Heir of Night, for example, two of the
characters I appreciate a lot for different reasons are the
Earl of Night and Asantir, the Honour Captain. I appreciate
the Earl of Night because he was such a difficult character
to write: I really had to work hard on him. I wanted people
to feel the weight that was on him. He is very rigid in some
ways, but he is not necessarily a bad guy even if he can be a
pain in the butt. I think you meet people who are like that:
they drive you crazy, but they’re not bad people although
sometimes they may make wrong decisions. (I think if
you look at someone like Londo Molari in Babylon 5, for
example, although in some ways he is very likeable, he also
does awful things and he pays for them in the end.)
So I had to work really hard to try and get the Earl of Night
to, I hope, have ‘dimensions’ to his character. As one of
my early readers said: ‘That Earl of Night, I really hate him.
He is such an anal retentive bastard.’ And I went ‘Yes, YES!
My job here is done.’ Well actually, not quite, because the
balance was when someone else said: ‘Yes but you just feel
the weight that is on him all the time’—and then I really
went, ‘Yes, now my work here is done.’
Both reactions were what I’m looking for, so even though
he is really hard to like I certainly appreciate him because
of the work I had put in to get him right. Whereas Asantir
is almost the opposite. She wasn’t in the book originally.
There was an Honour Captain who had a different name
and was intended to be a minor character. I realised I had
too many names that were similar, so I decided the Honour
Captain needed a different name. I cast around for the right
name and experimented, until I came up with Asantir.
As soon as I had the name though, the way she looked
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changed and she sort of stepped forward and said, ‘Right,
I’m here now. I’m important to this story and you’d better
pay intention.’ And I thought: ‘Yes, ma’am, paying attention
now.’ And I’ve been paying attention ever since.
They’re very different character processes, but I value the
end result equally.
And in the new book there are a lot of characters I really
like. I really love all the young knights for example.
Nalini: And the damosels.

Helen: [in a higher-pitched voice] And the damosels. [Back
to normal voice] I have to say I’m quite pleased with the
way Malian’s character has developed through this book—
but I don’t want to say too much more about how Malian
develops because it gets a bit spoilery.
Nalini: I dug out my copy of The Heir of Night and compared the
two. The Gathering of the Lost is definitely bigger than The Heir of
Night: is this going to be a trend? Are you going to do a George R
R Martin on us?

Helen: I don’t think so. Or not majorly. The reason why the
second book is bigger—if you remember the first Lord of
the Rings movie, which is the shortest of the movies, all the
characters in it were together. Then the party split up, so
the next movies had to follow different people in different
locations. That automatically makes your book bigger.
As you are aware from George R R Martin, every time you
introduce a new character or a new realm as well, but
particularly new characters, your story gets bigger. I think
that the next book may be slightly bigger, but it would only
be for that reason. To me every character doesn’t have to be
followed religiously: that’s one way of keeping a story tight.
And I think you will have met most of the major characters
by the end of this book, except as possible small addendums
to the main story. Whereas in Feast for Crows, for example,
we went to a whole new part of the world and there was a
new set of characters. I don’t plan to do that with the Wall
story. Touch wood—where’s some wood?
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Nalini: On the one hand I kind of like that about George’s writing,
but on the other hand - in terms of I want the books, I want the
story finished, I’m really happy for you to go and write more books
later – on the other hand it’s really good to keep it tight, keep it
focused, so we can actually get to the end of the story.

Helen: That is my philosophy, although there are different
styles of storytelling, all valid. To me this is Malian’s story
and Kalan’s story. Everything else that happens is around
them: they are always going to be the core of the plot. It
would be a very different book if I took all the point of view
characters from the first book and gave them an equally
important share of the story. It’s a different way of writing.
So although the third book may be bigger, it should only
be very slightly bigger, to accommodate the fact that the
central characters are all in different places doing different
things.
Nalini: Is there anything you’d like to say to fans and readers?

Helen: I’ve tried to write a story that I love telling and
I hope you love reading it. And perhaps an important
additional element in my storytelling is that I do like
adventurous stories. While I hope deeper threads will be
present in a book, if you look at “Thornspell” or HEIR, and
now GATHERING, you may guess that there will always be a
lot of alarms and excursions, as well as flights by night and
sword fights, because those are the kinds of stories I love
reading.
Nalini: So if you love the Hobbit and the Lord of the Rings - although
in some ways I think comparing the Wall series to the Lord of the
Rings isn’t doing the Wall series justice because it’s written in a
different era.

Helen: I think if you drew quarters on a Fantasy map then
you might stick the Wall series in the same quarter of that
map as The Lord of the Rings, but it’s certainly not the same
story. I mean, it has women characters in it for a start: there
are women who do stuff!
Nalini: Yes, and there is dialogue and character development.
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Helen: There was character development in The Lord of the
Rings, come on…
Nalini: Yes, I’m more speaking from the point of view of my son
who started reading it and did nothing but bitch and moan and
then quit.

Helen: How old was he?
Nalini: 15 or 16 at the time think. It was a few years ago.

Helen: That’s interesting. I thought if maybe if he was a bit
younger… Mind you, even I now sometimes find some of
the descriptive passages a little long. I used to love those
bits and I still love them, but maybe just a little less.
Nalini: When it came to the Ents I nearly gave up but I was like
12.

Helen: I kind of love the Ents, actually. But it’s different
strokes for different folks. In terms of making comparisons
I feel that readers who like The Lord of the Rings, or Tamora
Pierce and Robin McKinley, or Guy Gavriel Kay, could very
well like the WALL series. And maybe Raymond Feist, as
well. It’s that kind of story. I’m not so sure about George
RR Martin, just because his stories are so brutal and I’m not
sure that I can quite aspire to that level of equal opportunity
brutality. (I say this as one who loves the “A Song of Ice and
Fire” series.)
Nalini: No. I think your characters are more equal opportunity but
this is less brutality and a lot less nudity.

Helen: Yes, definitely a lot less nudity. I never noticed the
nudity in the Martin books, isn’t that strange? I love the
books, especially the first three. When I read A Game of
Thrones I just thought ‘wow’. I haven’t read the fifth one yet:
I’ve been waiting for a lull in my commitments. But it’s a
sign of a good story, to be so absorbed in it you’re not going
‘Yes, so-and-so is naked again’ (or whatever is happening
like that)—but I definitely noticed the brutality.
Nalini:You haven’t watched the TV series.

Helen: Ah, no.
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Nalini: We had big discussions here last year about the level of sex
and nudity in the TV series as opposed to the book, because my
son has read the series. He argued that most of what’s in the TV
series was in the books, and I had to start kind of mentally shuffling
around because I hadn’t noticed it either.

Helen: Yes. I need to re-read them. I know there are things
some readers find difficult, like the relationship between
Cersei (my most disliked character, I must say, she’s so
stupid) and her brother Jamie. And there’s also the fact
that Daenerys was pretty much a child bride at 12. I know a
lot of people have problems with that, but I don’t because I
think it’s very true of the world as it used to be and possibly/
probably still is in some places. I think the series has quite
a strong element of realism in some aspects of it. History is
one of my big influences as well and I think if you’ve read
any history at all you won’t have much of a problem with
George RR Martin.
Nalini: I remember studying feudal societies when I was at high
school and it’s pretty consistent.

Helen: Yeah, that’s GRRM.
Nalini: If we end up at a convention together will have to go and
get coffee or go to the pub together and expand on this.

Helen: Yeah, I’d like that. But that’s the thing: why does
someone write speculative fiction? The chances are they do
it because they love speculative fiction.
Nalini: Although I do know somebody who wrote speculative
fiction who has been shortlisted for an Aurealis Award who has
only ever read a few of the classics.

Helen: And that doesn’t mean you can’t write something
really good.
Nalini: Thank you very much, it has been great.

Helen: It has been really nice talking to you as well.
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Edward James Olmos talks
to Dark Matter
Note: if you want to avoid contextual chatter,
Edward’s comments are in darker print so you
can skip straight to them.
Edward James Olmos numbered among
Supanova 2012’s special guests at the Melbourne
Showgrounds this April. Supanova granted me a
brief interview with Edward, described in a tweet
a few days earlier as ‘Supanova Actual’ as in,
‘Supanova Actual has arrived’. Most science fiction fans will be
aware of Edward’s roles in Blade Runner and Battlestar Galactica,
as well as having more than a passing familiarity with a number of
other roles he’s played, including in the long-running Miami Vice.
Sadly I missed Edward’s panel: there should be a law against
putting Really Important Panels first thing on the Saturday morning
while I’m getting the lay of the land. By the time I realised time had
run away from me, it was 11:30 and I was kicking myself. I sighed
and decided not to walk in part way through as I’d probably just
get to the bit where fans were asking questions like ‘What would
you rather be attacked by, a horse-sized duck or a flock of ducksized horses?’ (I kid you not, I heard that question twice over the
Supanova weekend.) The minion was looking for me around that
time and, giving me more credit than I deserved, decided that I’d
be in the panel that I’d said I desperately wanted to attend. He
walked in to the panel around this time and said Edward was still
in full flow, talking about his passions. When I heard this from him,
I’m sure he could hear my teeth grinding. I refrained from literally
kicking myself.
Edward was sitting at the signing table, chatting to fans and signing
photos, when he was interrupted for the interview. Charming, he
turned his attention to me, welcoming me with a smile. I was a bit
surprised that he looked the same as he did in Battlestar Galactica
although, obviously, dressed somewhat differently. I expected
more difference without the makeup.
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Fans were still queued to speak to Edward so this was going to be
a short interview.
‘Thank you for talking to Dark Matter.’ Edward smiled and nodded
graciously. ‘Earlier this year in a keynote address to the publishing
industry, LeVar Burton said that seeing Uhura on the bridge of the
Enterprise gave him the knowledge that there was a place for him
in the future. Did you have any similar experiences growing up?’

‘Experiences growing up in seeing things that motivated
me and pushed me forward or in sci-fi?’ queried Edward.
‘I was thinking more about seeing role models for yourself, knowing
that you’re really passionate about social issues.’

‘I think the hardest part was that I couldn’t find myself,
not in the original Star Trek, not in the original Star Wars.
Chewbacca might have been Latin in some way but I don’t
think so. I got to say it took a while. I think that Robert
Beltran ended up coming on to Star Trek [Voyager] as one
of the lieutenants and then, of course, I went on to do
Battlestar, which put us in the position, for the first time, as
a cultural dynamic. I didn’t have that. But I do remember
getting a phone call from a very close and dear – excellent
writer – she’s a playwright. She called me up, crying.
I said, ‘What’s wrong?’
She was heaving sobs, trying to control herself, saying, “He
called me up and said, ‘Dea, Dea, Aunty, Aunty, we’re in the
future. I saw Battlestar Galactica and we’re in the future.’”
It completely tore her apart, to realise how incredibly
difficult it is to travel desert without any water. That’s what
it does, like LeVar Burton said, it gave him the ability to
have a drink of water in the middle of the desert. It’s really
emotional.’
‘During the course of your career, you’ve had many notable roles
in TV and movies, including Zoot Suit, Blade Runner and Battlestar
Galactica. How do you feel about being the equivalent of LeVar’s
Uhura to generations of Latinos?’

‘I feel that it is a door and an opportunity that I am very
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grateful for, but I was given the opportunity to portray these
characters and to be an inspiration in that manner, where
it’s needed. It’s unlike anything else. You just have to have
water to survive. You must have self-esteem, self-respect,
and self-worth. You get that from different things in your
life. One of the things you get it from, of course, when you
find you’re in right place, is the audio-visual event, because
it attacks us in the mind. It goes deep inside the soul, the
subconscious is attacked, and the images stay there. If you
don’t have nothing but stereotypes and negative characters,
you are going to be ruined. The balance that is coming out
in the United States, it’s very imbalanced. The fact that the
balance is non-existent is terrible. The Latino is less than 2%
of all the images that are on television in motion pictures
and in the theatre and we make up 17% of the population.’
Edward’s demeanour suits the seriousness of the subject
material, he is soul-weary but eloquent.
‘And growing, isn’t it?’

‘Oh, yeah. It will be over 20 in the next 10 years. And then,
of course, the situation has to be rectified. It’s very hard.
They’re very much afraid of us in the United States: our
culture is growing so quickly and so disproportionately
that they are desperately afraid of us. And I don’t blame
them.’
‘Speaking of being afraid, you were in Los Angeles during the
Rodney King riots in 1992: that must have been a really scary
time.’ In 1992 police were in the process of arresting an AfricanAmerican when they got him down on the ground, made sure he
was unarmed, then they stood in a circle kicking and hitting him.
Someone filmed this police brutality in action. The police may
not have intended to murder Mr King but the intentionally brutally
beat him up; Mr King’s injuries were so bad he died. There was
a hearing, which I think included reviewing the film. The hearing
let the police officers off. When I heard they got off – after seeing
the film play repeatedly on the news – I gasped with shock. Well,
a lot of people did more than gasp with incredulity about this
miscarriage of justice. There were massive riots in Los Angeles.
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I recall hearing a phone call from an Australian band who were
holed up in a motel in LA during the riots, fearing for their lives,
worrying that their building would be destroyed, either with them
in it or forcing them out into the open as potential targets. These
riots were like a cross between the Trayvon murder case and 9/11
in a pre-9/11 world.

Edward sighed deeply. ‘It was brutal. Brutal because
it just got to the point of a lot of hatred. It was a lot of
crazy, crazy acting out. 54 to 57 people were killed, 6000
buildings were gutted and burned in a matter of three
days, a little less than three days. It just tore the soul out of
everyone. Humanity just thought ‘Oh my God, this is really
happening.’ It was brutal people were killing each other.
They were destroying everything. Police officers - police
officers were not to be found. None of them came out.
They kept them inside because they knew that they’d kill
them, so they kept the men inside. The fire department and
ambulances were being shot at by people. It became a real,
real difficult experience for me.’ Remembering, Edward
looked unhappy and stressed still.
‘A lot of people left in Los Angeles during that time, but you
didn’t. You picked up a broom and help clean up. What was that
like?’ Anyone who is prepared to get his hands dirty in a cleanup effort, especially in a situation like this, is a hero in my book,
just like Australia’s Mud Army were all heroes after the floods in
Queensland.

‘It was very emotional. People don’t realise that when
I went out with a broom and started to sweep, we were
under martial law. The National Guard was coming out and
anyone found after daybreak on the street was going to be
shot. That was the law. So I went out there about - daybreak
was about 5:48, 5:50 - I got out there about five o’clock and
I started sweeping with a broom. I said, ‘Okay, if they are
going to shoot me, they’re going to shoot me with a broom
in my hand just walking along the street. Not making any
sense because I was by myself. Buildings were blowing up,
it was terrible. Gunfire everywhere, all around me, and I’m
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walking down the middle of the street with a broom. Then
a news crew saw me and filmed me. They went back and
put it on the air. Within 30 minutes a truckload of kids young kids with brooms in their hands - came driving up.
The head of the community gang task force was driving the
truck. He had a lot of little children of colour in the back
of the truck. There were about 13 or 14 of them and they
all jumped down with brooms and started sweeping with
me. So now there were about 14 or 15 people with brooms,
mostly kids, and that’s literally what stopped the largest
rebellion, the riots, since the civil war.’
At this point I nearly went into mental overload. I was trying to
reconcile Wikipedia’s brief entry on this subject http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Edward_James_Olmos with the memories that Edward’s
words triggered. I had a vision – remembered from the news
around this time I believe – of a small group of people on a road
in the midst of the chaos, footage taken from a helicopter with
commentary about ‘emerging’ from hiding and starting the cleanup efforts. Later came news reports about how this event triggered
or signified the end of the riots and the beginning of the clean-up
effort, and how brave they were. Worst of all the reports I suddenly
remembered was one arm-chair political commentator who was,
no doubt, in safety while Edward risked his life to make a difference
in the world. This commentator completely discounted the risks
taken by Edward and that group, stating clearly and repeatedly that
they were the city’s cleaners because they are Latinos and they
had been ordered by city officials to go out there and clean up. I
remembered this report so vividly while Edward spoke, including
the pregnant pauses in the dialogue from the journalist conducting
the interview who obviously knew better although the commentator
was not challenged. The weeks and months following the riots
included news reports on how the police were tracking down those
who caused damage, injured and killed people during the riots to
press charges. I believe the verdict for the Rodney King police
brutality case was also overturned and the case reconsidered.
I was practically gasping with this mental cinema going on in my
head, needing time to process this sudden inrush of memories
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and combine it with the fact that the hero of the hour was this
middle-aged man sitting before me. ‘That’s amazing.’ Pausing,
desperately trying to collect myself and falling back on my question
sheet, ‘You mentioned before about not having enough good role
models. Wikipedia said you turned down the captaincy of the
Enterprise in 1986 (Star Trek: The Next Generation) why did you
do that?’

‘Because I had done Blade Runner, and I was doing other
pieces of work. At that time I really had no instinctive
feel for working in that genre, after doing Blade Runner. It
was just too intensely different. One was character driven
and the story was profoundly human. The other one was a
humanity that was mixed with other kinds of living matter
from other worlds. I didn’t want to do that, I didn’t want
to go there. I thought that the integrity of Blade Runnerwas
what I would remember as my term in this genre. Then
Battlestar was reimagined. That was when the whole thing
changed on me. They did take me very seriously when I
said, ‘I would do this but the first creature I see from the
black lagoon, four-eyed, dual-lipped person, I’m going to
faint on camera and then I’m going to walk right off the
stage. You’re going to have to write in he died, he had a
heart attack, and died.’ That was in my contract.’
‘So to you, Battlestar Galactica was always going to be about
people?’

‘From the beginning. Character driven. The real world of
Blade Runner was like that: those machines, those replicants,
were extraordinary. Just like the Cylons were extraordinary,
but they were human.’
Edward’s expression was so determined, so fixed, that I guessed
he is either a man of great faith or a great humanist. I wanted to
ask him about that but, after being flamed by atheists, I struggled
to find the right words that would not offend him either way.
When Edward said, ‘One more [question],’ I felt the moment
was lost. One more question? I had a hundred.
‘In Battlestar Galactica you portrayed a character whose planet was
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destroyed and, in the process of fleeing from a one-sided war, your
fleet ran short of water. In the here-and-now you encourage your
fans to take a stance against frakking and to support organisations
that aim to clean up waterways. Was there an intentional seeding
of these issues in Battlestar Galactica?’

‘I think everything that was in there was well thought
through. Water is an essential aspect of understanding
of living. The understanding of being able to deal with
terrorism, water hoarding, suicide bombing, the right to
choose, the right to life, reconciliation, all the things that
came out - I don’t know if you saw what happened at the UN?
Go to YouTube, put in Edward James Olmos at the United
Nations and you see what happened. God bless you.’
With his farewell, Edward answered my question about his faith.
‘Thank you very much.’ As I collected my things and rose to
go, Edward turned back to the never-ending queue of his fans,
graciously chatting to them as he signed their photos.
Edward James Olmos at the United Nations, the 3 minute 40
second version http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=08VCkyG_C2s
Edward James Olmos at the United Nations, the two hour
version http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_oXeZQzfQsM
On Blade Runner http://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=EabLwq_4mjo
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Christopher Kirby talks to Dark Matter
On Friday 13 April, Christopher
Kirby of Iron Sky, Star Wars
and the Matrix (among many
other roles) talked to Nalini
Haynes via Skype.
Nalini: Thank you very much
for agreeing to talk to Dark
Matter.

Chris: That’s all right.
Nalini: It’s actually difficult to
find much about you on the
Internet.

Chris: Yes. Exactly. Isn’t
that the whole point
though? I’m not one of
those who puts my private
life out there. I just do my work and let it speak for itself.
I think that makes my job a lot easier. When you know a
little too much about somebody and then they try to do
something that might be different, sometimes it can fall flat.
I guess that creative mystery keeps the audience involved. I
like to call it old school De Niro or Sean Penn: they said to
never give interviews or anything like that. You hear about
their work and it’s like ‘Oh, wow!’ so that speaks for itself.
I’m not comparing myself to them, but at the same time I
do think there is a certain validity that helps you in your
art. There is a certain bridge obviously that is built with the
audience. Even now, things have changed so much in the
last, oh good Lord, in the last 10 or 15 years as far as acting
and celebrity - or whatever you want to call it - is presented
now. I just tried to do my job the best way I can and let the
chips fall where they may, if you know what I mean.
Nalini: If you prefer the creative mystery so people can take each
performance individually, how do you feel about being the PR guy
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for Iron Sky?

Chris: It’s like anything else. Lord knows, anyone who
knows me, knows when I get to a party I’m kinda leading
the charge. To me it is a little different, but at the same time I
am talking about the film, and the role I play in the film. I’m
not necessarily putting my X’s and O’s out for the audience.
It’s really like anything else: we do the job, it becomes a
product, and then basically we’re the cogs in the product
that make the connection to the whole. I don’t have a real
problem with that. I’m sure there are certain questions
where I will go ‘I’m not answering that,’ and Lord knows
I’m not shy about saying that. As far as being the lead guy
goes, I’m fine with that.
Nalini: There are some questions I have to ask you that you may
feel you don’t want to answer, but if you don’t mind, I’d like to ask
them just in case you will answer.

Chris: Mmm?
Nalini: First of all, you are here to talk about the film. What would
you like to say about Iron Sky?

Chris: I’m sure after everything you’ve read, you know it’s
about Nazis on the moon.
Nalini: [laughing] Yeah, I did get that. A hint.

Chris: I was like - everyone is like ‘Yeah, yeah it’s Nazis on
the moon.’ ‘But – there’s more to it than that isn’t there?’
Obviously it’s a Finnish Australian German coproduction.
It was a job that, when my agent called, I remembered the
call too, because it actually happened on Friday.
She went, ‘Oh, I’m going to send you something. Some
people want to see you about a film.’
I’m thinking, ‘Okay, what’s the film about?’
Slight pause. ‘It’s about Nazis on the moon.’
I’m waiting for my agent to say something else. Still no
reaction. I’m thinking, okay, I’ll bite. ‘No, really, what’s the
film about?’
‘It’s about Nazis on the moon.’
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‘Okay, alright.’
‘Are you interested?’
‘Oh, ok, I’ll read it. Just send it to me and I’ll read it. I’ll
let you know at the end of the day.’ I read it. I remember
I read it about eight times that weekend. I remember the
first time I read it, I was kind of like, ‘Really?’ And then
I read it a second time, thinking, ‘Wow, are they actually
going to make this?’ And the third time I read it, I was like,
‘Okay… Okay I’m in. I’m in.’ Because the little subtleties
that you might miss along the way, did I actually read that
or what’s going on… I just went, ‘Okay, if they’ve got balls
enough to make this, alright, let’s go.’
Obviously I wanted to meet them because I wanted to
make sure that I wasn’t going to be promoting the wrong
message, if you know what I mean. Obviously if someone
is approaching something like that you want to make sure
they’re above board. I think that was the second thing out
of my mouth after I said, ‘Hi. How are you guys? Nice to
meet you.’ Just to cut the whole conversation short, I asked
what was going on. It was a complete and utter surprise all
the way round, from the phone call to even after meeting
them and seeing the way they put the production together.
I just kind of went ‘Wow!’ These guys are from a very small
town in Finland, I mean a tiny town. I guess everybody tries
to put a film together. There are so many scripts written a
year but let alone scripts that actually get looked at; then
actually get funded and then made into a movie. That’s a
long, long hard journey but the thing is these guys actually
sat there and they stuck with it. And actually put it out
there. I admire these guys.
Nalini: What year was it you got recruited?

Chris: I would say I probably got recruited, yes. I mean, we
did a little audition. I kinda went – I sort of see this guy –
my character - as one who starts off quite self-centred but
into caring about something outside of himself, which is
a bit of a journey in and of itself. With that being said, I’d
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thought it is a character arc that we see in certain films, but
I personally don’t think we see it enough. It has a universal
theme that I think a lot of people actually miss in their own
lives.
Nalini: When did you come on board with the project?

Chris: I didn’t come on until late like, really late. I know
Julia, who plays Renate, and Gotz, who plays Klaus, they
were there from the beginning. I think it was - I don’t know
- maybe six years in the making?
Nalini: I heard about it in 2008 and it was already in process
then.

Chris: Wow. Yeah, but the question is, did they already have
the scripts and things like that? I didn’t get on board until
the June before rehearsal, before we shot in September in
Finland. Then we shot the following December.
Nalini: So was this 2010 or 2011?

Chris: This was 2010 so I came on really late. Basically
everyone was sort of up and running. You’re doing a film
where you have Germans, you have Finnish people, and you
have me. Everyone speaks English but I think there’s always
certain things that don’t get translated if you know what I
mean? I would sit there and when something wasn’t going
right, I would just make a face. I made this face and they’d
go ‘Huh?’ I just grab someone’s attention and I’d be like: ‘I
don’t understand.’ So we’re all on the same page, you find
different ways of communicating and trying to get things
through. That’s like anything else, it’s always a process. You
soon discover what you can and cannot get away with. That
being said, everybody on the shoot was just fantastic. There
wasn’t an ego thing or anything like that. Everyone just sort
of got in there and said, ‘Okay, this is what we’re doing, let’s
go.’ I just thought that was quite professional and quite
refreshing, because sometimes you do work on a set and it’s
not all hunky-dory.
Nalini: Yes, sometimes there are divas.

Chris: Sometimes you get that, yeah. But it was good to
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actually see the people working together. The crew was
just amazing in Germany and here. It was just a pleasurable
experience.
Nalini: Great. You’re the first African American astronaut on
the moon in Iron Sky. In LeVar Burton’s keynote speech to the
publishing industry earlier this year (http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=mXLju6cBDwI), LeVar said that, as a child, seeing Uhura
on the bridge of the Enterprise told him that there was a place for
him in the future. He then went on to star in Star Trek. Do you
recall any similar moments for you?

Chris: Wow. That’s a very good quote. Actually, there
probably would have been, but this is probably the actor
in me speaking. When I was little, me and my mum would
always go to the movies. She’d take me to see all these
classics, these fantastic films. We went to see this Sydney
Poitier retrospective. I don’t know how old I would have
been - maybe eight. I remember just sitting there kind of
going ‘Wow!’
I guess in my mind I always knew that my world had to be
better, my future had to be better than what my present
was, because I grew up in south-central Los Angeles right
amongst all the gangs and things like that. Yeah. So this
kind of made me go: ‘Oh, wow, it can be done,’ and with
strength and dignity. If anyone knows me, I am probably
the easiest going - I get along with everybody. I like to think
I do, anyway. When I feel like I’m not being done right by,
that’s when I put my foot down. I hate to see anyone treated
unfairly. I have an innate sense of fairness, regardless of
where you come from. That kind of gripes at me so I guess I
always try to do something. It is not always available to you,
but you always like to say what you can, no matter how big
or small the role is. I like to make a difference.
When I saw Sydney Poitier during those films, it was like,
‘Okay, okay…’ I think probably then and there, something
probably clicked in me and said I can do this. But where
I grew up, you’re not going to get people going: ‘Oh, yeah,
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go ahead, do that thing.’ It takes a while to build up the
courage in order to say, ‘You know what? This is it. This is
what I want to do for the rest of my life.’ Then seeing movies
like Jaws, I was kind of like: ‘Oh man, I just have to do this.’
But I would say that Sydney Poitier moment, that just did
it, that was it.
Nalini: He’s an amazing actor, as well.

Chris: Oh my goodness. I think everybody’s still striving to
get there, you know? He’s left a legacy that nobody can ever
overshadow. To say the least. Using ‘amazing’ may not be
enough. Considering the time he did it in, just incredible,
incredible.
Nalini: Do you hope that your role in this science-fiction comedy
will shake up people’s expectations? I know it’s a comedy but it’s
still out there.

Chris: Maybe. Maybe. I’ve been in the business for a while
now. I know people will interpret it their own way. Like
any entertainer, I hope that people will leave with a smile
on their face having been entertained, having liked the
film, and weren’t distracted by anything. And as far as my
role is concerned, I’m here to serve the story. If people
actually kind of go ‘Oh, wow,’ then that’s just a plus. I think
there are certain statements made in the film that probably
people could read certain things into but, as I say, I leave
interpretation up to the audience.
Nalini: I’ve been trying to walk a balance between avoiding spoilers
and researching this interview, so I’ve read half the plot outline
on Wikipedia. Your character in Iron Sky was the token black to
help a Sarah Palin-esque presidential campaign and Nazi racism
is also part of the plot. How do you feel about working on the film
with these themes?

Chris: Well, you see, that’s the whole thing. Having those
themes, it will speak to people in a certain way. How deep
it sinks in, that is the main question. But working on a film
with those themes - I think you need those themes, you
need the opposite, in order to pull the story along, and
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that’s fine. Especially when you’re talking about certain
prejudices. Sure, let’s get in there and let’s mix things up.
People are obviously going to see how you handle it. It’s a
reflection. It’s a reflection so people might go away taking
something from it. In the end, that’s what I initially held being entertained, but also take something away with you,
and I think that’s quite important. So me being in that film
I said, ‘Yeah, bring it on. Bring. It. On.’
Nalini: There’s been a lot of controversy about Game of
Thrones being too white, and, more recently, Salidor Saan being
misrepresented comparing what happens in episode two with what
happened in the book, after his race was changed to African. Do
you have any comments to make about those problems?

Chris: Okay, in Game of Thrones… I think, hopefully, we
are beyond that. I would like to think we are. But there
have been some things that have happened recently. And I
might get a little political here…
Nalini: Go right ahead.

Chris: You know the Trayvon Martin case in the States?
Nalini: Yes, I have been following it.

Chris: I think everybody has. The question of whether or
not he was black or not, really, to tell you the truth as a
HUMAN race – as a HUMAN race - that shouldn’t even come
into it. Unfortunately it does. I think we should have - and
when I say WE, all of us as human beings – WE should have
transcended that by now. As my friend once said, it’s kind
of funny how we are still stuck in the same patterns. We
think we move forward, but really we don’t. What happens
when there is a tragedy, we recoil and do the things that we
have practised, that we have always done. We do it out of
fear. My friend actually says, ‘You know what man? I am
waiting for the day when all of us are not even moving our
mouths to talk.’ We’re actually speaking through another
thing. That’s the thing: it’s not a white thing, it’s not a black
thing, it’s not Chinese, it is not Australian, it’s a HUMAN
thing. We ALL have to push forward regardless of where we
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are and what we might think. It’s the old thing where when
a butterfly flaps its wings – what’s that thing?
Nalini: A butterfly flaps its wings and a cyclone happens somewhere
else.

Chris: That’s life isn’t it? That’s how life is. If we can actually
make things a little more open… It all starts with a ‘Hi’.
It’s as simple as maybe going somewhere that you normally
don’t go, maybe saying ‘hi’ to somebody, getting to know
somebody outside your comfort zone. That’s how it starts.
If everybody does that, how can the world not be changed?
Those things, Bring. It. On. To tell you the truth, I want
to do more of that, because it reflects life. It puts a mirror
up to society and society goes: ‘Oh, okay.’ What was it that
Aristotle - I could be wrong - but it was a philosopher that
said Greeks need to see themselves in plays in order to
understand the society around them and their own lives.
I think that’s why we do go to the movies. Obviously we
go to the movies to escape, but when things resonate, we
kind of go ‘Oh.’ When you laugh at something, you laugh at
something because you recognise the human folly. Not to
sound like a schoolteacher, but we constantly are learning.
Sorry, I probably –
Nalini: No! What you’ve been saying is fantastic. That’s great. I’m
kind of now going from this awesome platform to a bit more of the
mundane.

Chris: Right on, that’s life though, isn’t it? All different
colours, yeah.
Nalini: Yes. Where did you train to be an actor?

Chris: Wow, good Lord… how many places? I started in a
school at Point Loma College then I’ve also studied in New
York, in the Howard Fine studios in LA and here. The thing
is, too, with my study – you’re always a student, you know
what I mean? No matter how long you’ve been doing it, you
might know a lot of things but I think if you’re not always
picking up little things that are a little different, then you’re
not being in the moment and not actually creating. It’s
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really important for us to create. I was the type of person
growing up who was the class clown not the class clown to
the point I was being destructive because, obviously, with
my parents I probably wouldn’t be alive today. But to the
point where you have an audience. Any time there was an
opportunity to say something or do something, I would take
it. Luckily enough, I ended up with teachers who - I guess they thought I was charming because I didn’t have anybody
kick me out or flunk me or anything like that. But there’s
always different training. And you always do little other
things, like you might do voice with someone or you might
do movement, things like that. You’re always putting tools
in your belt in order to do the job that we do. Even sitting
here talking to you, I’m going to take something – probably
- away from this interview and I’ll use it somewhere.
Nalini: Well, that’d be great. Do you have a preferred genre?

Chris: I just say ‘whatever comes up, comes up,’ but I have
done a bit of sci-fi, there is no doubt. It’s kind of funny how
sci-fi is one of those genres that seems to be a little more
colourblind than most genres. If you know what I mean.
Nalini: Yes.

Chris: There is the old joke about Star Trek. During that
time I don’t think there was one black face on network TV
except for that one lady who was black on Star Trek. They
kind of went, ‘Oh, they don’t want us now, so maybe we’ll
be somewhere in the future.’ The thing is, too, I do prefer
the whole colourblind thing because, really, we’re all in the
mix together. I think we’ve come to the point where we can
actually accept the fact that this guy has a black father, his
son who is a little bit of a different colour than him, and the
daughter might be a different shade… because that’s how
life is. Different people do get together. That’s the thing
about sci-fi because it does take you to different worlds.
But those different worlds, obviously, are a reflection of
our own. In that way, maybe you have to say sci-fi is onto
something. Hopefully we can get that in other genres more
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regularly. Maybe some will go outside of themselves, and
say hi to somebody outside their comfort zone. Obviously
I have done quite a bit of sci-fi. And the thing about sci-fi
fans, too, not to sound like I’m sucking up here, but the
thing is they are quite loyal. I have had people just walk up
to me and say, ‘Oh my god, you were in such and such,’ or
‘you were in this.’ I’m that type of person where, if people
ask me for an autograph, I’m like, ‘Yes, sure.’ Who am I to say
no to somebody who really keeps me in a job. Really, that’s
what fans do; they keep you in a job. As funny as the acting
business can be, they do keep you working. I appreciate
– I don’t meant for this to sound corny - but I appreciate
each and every fan that I have. They could’ve just went ‘Uh,
whatever,’ but they’ve been so supportive and open and
honest… it’s just been – it’s just amazing.
Nalini: I was interviewing Brandon Sanderson this morning –
he’s an internationally renowned fantasy author - he was saying
something fairly similar, but he was talking about how people who
were in the arts used to need a patron. These days the fans - in
his case the readers - are the patrons, buying the books, buying
the films.

Chris: Mm. That’s true. That is so true. It is definitely
give-and-take. Any time you do a job, no matter what the
role might be - you could be playing the nastiest person
on earth - but it has to come from a place of love. You’re
putting it out there, you’re putting it out to the audience.
The question is whether or not - I guess it’s like any form
of love - whether or not it’s mutual or it’s requited. I’d like
to think that - whatever love I happen to put out there hopefully the fans are going ‘Okay, we accept that.’
It’s a really funny business in a lot of different ways.
Obviously, with actors, sometimes we might not work for
months or, heaven forbid, for years. But the thing is, you’re
always keeping the nose close to the grindstone to find out
what’s going on. I was supposed to be doing Paradise Lost
here in Australia until they cancelled the film. I didn’t know
the film was cancelled until – because they already took
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us over to LA and photo-scanned us and did all that stuff.
Basically I’m in Berlin and I find out: oh, the film has been
cancelled. Legendary pulled out. Oh, that’s a bit of a drag.
I was actually looking forward to working with certain
people, so I kind of went: ‘Wow, that’s a bit… hard-core.’
But that’s the nature of this business. You never know until
you’re actually on the set and you start saying words and
hopefully the next day we’re back again, let’s do it again.
It can be fickle in that way too. It can be a bit hard-core.
People ask for advice: I think you have to love it; you have
to love it with your whole heart and soul because if not it’s
just too hard. It’s just too hard. If you can’t do anything
else then I’d say: yes, go ahead, be an actor.
Nalini: You moved to Australia from Los Angeles while pursuing a
career in film. This is kind of the opposite way that it is supposed
to work. It is supposed to –

Chris: Backwards, yeah.
Nalini: How is that working out for you?

Chris: I’ve done pretty well, knock on wood. Obviously
there’s going to be more opportunities for things in the
States, which I have travelled back for also. I guess I was
just looking for a little more peaceful existence, if I can put
it that way. I know I’ve always been a bit of a traveller. I
guess officially I actually moved out of home when I was
10 or 11 to go to boarding school, and basically I haven’t
lived at home since because I’ve always travelled. Moving
to another country seemed like a natural extension really.
Every school I went to outside of my elementary school I’ve
always travelled to, and I don’t mean like a little bit. Even
my high school: I boarded there, and that was still almost 2
hours away. And I was in LA, so it’s not like ‘Oh, I can just
go to LA High or I can just go to Power States High.’ No, I
ended up going someplace far-off. I guess what you find
is your natural fit. Where a lot of people might think, ‘Oh,
it’s going to be too much,’ no, if it feels right, then you go
and do it. That being said too, about me moving here, I do
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try to get back as often as I can because you have to stay
fresh in the minds of certain producers and casting people.
It’s always good to take a trip back. And I grew up in Los
Angeles so there are certain things that I kind of need to
reconnect with. I do really love living here though it’s kind
of like ‘Oh, wow, I kind of hit the jackpot.’
Nalini: Are you living in the city or out in the country?

Chris: Actually it’s probably a little more country. To me
that is a complete and utter stretch, because I do miss the
energy and the vibe of the city. Something came up and
was almost like I got offered something I couldn’t refuse.
So I was like okay. But I do try to get to the city as often as
I can. I’m like a little kid, ‘I’m driving to the city today, ha
ha.’ Anybody who knows me, literally, I can be like a little
kid sometimes with stuff like that.
Nalini: So you’re developing a balance in your life.

Chris: I’m trying to. You almost make me sound noble and
wise.
Nalini: At some points in this interview you really do sound noble
and wise.

Chris: [laughing] I guess – I guess - What I believe, I believe
wholeheartedly. I don’t want to half do anything. If I
believe in something then I have totally believe in it. That’s
just me. Most of my friends, I’ve known for a very, very
long time and they know that whenever anything hits the
fan I’ll be there. This is how I am. What I believe in, I believe
wholeheartedly.
Nalini: Good for you. It’s really important to know who you are.

Chris: I think it truly is because so many people flip-flop:
they do this, they do that. Oh, I’m going to get wise again.
I think it was Martin Luther King who said, ‘You need to
believe in something because if you don’t, you’ll fall for
anything.’ So what you believe in, believe it. That being said,
I don’t think you can go around believing in things that are
going to hurt other human beings. I think that’s the sort
of a check you need to put up too. You can’t go around
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hanging people because that’s hurting people. There has
to be a reality check. Which is kind of funny because going
back to the Iron Sky story, with me doing anything with
Nazis, you’ve got to wonder who or what will come out of
the woodwork, you know what I mean? That’s why it was
so important for me to meet the producer and director,
to make sure we were not doing any form of propaganda.
Because that’s against everything I believe in.
Nalini: That’s a risk.

Chris: That’s why it was important to me to meet them and
find out what was going on here.
Nalini: What does the future hold for you now?

Chris: There’s quite a few things that I can’t really say. I
hate it when I hear that, but I can’t really say. One thing I
do have coming up is a movie that I think is retitled now, it
was called Movie 43. It’s based on the old 1970s skit comedy
movies like Kentucky Fried Movie and another one that
might have been Onion Ball or something like that. It’s
a series of skits that actually make up a film. I remember
seeing one, a revival of Kentucky Fried Movie, and I just
cracked up. I just thought oh my god, they were making
this back then. A friend of mine came to me and said he was
wondering if I would do this thing for him and I said sure.
I read it and it was so outrageous, it was so outrageous, I
said, ‘Dude, are you really going to do this? I am so in! Are
you kidding me?!’ I think it’s really important to laugh, too,
you know, because I don’t think the world laughs enough.
You can care about things deeply but also we were put here
to enjoy this thing called life. No matter what harsh things
we are going through, we have to be able to find some sense
of humour. I think that makes up a career really where
you can do a whole array of roles that are different. A fullfledged career, anyway.
Nalini: They say variety is the spice of life.

Chris: Variety is the spice – yes, it is.
Nalini: Do you have any particular plans for this weekend apart
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from surviving Supanova?

Chris: Yeah, doing that. I have a birthday party for my little
girl, so I have to make sure that she is happy. I don’t know
how it’s going to be. But you’ve got Supanova this weekend
and I get to go on to the premiere in Australia.
Nalini: Yes, on the Gold Coast next week.

Chris: Yes. That kind of keeps me afloat, then I have auditions
to send off. That’s the life we have.
Nalini: Thank you very much for talking to Dark Matter.

Chris: Thank you.

Iron Sky cosplay at Supanova
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The Jane Austen Argument
talks to Dark Matter

It was a sunny afternoon in Melbourne during the Fringe Festival
when I met with the Jane Austen Argument, also known as Tom
Dickins and Jen Kingwell, to talk to them about their music and
careers. We met at the Tram cafe outside the Speigel Tent next to
the NGV, Victoria’s major public art gallery.
Even when not in costume, Jen looked very 1950s, with a
leopard-print scarf over her hair, which she lowered to reveal a
very controlled, stylised 50s do, leaving the scarf draped around
her neck. Her oversized sunglasses added to her 50s look. Tom
looked like your average hipster around town with blue jeans, a
blue tee with grey print design on it, and sunglasses. Standing
around a table, hiding from the sun under the umbrella, we chatted
while drinking cider.
Nalini : Thank you for talking to Dark Matter.
Jen: Thank you for having us.
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Nalini: When did you guys know that you wanted to be
musicians?

Tom: For me, it was a really strange trajectory. I had
always written music and had it as a hobby and as a diary
keeping effort, really. I studied acting and focused on
theatre because that’s where my roots were from my family.
I did four years of study in theatre, looking for my place
in the theatre. Then I discovered this world of cabaret at
the Edinburgh fringe festival and I suddenly realised that
was a way of marrying those dual passions in a way that
strengthened both as opposed to watering down either.
I’ve been writing music since I was seven years old, but I
didn’t realise it could be a profession where other people
wanted to listen to me until about 2008.
Nalini: When you say your roots, do you have actors in the
family?

Tom: Yes. My parents infamously met playing Dorothy and
scarecrow in the Wizard of Oz when they were studying
theatre and education at Rosden, it was the College of
the arts that no longer runs those courses. My dad is a
playwright and director and my mum was a choreographer
until she changed directions mid-way through life.
Nalini: What about you, Jen?
Jen: Music has always been a really central part of my life. There’s
never really been a time when I hadn’t considered myself as a musician
or known that it would play a really big part of my life, but it’s taken
quite a few winding turns throughout the journey. I started out as a
classical musician, all the way through primary school, through high
school through college and then through university. Classical music
was always my focus. After deciding that living in a rehearsal room for
eight hours a day and trying to make it as a classical musician wasn’t
really going to be the life for me, I took a detour into activism.

Nalini: activism?
Jen: Yes, environmental and feminist activism. I decided that studying
communication would be one way that I could make a difference. At
that time I was still writing music and playing music, really just for
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myself, once I finished university. It wasn’t until Tom and I met a few
years ago that –

Nalini: How many years ago?
Jen: Three years ago? We met now?

Tom: Yeah, I started Uni at the start of April, I think, in
2009.
Jen: Yeah, and that’s when we decided to start collaborating in cabaret.
From then music has expanded to be a greater part of my life while
still being integrated with the activist side of my career as well. As
a true Gemini [laughter] I think it’s only fitting that I have these two
strands of my life that I somehow manage to make work.

Nalini: That’s the thing about being twins, it’s kind of like you’re
part of a whole.
Jen: Exactly.

Tom: Yeah, whereas I’m actually on the cusp of Taurus and
Gemini, so I’m stubbornly indecisive [laughter]
Jen: We both are, actually.

Nalini: Did you both have music lessons as a kid or study at the
Conservatory?
Jen: I studied piano from a very very early age, from about five or six
years old. I remember in the lead up to my first piano lessons I was
just messing around with my mother’s piano - from about the age of
four - and I was convinced that I was a compositional genius.

Tom: Well, you are.
Jen: I was very disappointed to turn it to my first lesson and realise
that my teacher did not hold my talents in the same esteem. So I
started music lessons early on, and then studied at the Canberra
School of music.

Tom: I didn’t study music until about year 11, when I decided
to study music having not studied it through high school,
so I don’t know any music theory. I can figure things out if I
can look at the Central line of the treble or a bass cleft, I can
kind of figure out what the notes are. So all the instruments
I play I’m self-taught and fairly limited in what I can do.
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Nalini: So you’re playing by ear?

Tom: Yeah, absolutely. I did a few singing lessons in high
school, but the voice training I received as an actor and as a
hobby singing, kind of got me to where I am.
Nalini: If you guys have only known each other about three years,
did Tom go to Edinburgh before meeting each other?

Tom: Yes. I actually went to Edinburgh twice: I went once
for 24 hours when I missed my flight there and back and had
to buy extra flights. Then in 2007 - it’s worth mentioning,
we’re actually doing the interview at the Spiegel tent,
which my uncle owns - so I got a sweet little family hook
up into doing front-of-house at the Spiegel tent as part
of my honours. I was doing my honours by distance,
researching the importance of theatre to different cultures
which took me through Southeast Asia to America and the
UK. So Edinburgh fringe was part of that. That was where
I met Amanda Palmer and started to see all these Cabaret
performers. That was really about a year and a bit before
Jen and I met, when I’d started on this Cabaret Road but I
hadn’t found my cabaret soul mate.
Nalini: Was meeting Amanda part of this process? And interacting
with that style?

Tom: There was quite a heavy cabaret focus on the
programming at the Speigel tent that year. We had Camille
O’Sullivan, Miaow Miaow, Bob Down and Amanda were
the four diva headliners. I was drawn to the style of Camille
O’Sullivan. I really admired both Amanda and Miaow’s work,
particularly the fact that Amanda writes her own music and
is able to put this theatricality into how she performs. I was
far more drawn to the cabaret style of Camille and it’s been
over the years of working out what my style is, what my
belief is in cabaret as a genre that it’s ended up gravitating
probably more towards the style that Amanda does.
Nalini: And how about you, Jen? How have you been drawn into
Cabaret?
Jen: As a teenager in Canberra I worked on quite a few musical theatre
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productions as assistant musical director and musical director. I was
quite heavily involved and did a few small cabaret shows with some
friends at the school of music, but generally the musical theatre shows
were from the sidelines: in the band, in
the wings, never really playing a role on
stage. So while I had that experience, it
wasn’t until Tom and I started playing
together that Tom managed to coax me
out of my shell a bit. [declaiming in
a higher pitched voice and chuckling]
‘I’m just the accompanist! Don’t make
me say anything!’

Nalini: How did this partnership start?
How did it develop?

Tom: I did my first cabaret
show with a dear friend of ours,
Gemma O’Connor, who is part
of a band called Dearly Wish. We
did a show called Hammered
and Enamoured that is about getting drunk and falling in
love. It was quite a successful show. After that I wrote a
10 min cabaret piece about a terrible experience I had in
a cab in Ballarat. I won a prize at the Cabaret Short and
Sweet Festival, which included a professional development
workshop. From this I developed a show called Where was
I. I performed one season of Where was I to critical acclaim
but empty audiences. But the critical acclaim was enough
to book a three-week headline season at the Butterfly Club
for the Melbourne Fringe. That was about the time that
I started working at RMIT. And Jen was also working at
RMIT as well.
Nalini: So you were working, not studying?

Tom: No, working.
Nalini: What were you doing at RMIT?
Jen: We were both working at the student union, but as staff members
and not students although I was studying there. I studied my Master
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in Communications while working at the student union; I started work
there as a student liaison officer and somehow found myself working
as the admin coordinator, which is possibly the least –

[chuckling]
Tom: The oddest job, for you.
Jen: Yeah. My admin skills generally leave a lot to be desired. But
that’s where I was when Tom and I met and Tom came on as the club
society’s officer. So we very quickly found a rapport, and often found
ourselves taking cheeky and long -

Tom: Extended cigarette breaks.
Jen: And talking about music and life, and aesthetic experiences,
especially travelling. One day Tom mentioned that he had this show
booked in the Melbourne Fringe and he needed an accompanist. I said,
‘Well, I’m an accompanist and I’m not doing anything at the moment.
Why don’t we get together and –‘

Tom: My brain broke into multiple pieces of excitement.
Jen: It was kind of sweet though when we first started talking about
working together. It had this kind of very shy first date feel. ‘If it
doesn’t work out for you, no pressure.’

Tom: ‘It’s fine.’
Jen: ‘We’ll just play a few songs and see if this works –‘

Tom: ‘If you don’t like it or if I don’t like it, there is no
commitment. No commitment. We can play with other
people.’
[laughter]
Jen: Yeah. We started getting together to rehearse the show. Rehearsals
tended to wind up being about half an hour working on the show and
about 4 to 5 hours playing each other original songs and playing each
other songs of other people’s that really meant something to us.

Tom: And getting drunk and dancing to Regina Spektor’s
Far album.
[laughter]

Tom: It started from this point having developed this show.
It was the first time I worked with an accompanist that I
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knew: the first guy I worked with was a complete stranger.
You don’t actually need six weeks or two months – whatever
- to work out what is essentially eight songs. I think that’s
why we veered away from it so quickly: because you don’t
want it to be so over-rehearsed that it loses its meaning.
We also wanted to get our performance dynamic working
really strongly before the Melbourne Fringe so we started
gigging around, performing under various band names.
Jen: From Tom and Jen to the Mi Mi Mi’s.

Tom: Yeah.
Nalini: In one of your appearances - I think it was New Year’s Eve
- you mentioned that you performed in the US as Tom and Jen and
the Americans weren’t impressed.

Tom: It wasn’t that they weren’t impressed, it’s that they
didn’t come. We decided fairly soon after the Melbourne
Fringe season had been quite successful, to embark on this
tour, which we called the Slapdash Tour. We booked one
show and then once we got to America we tried to line up
as many performances as possible.
Jen: We played in people’s living rooms and a recording studio’s
Christmas party.

Tom: As part of that we went to Boston and we were staying
at the Cloud Club, which is where Amanda lives in Boston.
She was doing this big news spectacular with the Boston
Pops and we were like we want to come they said ‘We’ve
already exhausted the doorlist, you’ll have to perform in
the lobby.’
Nalini: Oooh, how sad [laughing]
Jen: That was a big part of the night. There was the Boston Pops
concert in the main hall but beforehand - because there’s like a million
lobbies in the Boston Symphony Hall - so they had roving performers
and little performance installations throughout the whole venue in the
hour to two hours before the actual concert began. We were asked to
be a part of that. We were allocated a little installation space next to
one of the bars. But it wasn’t until the day before – or the day of?
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Tom: The day of.
Jen: The day of the performance that we realised that the only
instruments we had to work with were one of Amanda’s ukuleles
and -

Tom: Her toy piano.
Jen: Her toy piano, which she has recorded on for the Dresden dolls
records. So I have a very clear memory of us sitting down in the Cloud
Club, in one of the abandoned apartments to rehearse this show. It
was essentially going to be the Where was I show.

Tom: But we called it Coin Operated Cabaret, where we
turned it into a street performance where we would do one
of the scenes and half of one of the songs and then break
down and freeze until someone put more money in the
hat.
Jen: I came face-to-face with his toy piano and the prospect of scoring
down a show requiring all the 88 keys of the piano into about 12.

Nalini: The classical performer wouldn’t have been very happy.
Jen: No, no. I think I banished everyone –

Tom: Into the snow.
Jen: To the cold, the freezing cold of Boston, so that I could knuckle
down and figure out how the hell I was going to make this work.

Tom: Meanwhile I learnt the ukulele for the guitar songs.
Jen: So that was a bit of a trial by fire. I like to think that we came
through okay.

Tom: I think where the story is kind of quite important
in our development as a band is around that time we also
played Amanda our cover of the Flowers, by Regina Spektor,
and Bad Wine and Lemon Cake. We played it to her in one of
the small gaps of time that everyone had and she liked the
song so much and us performing so much that she invited
us to play at the Forum in 2010. At which point we realised
we actually needed a band name. We didn’t want to play at
this fucking amazing venue as Tom and Jen.
Nalini: How did you choose the name?
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Jen: Since we’ve known each other there’s been very little that we
have disagreed on completely to start with, or that we haven’t been
able to debate our way into some sort of consensus. One of those
things is Jane Austen’s literary merit. For the record –

Nalini: Can I guess?
Jen: Yes, please do.

Nalini: Jen likes Jane Austen and Tom doesn’t?
Jen: Yes. I am pro-Jane. Tom operates under this misguided
assumption that all of her novels are about doilies, having read –

Tom: No, no… Just a lot of chapters in a lot of the novels.
Nalini: And how many novels have you read?
Jen: This is coming from the perspective of I think half a chapter of
Emma?

Tom: No, it was the first eight. I had to study Emma in
high school and that’s the best way to kill a passion for any
literary subject, I think, studying it for your HSC. Since
then I haven’t really ventured back there.
Nalini: So you haven’t read Pride and Prejudice?

Tom: I started that one as well and I just hated it. But anyone
who has been in a band or been performing in a band will
agree that, when you’re trying to figure out a band name,
it’s one of the most difficult processes in the world. You end
up looking for inspiration everywhere. We would be the
[looking and pointing at things he could see] cider-tabletram collective. You throw out so many ridiculous options.
I think we spent a month trying to figure out a band name
and in the middle of that we would have this big argument
about Jane Austen. We were sitting at a pub near RMIT one
day and we’re like: ‘Jane Austen argument? Jane Austen
argument. Yes, we’ve got 10 minutes until we need to send
this band name to the Forum. That’ll do. [laughing] And the
rest is history.
Nalini: What about the costumes? When did they come about?

Tom: When I was working at the SpiegelTent and discovering
Cabaret, the uniform was three-piece suits, vintage three
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piece suits. The men who work there have to wear those
and the women wear these incredible twenties dresses.
When I was in the Edinburgh doing my first few shows, I
was performing in my work gear and enjoyed that so much
that I just kept performing in it. The wings came about
at Halloween, the night that I met my fiancé, I think, or a
week after. There was a big Halloween party, and I went as
the Angel of Death. I wore the wings upside down as I later
discovered, but then I incorporated that. So that has a very
special meaning to me that I keep quite close, and I’ve been
wearing them ever since.
Nalini: What about you, Jen? You have a few costumes.
Jen: I do. In which sequins feature very heavily. I think the explanation
for this is that I was a calisthenics child so, after many years of spray
tans and outlandishly sequinned costumes, I repressed that entire
memory for quite a while. So now I’m reclaiming that love of sequins
and glitter and all of those very, very girly things that I really have a
passion for.

Tom: And we really are a calisthenics band.
[laughter]
Jen: I guess we sort of pick things that we liked to wear. The
sequinned bootie shorts do often come out, I’m quite a fan of those.
And the feathers, obviously, they’ve become quite a theme for us.

Tom: I think there is quite a lot to be said for costumes.
The work that we do and the writing that we do is so
intensely personal, however we want to have the focus on
the universal aspects of the material. There is something
about putting on a costume that gets you into performance
mode and enables you to separate your regular life from
this quite heavily professional performance experience.
But also, at least for me - there are some gloves I wear on
stage sometimes and, for whatever reason, putting on those
gloves makes me feel far more equipped to go far further
into the pain or the sorrow or the happiness or the sex god
–
Jen: Yes, there’s almost this talismanic quality that we have learnt to
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ascribe to our costumes. Tom is absolutely right: it’s by the ritual of
finding a costume and putting it on - it’s almost like a magical armour
that gives you the distance to be able to confess these incredibly
personal things through song, but also to give you the strength to be
able to do that at the same time.

Nalini: Rituals and talismans are so important. People undervalue
them.
Jen: Yeah. I think every band comes up with their own… Drinking
often features quite a bit in my rituals [laughter]

Tom: The other aspect of it is that there are so many bands
in Melbourne, so if we can be the band that is wearing the
most sequins and feathers it might stick out in people’s
memory [chuckles]
Nalini: When you did you adopt the wings?

Tom: That would have been 2010, a couple of years ago.
Nalini: So you were ahead of the new wave. Paranormal fantasy
has been around for a while, but it’s been more vampires. Then it
went to zombies, and now they say angels are the new zombies.

Tom: Sweeeeet.
Nalini: So you were ahead.

Tom: I’m quite happy to be the new zombies.
Jen: one of our merch items, which is designed by my partner, Adam,
is a Jane Austen argument and zombies T-shirt, which is of course a
riff on the Pride and Prejudice and Zombies novels.

Nalini: I haven’t read any of them myself but I have been told that
some of them are very good.
Jen: Yeah, I haven’t read them.

Tom: I feel like, if there is ever going to be a key to get me
into Jane Austen, it’s probably the addition of zombies.
[laughter]
Jen: I think that works for a lot of people.

Nalini: What music has influenced you?

Tom: We’ve mentioned Regina Spektor. Right from the
beginning we bonded over a love of Nick Cave. My biggest
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song writing heroes are Rufus Wainwright and Fiona Apple.
And, obviously, Amanda’s work I find incredibly moving.
Band wise, I’ve actually always been more into singer/
songwriters or solo artists that then perform with a band,
so all the bands I really enjoy are quite new-found additions
that have come from being in a band.
Jen: I couldn’t deny that Tory Amos has been a huge inspiration for
me since I was a teenager. Tom Waites, in particular, I love his work.
As someone who started out as a classical musician, Rachmaninoff is
also a composer that I greatly admire. As a band, definitely Regina
Spektor and Nick Cave are definitely the two touchstones that have
inspired us both.

Nalini: You have a bit of overlap in the music, you just can’t agree
on literature.

Tom: Yep. Yeah, well, I’m all for being called the Dan Brown
debate but, you know…
[laughter]
Jen: Maybe a side project could be the Bruce Willis agreement.

Nalini: [smiling] I just don’t think that Dan Brown has quite the
universal appeal.

Tom: No. That might be our pop exploration.
Nalini: How would you characterise your own music?

Tom: We call it Indie Cabaret: that’s been a title that we’ve
consistently returned to. I think a lot of musicians really
struggle with trying to put themselves into a genre. Also
to escape from being pigeonholed by media. The dangers
of media misunderstanding what we do, male/female duo,
writing deeply personal and emotional music, is that we
could get categorised in a way that means that people
could get turned off before they’ve even heard it. But Indie
Cabaret is kind of this perfect meeting point between the
independent musician mentality and the way that we go
about our business and the Cabaret aspect that has informed
the theatricality behind our performance.
Jen: We’re lucky enough to be creating music and creating cabaret at
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a time when the genre is incredibly diverse and we have the benefit
of learning from others like Camille O’Sullivan, Amanda Palmer,
Meow Meow and Tiger Lilies. Cabaret is so diverse, such a massive
umbrella for so many things. It doesn’t just mean doing songs in
German of Kurt Weill and Bertolt Brecht. It means that you can play a
really rocky Tom Waits cover or Radiohead’s Creep on Ukelele, which
I really hope that people will stop doing. It’s everywhere. I think it’s
a fantastic concept maybe the first 10 times that it happened.

Tom: I think with that comes a danger, because Cabaret is
in this excellent explosion that we are happy to see - There
was a fantastic symposium that in Edinburgh last year, which
was about the term Cabaret, involving all the people who
were performing the Fringe under that genre. The danger
using that label is it raises in people’s minds bad burlesque,
bad musical theatre or comedy with an instrument. So
you have to be very careful about how you apply the term
to your music because you don’t want to turn people off
before they’ve had a chance to engage with it. Cabaret is a
double-edged sword.
Nalini: Melbourne has this cultural explosion as far as I can see.
Being fairly new to Melbourne I’m not sure my perception is correct,
but it certainly feels like there is this amazing cultural explosion in
lots of different areas at the moment. Would that be true for music?
Is it a good place for you to be?

Tom: I think Melbourne has been way ahead of the other
capital cities in the way it’s supported and developed music.
Particularly the punk and the rock scenes of Melbourne,
and the indie underground kind of scenes, have been very
well supported. This means that it’s a fantastic place in terms
of the venues that are on offer and the other inspiring art
that you can go and see. The difficulty is: how do you stand
out? If you’re looking at booking a show on a Friday and if
you do a quick Google of that date and there are 100 other
things that are on offer –
Jen: It can be a double-edged sword. It is such a rich culture of music
in Melbourne and such an amazing support from so many music
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lovers in Melbourne. But you are still competing with a lot of other
very very talented musicians and bands.

Nalini: You tell stories set to music. We’ve already touched on this
briefly, but I’d like to hear more about how you go about it.

Tom: I think song-writing is one of the oldest traditions
in storytelling; you look at the surviving songs of the last
thousand years. They’re about imparting morals or talking
about dangers, helping to advise and guide people. In
a way what we do is not new at all, it’s just got a bit of a
contemporary framework where it’s about telling the
personal to try and –
Jen: Bridge the universal.

Tom: Yeah.
Nalini: Plan B?
Jen: I’ll leave that to Tom. [giggling]

Tom: Is that the question?
Nalini: Well, kind of; that’s an example of one of your songs where
you’re giving advice among other things.

Tom: It’s a really interesting thing. The whole Fuck Plan B
thing was, in the first instance, advice Amanda had given
me when I was saying I’m considering quitting my job and
seeing what can be made from being an independent artist.
I want to put my money where my mouth is, and show that
it is possible. Whether or not it is possible the jury is still
out, but I think that the song you’re referring to is actually a
song that Jen wrote, which has a speech that I made the day
that I quit on the recording. I actually listened to that the
other day when I was rehearsing for our album launch. It
was interesting hearing my words of advice from this quite
naive point of view. I had this security blanket and then I
was going into nothing. Now I’m really struggling to make
ends meet and having to make a decision between working
or working even harder at trying to make a living out of this
creative lifestyle. It still remains incredibly relevant: it was
kind of like reading a diary entry of yourself and actually,
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that’s why I did it, that’s right, it’s for these reasons that I
continue to fight this bizarre battle.
Nalini: Sometimes I think a diary entry is really good you’ve got to
recap why you’re doing what you’re doing.
Jen: Mmm. But it’s interesting then that the recording of that song
worked out the way that it did. As Tom said, it’s sort of his diary
entry from his perspective of what’s going on. The song, I guess,
is my - I would like to say love letter, but I think that could be a bit
misconstrued - my platonic love letter to Tom, seeing him making
these decisions and going through these experiences as an outsider
and as a creative partner. That song was a surprise for Tom, performed
for the first time at the Fuck Plan B party as a sort of congratulation
song and a birthday present. We were too poor to buy each other
presents.

Nalini: You touched on this before, a lot of your song-writing is
about you, where you’ve been and you’re sharing from a really
personal place as well as finding the words and writing the music
to put together to perform: how hard is that?

Tom: Song writing as a craft, at least in my experience, is a
very odd thing. I very rarely set out to write a song knowing
what it’s going to be. It’s often that I’ll be brewing on some
subjects and go to the piano and improvise for an hour and
then emerge with 90% of the song finished. So I think a lot
of it operates on a subconscious level. The difficulty writing
about personal experiences is when you’re ridiculously
busy or ridiculously happy, the circumstances to create
really unique individual songs don’t present themselves as
frequently. But I’ve never been that good at trying to write
about something I haven’t experienced. A lot of writers do
with incredible success, but I don’t think that is my strength
at all.
Nalini: What about your song-writing, Jen?
Jen: Tom and my processes are in some ways quite similar but are
nonetheless very very different. I would generally approach songwriting with maybe just a snippet of a line or a concept. Like Tom,
I’ll sit down at the piano and improvise. Often I find that I may start
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either with a snippet of a lyric or a musical theme first, which really
varies from song to song. Then it’s just about giving yourself space
to let the song come to you through entering the space of improvising
–

Tom: And stream of consciousness in a way.
Jen: Yeah. Letting it emerge in its own time. Tom is very good at
sitting down and working out a song very quickly; my song-writing
process generally takes more time. I might sit down and come up
with a verse or a chorus, let that sit for a while and then come back
and write a bridge, and then come back and work out how it all linked
together. What we found is with the songs that we each write, we
sort of learnt to leave enough of the song to then take to the other.
Then it’s often only completed once the two of us have worked on it
together.

Nalini: I was wondering if you both work together. If I read a coauthored book, and authors are taking alternate chapters, I can
tell you which author wrote which chapters, but your music isn’t
like that.
Jen: Really, the only song that we sort of explicitly co-wrote was
Holes with Neil Gaiman. Tom wrote the verses and I wrote the music
for the chorus. But everything else is very heavily skewed towards
one or the other for 80 to 90% of the song and then working out the
remanding percentage as a collaboration.

Tom: We’ve been such close friends for the last three
years, even if it is about the death of my grandfather or a
relationship that didn’t work out – whatever - we’ve been
such an integral part of each other figuring out the life
element of that, they are shared experiences regardless.
There is that level of cohesion, in how they come together.
Nalini: You made the comment earlier about being each other’s
performing soul mates.

Tom: Yep, I stand by that. I don’t think I could summarise
that better.
Jen: Just back to how we collaborate as songwriters. Generally how
it works is that I would generally work up the piano arrangements
for songs. I think the best example of that is Under the Rainbow; Tom
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wrote the song but we –

Tom: It became something very different when we worked
it together. It became a song.
Jen: It was a song.

Tom: It was a skeleton.
Nalini: Your song, End of the World, could be described as
speculative fiction. How do you feel about that?

Tom: I’m happy for any of the songs to be described in any of
the ways. I think one of the beauties of being a songwriter
is once it’s released out there, either by performance or in
recordings, the meaning making is 50% yours and 50% the
audience. I’m quite happy for it to be called that.
Nalini: Did you set out to send a moral message or a message of
social justice?

Tom: For me the way that song
came about was that I was writing
a cabaret show called Fuck Plan
B, tracing my journey to making
that decision. I go for a walk at
the start of every day before I
try to do anything, whether it’s
administrative or creative. I was
on a walk by a railroad track when
that first little bit came to my
head. It was while there was all
this coverage in the media of the
rapture and all of this mania and
people on the other side of the
world quitting their jobs because
they believed this end of the world scenario. I was doing
a bit of analysis of a lot of my songs recently, and I realised
that, apart from love and heartbreak, the relationship
between people and their spirituality and what they believe
in, is quite a common theme in what I write about. It is a
fascination of mine, whether it’s people of faith, people of
science, or people who walk the line in the middle. I like
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that it can be interpreted that way, but I can’t say that it is
steadfastly set out to be a moral endeavour on my behalf.
Jen: I absolutely agree with the idea that once you’ve released the
song into the wilds, you don’t own the concepts within that any more.
That’s a really beautiful thing, to see what other people make of the
music that we make.

Tom: I think a lot of the song writers that have inspired
us would say that their works are quite oblique in their
meaning and that someone’s come up to them and said,
‘this meant this to me and I can’t believe you wrote about
this specific thing.’ They’re like, ‘Er, that’s not really what I
was getting at but you go for it,’ kind of thing.
Nalini: That’s a very post-modern attitude. You wrote a song with
Neil Gaiman: what was that like?

Tom: It was a really strange experience. As Jen mentioned
earlier, it was the first song that we have co-written, but
also the words were given to us. So the amount of tweaking
you can do is completely different, because it’s someone
else’s words.
Jen: Especially when it’s someone like Neil Gaiman. How can we
tweak this? Do we have the RIGHT to mess with the words of Neil
Gaiman?

Tom: When I was first working on the melodies of the verses,
I’d gotten home from work and it was just like I really wanted
to start to get something down here. I think I went through
about 10 different versions. The words are quite tender, for
the most part of that song, and so my instinct was made to
make this tender ballad love song. But I couldn’t make that
fit with the ending, which is quite comic: it is basically a
sex joke at the end of the song. Then suddenly this quite
jazzy melody came to me. It was really different to what I
imagined when I first read the lyrics as prose. Then when
we came to work it together, we played it a couple of times,
it wasn’t quite working. Then, when we were in Edinburgh,
staying with Neil and Amanda, we actually got to spend an
afternoon with Neil saying ‘This is where we’re coming at it,
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what would you like to change? He was like: ‘what do you
need me to change so it scans properly?’
Jen: But it definitely works because the outcome of that was an
almost Vaudevillian song, which really does work with that rather
crude ending. That was a big departure for us from the work that we
usually do.

Tom: I think so for Neil as well, because we’ve been friends
with Neil through Amanda since that first tour of the US.
Nalini: What year was that?

Tom: That was 2009. And he’s a great admirer of our work
and our song writing. But I think it was probably odd for
him to come, because he’s just written this prose and sent it
off in an e-mail, and to see what two different creative minds
then bring to the table meant that it was an interesting
process for all of us.

Nalini: What’s it been like to work with Neil and Amanda?

Tom: They’re such beautiful wonderfully supportive
people. They have just been so incredible to us. When we
were on tour with them in the States - when Amanda first
approached us to do the Dresden dolls tour, my initial
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response was: we didn’t want to ask you about that tour
because you’ve given so much. Her immediate response
was I haven’t given you something, it’s because I believe in
your work and believe that my fans will share in that belief
of your work. For me, that was a real turning of the corner
instead of feeling indebted to someone on any level. It was
more: I can contribute to your show, we can help make the
magic of your show happen as equals and not as friends. I
mean we are friends, but I didn’t feel that there was any
weird power discrepancy after that conversation.
Nalini: You’re professionals working together.

Tom and Jen: Yeah.
Jen: But it has been such an incredible learning experience, working
with them and touring with them. Seeing how the two of them have
their own circles of influence, seeing that overlap and how they really
nurture that and nurture the community of sharing creatively in their
friendships with people. I think the time that really came to the fore
was in Edinburgh when we stayed with them for part of our time
at the Edinburgh fringe festival last year, in this incredible mansion
they’d rented for the entirety of the fringe festival. It was just this
amazing household of revolving musicians and burlesque performers
and writers and visual artists…

Tom: That’s actually where we met Mark Buckingham who
does the artworks for Fables and some of the Sandman
books but he also did the outward for our whole single,
which was a lovely way of rounding out that collaboration.
Nalini: So that would have been a really thriving, really energetic
time.

Tom: It was super energetic but also super stressful, because
everyone had either speaking engagements, or shows on, or
exhibitions on…
Jen: Everyone had completely odd hours of the day. We would be
getting home from our shows at about one o’clock in the morning
and then doing interviews and other little performing spots at other
parts of the festival. It was quite manic, actually, but everyone still
managed to be really respectful of each other’s space and really
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lovely. There were these new collaborations born through that.

Tom: I think what you would expect for it to being creatively
fertile as a house, it was the friendships and relationships
developed that led to things once the madness of the fringe
festival was over, as opposed to everyone being this house
of art love just going ‘Fuck yeah, let’s make a masterpiece.’
Nalini: You can perform outside or you can be creative inside. I
would imagine, in a situation like that, it is a choice: you can’t do
both.

Tom: Yeah.
Jen: You still managed to write a song.

Tom: Yeah, actually, there’s a song that’s one of my solo EP’s
called Calton Hill, which I wrote outside on the lawn while
Amanda was upstairs writing her ukulele anthem. We met
in the kitchen and we were both like: ‘I wrote a new soYou what? What?!’ And then we played them for each other.
That was nice.
Nalini: You can honestly say you heard it before everyone else.

Tom: Yeah.
Nalini: On your album, you talked about how, at University, you
were told that most people wouldn’t succeed. You talk about
different definitions of success: what do different definitions of
success mean to you?

Tom: I think success is this really broad term that we can
either see as a huge source of opportunity or this far-off
thing that we can’t reach. I think that’s a real danger, because
you get to set the goal posts. No-one can tell you what is
success. If you’ve got a family that you need to provide
for and a job that you enjoy but you’re a brilliant painter,
getting one painting in an exhibition in a community hall
can be the hugest success. But I think, particularly people
at acting schools and art schools get taught this very narrow
definition of success where it’s: you either make it as an
A-list celebrity –
Nalini: You’re a Mel Gibson or a Nicole Kidman –
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Tom: Or you’re in the gutter. Yeah. Which is a really
dangerous bull-shit idea that people invest far too much
belief in.
Nalini: You’ve both been in the situation where you’ve held down
day jobs and worked as musicians. At the moment Tom is trying to
focus more on the music but is still trying to earn money to pay the
bills: how difficult is it to manage both?
Jen: It really depends on the situation. I still have a day job. I work
for the Domestic Violence Resource Centre of Victoria, managing
their online communications, websites and social media.

Nalini: So this is part of being an environmental feminist activist?
Jen: Exactly. Like Tom said it’s really hard to swim against a tide
of that idea of success being aimed at a multi-millionaire living in
Hollywood with your own recording studio and your own personal
vineyard. I really struggle with wanting to do all the things all the
time: having a passion for community work and for activism while
wanting to be an independent musician. These goals often cannot
simply coexist. I am incredibly fortunate and consider myself to be
quite successful for what I want out of life, because three days a week
I get to put on my feminist social justice hat while also utilising my
skills and passion for social media and media technology. I have an
incredibly supportive workplace that doesn’t just tolerate the fact
that I also have a very busy creative life. They really support that
through buying our CDs and coming to our shows, giving me the
flexibility that I need, because they know it will be repaid with hard
work and passion for what I do there. I realise that that is a very
luxurious position.

Nalini: You’re very privileged.
Jen: I am extremely privileged. It has come about through following
the strands of my life passions which I’ve been fortuitous enough to
be able to weave together. Although what that really means is a lot of
hard work and competing stresses sometimes.

Tom: I think that’s actually one of the oddest and most
frequent things that I’ve encountered, as a student, as a
worker, and more recently making a living out of cabaret
music performance, is this belief that you are doing it
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because of luck. The reality is, without trying to sound
defensive, I am in more debt than I’ve ever been in. I’ve
got like a $25,000 bank loan to bankroll this lifestyle. I’m
currently on Centrelink (social security benefits) and
barely making rent. If I do make rent, it’s like two weeks
late. But to go back to your question about success: I still
feel incredibly successful because I have somehow managed
to string together these various projects, mainly the Jane
Austen Argument, but directing work and solo performance
work and recording. And selling naked pictures of myself
online.
[laughter]
Nalini: Did you really?
Jen: You’d better clarify that.

Tom: When we got back from tour, I had no shows booked.
We needed a break from doing Jane Austen Argument
shows because we’d been touring, touring, touring for four
months. I got back and I couldn’t make rent. I ended up
selling a lot of my belongings online in a virtual garage sale.
People like, ‘you’re selling your stuff online?! This is terrible.’
I actually found it quite empowering and quite creative.
One of the things I sold was a photo of me surrounded by
the items I was selling, wearing nothing else.
Nalini: Do you have copies of that? Some people might want to
buy them.

Tom: I think it’s still on my solo website, so you can still see
it.
Nalini: So you don’t have multiple copies for people to buy?

Tom: I’ll print them out. As I was saying, I feel incredibly
successful and privileged to have made it work somehow,
through hard work, creativity, belief and defying normal
economic logic.
Nalini: You’re doing what you love.

Tom: Yep.
Nalini: And you’re investing it, and hopefully somewhere along the
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line the money is going to come back and you’re going to be able
to pay off the loan and pay off the rent.

Tom: Hopefully so, but even if I have to go back into fulltime work tomorrow, the 10 months or 11 months since
I quit my job has been filled with travelling around the
world, meeting amazing people, being able to focus solely
on the act of being a musician. So it a tremendous source of
success by my own definition of success.
Nalini: Yes. They say when you’re old and you look back on your
life at the things you regret, that won’t be one of the things you
regret.

Tom: Yeah, unless I am still on the dole as a sixty-year-old,
no retirement prospects, a gammy leg and still going: [in
a quavering voice imitating an elderly person] ‘Have you
heard my new song?’ [laughter]
Jen: It’ll be the hit of the nursing home. [Laughing]

Nalini: These days there are lots of rockers in their 50s and 60s,
don’t knock it!

Tom: Very true.
Nalini: You recently recorded and launched a new album,
Somewhere Under the Rainbow: what would you like tell me about
this process?

Tom: [starts out somewhat dolefully but ends sounding
much more upbeat while Jen just laughs] It was long and
hard, expensive and brilliant.
Nalini: Especially the brilliant bit, we’ll push that.
Jen: It was all of those things. It also took us halfway around the
world. It was our first venture into crowd funding in which we
successfully managed to raise the $10,000 to make the record. We
ended up recording in Seattle at London Bridge Studios. It’s something
that we’ve been working up to ever since we started playing together.
I feel like I’ve just had a bit of a brain freeze about this: it just seems
so hard to drag my brain back into the process of making the album,
it was so long.

Tom: The process of recording was really quite new to us.
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Although we’ve recorded before, this was in a proper studio
with a producer who was looking after a lot of the logistic
elements in the production of the record. We were doing it
all with no real roadmap, because no-one makes their first
album on the other side of the planet.
Nalini: Yes. Why?

Tom: Blake Bickel, our producer, has mastered all of our
previous releases. He produced my first solo. Out of almost
everyone we’ve worked with, he has the keenest insight and
understanding of our music and our technical proficiency.
He was able to tailor the recording process and the sorts
of musicians we worked with, to the way that we work and
to our material. That’s why we were really drawn to work
with him.
Nalini: So it was a creative decision. You knew that you could
trust him and he’d make the most of your music.
Jen: Yes, definitely that element of trust was a huge factor in deciding
to work with him.

Tom: The whole process of recording was very new.The way
that he worked and the way that we ended up recording
this album is very new. Interestingly the session musicians
who worked on the album, who were fucking incredible,
have now informed the line-up of our full band when we
do our full band rock shows. We worked with a cellist on
the recording and now we have a cellist. We worked with a
drummer on the recording and now we have a drummer.
Blake played the bass, and Jen’s partner, Adam, plays the
bass. As everything that we do, it did not follow the road
more frequently travelled. [chuckling]
Nalini: Are there any particular stories worthy of being shared?

Tom: We got really sick beforehand, just before we hit the
studios.
Jen: Getting to Seattle came right off the back of our Edinburgh fringe
season. This was the first time we performed at the Edinburgh fringe,
which was incredibly –
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Tom: Taxing.
Jen: Yeah. Taxing experience. We did something like 28 shows in 25
nights, and then we did a European tour with Amanda and her new
band. Then we arrived in Seattle and ended up on Blake and his wife
Karly’s floor -

Tom: Dying.
Jen: There was this lounge room full of sick Australians, in this tiny
tiny apartment.

Nalini: So you were just exhausted and rundown and your bodies
went ‘Blergh!’

Tom: Yeah, about two weeks before we hit the studio. Against
all likelihood, the process of recording in Seattle, where
we had the small frame of time, the process of mixing via
Skype and e-mail feedback, which is a terrifying, terrifying,
terrifying way to do it. But against all of the possible negative
things that could come out of it, we ended up with a record
that is 10 times what I was imagining when we embarked
upon it, in terms of the quality and what it means to me,
and how much I actually enjoy listening to it. I never listen
to our music usually.
Jen: Yeah. I find it incredibly difficult to listen back to recordings, but
I think it was the night before we had to get it sent off to be printed
- because we’ve never been very good at negotiating timelines that
don’t involve us going ‘Fuuuuuuck!’ at the last minute - but the night
before we had to send it off to print, finally got the final mastered
version back, and I just spent an hour sitting on my lounge floor with
my eyes closed, my headphones on, listening back to it. It was just
the most amazing thing, to hear the months or even years of work
that had gone into the making of this record and to finally hear what I
could possibly hope of our music, how it sounds when you’re writing
the songs, the symphony in your head, to finally hear that through
the headphones was just the most rewarding experience.

Nalini: The tone of your voice - it’s a pity that text cannot convey
the strength of emotion.

Tom: But what does carry that strength of emotion is
that people click the URL link and listen to the album
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[laughing]
LINK: http://music.thejaneaustenargument.net
Nalini: Absolutely! Do you have any funny stories?

Tom: Let me censor my brain.
Jen: Yeah, are there any fit for print? [Laughter] I’m not sure.

Nalini: Well, if something comes to you …. What does the future
hold?

Tom: Unending promise and not much plans.
Nalini: The world is your oyster?
Jen: I think on top of continuing to promote and tour this record,
both of us are taking time to work on some solo and outside projects.
This is quite common for us: when we’ve gone through a period of
time where we work together very closely, I think we just get so
inspired and slightly sick of each other that we have to go and do our
own thing for a little while.

Tom: You work so intensively on one project… What we
have found together and as a band is one very strong central
part of our passion for the arts, but there are so many other
things. After spending three months solid on a project you
go: ‘I’ve neglected this other thing that I really care about
and want to explore.’
Jen: Absolutely. I think it’s part of our growth as musicians, we
always want to push the bar a little higher. I don’t actually ever get
sick of Tom; that wasn’t true.

Nalini: To be able to spread the wings, pardon the pun, and maybe
to do something that’s a little bit different can be energising.

Tom: Mm.
Jen: Definitely. So we’re both working on some solo projects. As
well as Adam designing T-shirts and playing bass in our band, he and
I have another band called Neon Bogart, which is basically a postapocalyptic jazz soul, um…

Tom: Funk.
Jen: Funk or punk?

Tom: Funk.
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Jen: Funk.

Tom: Funk punk.
Jen: Yeah… funk punk collaboration, which we’re very, very excited
about. He plays Neon Bogart, I am Lauren Recall. That’s a bit of a
juxtaposition of sounds from the Twentieth and 23rd centuries. I’m
doing some solo work as well.

Tom: I started a much more extensive solo career, which
is much more folky, a middle point between folk and antifolk, what’s that? Anti-pro folk?
Jen: Prog-folk.

Tom: Shows that are very much conversational and
confessional, with much more of a focus on the spoken
elements and eliciting responses from the audience and
tailoring the show toward where that conversation is
heading.
Nalini: Is it a kind of like that number you do where you tell the
worst breakup stories?

Tom: There are elements of that and - dare I say it - a singalong. At the moment one of the projects I’m working
towards is about reaching out with a very short timeframe
to other musicians potentially who either know my work
or who don’t know me at all, meeting and rehearsing for a
day, and putting a show together.
Nalini: So it’s almost improv music.

Tom: It will still be quite tightly formed, but there is a
real emphasis on creating these new communities. That’s
what I’m going to be working on as a solo career, but on
top of that, the main bulk of the work is going to be on
organising and booking a tour to support the album for
the band. Trying to experiment with the more radio and
TV possibilities; there’s a whole heap of shit to do.
Nalini: Keep me informed and post anything to the page as well.
Is there anything you’d like to say to fans?

Tom: Thank you, sorry for the wait, you’re awesome.
Nalini: Sorry for the wait?
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Tom: Particularly for the people who trusted in us, who
pledged to our crowd sourcing and had to wait. From
the moment of their pledge it was the better part of eight
months before they received something for it. There are still
a few parts of the Pozible reward program that we’re still
rolling out. Everyone has been so gracious, both in their
initial support and also in their patience and understanding
that we are still learning and they are part of this learning
process.
There will be plenty more coming.
Jen: Absolutely. Thank you so much for the support, which is deep
and ongoing. It’s a constant source of strength and wonder that
people, some of whom we’ve never met, some of whom haven’t even
seen us perform live…

Tom: People in Finland.
Jen: Yeah, Go Finland! It’s incredibly humbling to be at the receiving
end of that support. It doesn’t go unnoticed or un-thanked at any
stage.

Tom: I think the other real key message that is important
to send is: because we’re an independent band, because
we sit on the fringes of mainstream genres, we rely heavily
on people promoting our wares via Facebook and Twitter,
joining our mailing list and using these new methods of
communication to engage with our music and with our
plans. I highly encourage people who are into our music
to make sure they are engaging with those methods of
communication because that’s how you find out first about
the new projects we’re embarking upon and can be a part
of things and access exclusive things that not everyone gets
to.
Nalini: Facebook, YouTube, Twitter - they’re all great means of
communication. Thank you very much for talking to Dark Matter.
Follow the Jane Austen Argument at:
Website: www.thejaneaustenargument.net
Twitter: twitter.com/#!/theJAargument
Facebook: www.facebook.com/thejaneaustenargument
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Gender in Publishing:
#AWW2012 challenge
If you follow online discussions by authors, critics and publishers,
you’ll be aware that there are concerns regarding how women’s
writing is treated. Major media like newspapers of repute, are less
likely to review women’s work or to take it seriously. If Jonathan
Franzen writes a book about family it’s described as ‘a book about
America’, whereas if a women writes a book about family, it’s
discounted as ‘chic lit’.
Books that are deemed to be important are also more likely to be
assigned to a man for review, resulting in critics raving about an
implausible story where a woman uses her wiles to deflect a rape
being touted as writing of significance. Disregarding the voice of
women results in an unbalanced, incomplete discussion, leading
to defective outcomes.
Here in Australia some dynamic activists set up the Australian
Women Writers Challenge, where men and women are encouraged
to read and review books by Australian women, and to share those
reviews with the broader community.
In response to the Australian Women Writers Challenge and
gender-parity concerns being addressed by similar campaigns in
the UK and US, Dark Matter is running a series intended to open
up discussion about the AWW challenge and issues of gender in
genre.
While I have sought to engage science fiction and fantasy authors
in this discussion, some participants are not necessarily published
authors. People of note who are activists in some way or active
within the community have been invited. It is my hope that readers
will respond to issues raised in this discussion. For the next few
issues at least, I plan to run letters in two sections: the traditional
letters of comment will run as usual. However, letters that specifically
address gender issues will be grouped in this section. I will publish
controversial opinions and opinions with which I disagree, but I
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will not publish personal attacks or vitriol. Let’s keep it clean and
intelligent, please folks!
To date the following people have agreed to participate (in
alphabetical order):
This issue:
Alexandra Pierce Randomly Yours, Alex, Galactic Suburbia
Jennifer Mills www.jenjen.com.au
Meg Mundell http://www.megmundell.com/
Michael Pryor www.michaelpryor.com.au
Nicole Murphy http://nicolermurphy.com
Sean McMullen www.seanmcmullen.net.au
Sean Williams http://seanwilliams.com/
Future issues:
Ben McKenzie http://labcoatman.com.au/
Chris Hayes-Kossmann http://www.ruzkin.com/
Foz Meadows http://fozmeadows.wordpress.com/
Kim Falconer http://www.kimfalconer.com/
Marianne de Pierres http://www.mariannedepierres.com/
Rowena Cory Daniells http://rowena-cory-daniells.com/
Sonja Hammer – works at Joy94.9 radio www.facebook.com/
profile.php?id=100000587600827
Steve Cameron www.facebook.com/profile.
php?id=100002964254000
Tansy Rayner Roberts http://tansyrr.com/
Trent Jamieson http://www.trentjamieson.com/
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Sean Williams on the AWW challenge
Sean Williams is the award-winning, #1 New
York Times-bestselling author of over thirtyfive novels, eighty short stories, and the odd
odd poem. He writes science fiction, fantasy
and horror for adults, young adults and
children, and enjoys the occasional franchise,
too, such as Star Wars and Doctor Who. His
latest book is Troubletwisters: The Monster,
co-written with Garth Nix.
What are your thoughts on the Australian Women Writers Challenge
and the Stella Prize?

Affirmative action, positive discrimination--whatever we call it, I’m
enthusiastically in favour of it. Anything that brings good writing
to the public’s attention is automatically a good thing, and there’s
a wealth of overlooked writing out there, by indigenous authors,
LGTB authors, disabled authors, all manner of marginalized people
who deserve their stories to be heard as much as anyone else. In
a perfect world, there’d be no barriers to entry, but unfortunately
we do live in a world that resists perfectly ordinary things like black
protagonists, gay love affairs, certain kinds of fictions being restricted
to certain kinds of slots (like women’s fiction and romance). The
AWW Challenge and the Stella Prize are therefore important
innovations. Particularly so for the speculative fiction community,
which you’d think would embrace all kinds of otherness, but in
reality is just as hidebound and biased as any other, in its own way.
Are you participating in the Australian Women Writers challenge?
If so, what is your level of commitment?

Unfortunately no, because my reading in the last year or so has
been almost entirely restricted to that required by my PhD. (My
field of research is largely mid-twentieth century SF dealing with a
particular trope, which means I’m reading a lot of books by white
guys who might never have met a woman, judging by the way they
write them.) And when I’m not reading for my thesis, I’m reading
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for my work. So I recently read Margo Lanagan’s Sea Hearts, ahead
of interviewing her at Adelaide Writers’ Week, and Anna Solding’s
The Hum of Concrete, which I launched. Two wonderful books by
wonderful women writers--sometimes work just doesn’t feel like
work, you know? That said, I did have a run on Rosemary Sutcliff
novels earlier this year, which was an absolute delight. Once the
PhD is out of the way, I’m looking forward to reading and hopefully
reviewing more. I’ve got books by Megan Abbott, Maureen McHugh
and K D Wentworth at the top of my to-read pile.
Has the process of engaging with the issues inspiring the AWW
challenge or the challenge itself affected your reading or reviewing
habits? If so, in what way?

It’s made me feel unhappier about the reading practices forced
on me by my work, and I’m making a concerted effort to liberate
myself from them. The PhD will be gone by the end of the year
(hopefully) and I’m dropping a bunch of committees and judging
roles that should free up time to pursue my own interests.
How do you think the AWWC has impacted on the reading and
writing communities in Australia?

Because I’ve been so busy, I’m a little out of touch with the reading
and writing communities, so I’m not remotely qualified to comment
on them. I can’t imagine that this could have had a detrimental
effect, though. The worst one could possibly claim is that positive
discrimination might lead to average writing being elevated as
great--but who decides what’s great and what isn’t? And why is
this worse than the disproportionate amount of average writing by
blokes that’s already out there? No one in their right mind would
claim that everything published right now is perfect. Opening
the doors to new writers, new possibilities, is the surest way to
improve writing overall. If the AWWC hasn’t had a measurable
positive effect, I’ll eat my fez.
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Michael Pryor
Michael Pryor is a best-selling author of
fantasy for teenagers. He has published over
thirty novels and more than 50 short stories.
He has been shortlisted for the Aurealis
Award six times, and five of his books have
been CBCA Notable books. His website is
www.michaelpryor.com.au.

Hello Nalini
Thanks for asking me to be involved with this. I’m ambivalent about
the whole issue and I’d probably say that my views aren’t entirely
formed.
I’m not participating in the AWWC for the simple reason that I
don’t like to limit my reading choices. My reading is too precious to
me to circumscribe it in any way.
How do I think the AWWC has impacted on the reading and
writing communities in Australia? It’s hard to say, but it means that
– potentially – my books are being read less. Naturally, I don’t think
that’s a good thing!
I also worry that the debate that has spawned the AWWC tends
to focus on lit fic, and ignores the different landscape in other areas
of writing/reading. In YA fiction, where I write, the situation is most
likely quite different.
Best wishes
Michael
13 March 2012
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Alexandra Pierce
Alexandra Pierce is a teacher, a reader, a reviewer and a feminist.
Her blog can be found at Randomly Yours, Alex, and she is one
third of the podcasting team at Galactic Suburbia, where she
indulges in talking about her favourite books and interesting (or
rant-inducing) speculative fiction-related things on the internet.
What are your thoughts on the Australian Women Writers Challenge
and the Stella Prize?

Although I’m not engaged in the Australian Women Writers’
Challenge, I think it’s a brilliant idea. My not taking part is for
personal not ideological reasons: after a number of years reading
for Last Short Story (lastshortstory.wordpress.com), I pulled out
this year because I was finding the demand (created by myself!)
to read a certain amount, or certain things, was killing my love of
reading. So I decided to have (at least) a year of reading whatever I
liked at whatever pace I liked; it’s just a shame the AWW coincided
with this! Anyway, the Challenge is a great idea on a whole number
of levels: at the most basic, it seems to have got a lot of people
talking about female Australian authors, and that can only be a good
thing. Those people who have signed up for the really ambitious
reading/reviewing challenge are looking for authors they’ve never
read before, so hopefully they’ll come across new favourites, and
spread the word as well.
On a more complex level, there has also been the discussion
about the very idea of the Challenge - why it was started, whether
it’s necessary, and the whole discourse surrounding reading bias
and discrimination in the publishing world. Some of the most
interesting things I’ve read on the internet, at least partly inspired
by the Challenge, have been from people - especially men - doing a
stocktake of their reading habits and realising just how androcentric
they tend to be... being a bit shocked, and therefore making a
determined effort to balance things out. I hope some people come
away from the Challenge, or from reading about others doing it,
with a complete change of heart about how female authors are
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publicised and published in the first place; I hope other people are
at least challenged to think about who and what they read and why.
As well as raising the profile of female authors, if the Challenge
helps to move the conversation beyond the basics of Feminism 101
for at least a few people, it will have had some success.
My attitude towards the Stella is much the same. I think it’s tragic that
having it is necessary, when we already have an award named after
Miles Franklin - but which for such a long time has had shortlists
and winners best described as a cockforest (can I say that? :D ) and marvellous that there are proactive people determined enough
to do something about it. If people start asking why it is necessary
to have a female-only award, perhaps they’ll pay more attention
to just who is getting shortlisted, as well as how women and their
literary productions are marketed and discussed in the community.
This too will hopefully lead to publicity for female authors, and a
challenge for people and their reading habits.
Alex
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Jen Mills: On Books and Gender
Jennifer Mills is the author of the novels Gone and The Diamond
Anchor. A collection of her short stories The Rest is Weight will be
published by UQP in July 2012. Her work has won many awards,
including the 2008 Marian Eldridge Award for Young Emerging
Women Writers, the Pacific Region of the 2008-9 Commonwealth
Short Story Competition, and the 2008 Northern Territory Literary
Awards: Best Short Story. Her fiction, non-fiction and poetry have
appeared in Meanjin, Hecate, Overland, Heat, the Griffith Review,
Best Australian Stories, and New Australian Stories, and she is
a regular contributor to New Matilda and Overland. Mills was
Asialink writer in residence in Beijing in 2010. After five years in
Alice Springs she now lives in a very small town in South Australia,
and is working on another novel.
Twitter: https://twitter.com/#!/millsjenjen
Website: www.jenjen.com.au
This response to gender issues in literature has been republished
from this website www.jenjen.com.au/blog/2012/03/on-books-andgender.html with permission from the author Jennifer Mills.
This year, I’m taking the AWW challenge to read books by Australian
women writers. I’ve read ten without reviewing any, and wanted
to set down some thoughts – not as a review, but as a sort of
pre-review purge and audit of the status of women, at least in my
reading list. It’s turned out to be a difficult post.
Gender is a tricky business. I’ve never been femme, and find a lot
of the mainstream representation of ‘femininity’ leaves me feeling
like an outsider (see #dailywife). I feel most aligned with other
women when going into battle – as feminists and as people who
work together for liberation. The mainstream heteronormative and
white-supremacist narrative of femininity is deeply problematic for
me.
At present it seems to me that gender is more of an issue than it
has ever been, at least in my adult life. Perhaps because there
is a conservative slide or backlash happening. The challenges
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to reproductive freedom in the USA are frightening, as is the
social conservatism of some of our politicians here in Australia.
I don’t mean to take all the credit, but I think the current anxiety
around gender is partly to do with the increasing acceptability of
homosexual relationships. Threatened, heterosexuality feels the
need to go into performance overdrive. It panics and covers its girl
children in pink glitter. In a fit of apologetic conformity, gay couples
contort themselves into heteronormative patterns. The equality
part of marriage equality would be nice, but it means conforming
to a standard we used to be more interested in breaking apart.
[The aggressive marketing of pink stuff to girls is a more complex
discussion than this post allows, but it is clear that capitalism plays
a strong role in reinforcing gender stereotypes.]
What does it mean to write from this place? Aside from writing about
queer experiences, what does the study of gender tell us about
human experience, how does this feed our literature? I grew up
reading feminist science fiction, Atwood and Le Guin, and writers
like Angela Carter, who went back and fucked around with gender
norms, or cruised into the future and figured out other possibilities.
Fiction has long been a way of writing about gender, from Herland
to Orlando to Middlesex. It is rich territory for a novelist because
it intersects all these other social processes and power structures
and relationships, is even embedded deeply in our language.
I was reading an interview with Jeffrey Eugenedes in the Paris
Review (#199 from memory) where he said that ‘every writer
needs to have a hermaphroditic imagination.’ Not that straight,
cisgendered types can’t write, but that great books do not restrict
their sympathies. Great writing steps outside prejudice and
stereotype. Great writers have imagination – an ability to switch
into another body, another soul. Imagination should transcend
gender. To write, you have to be able to see people, complexity,
character – not divide humans into binaries.
Part of writing well is keeping a watchful mind. You have to
interrogate what you are doing because it is always easier to
reach for the nearest cliché. While inventing, you have to check
your assumptions and break your habits of thought. Habits are
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powerful, but only when you let them stay concealed. They are easy
to ignore when we’re not thinking about them. Just as you might
reach for a clichéd metaphor, I might reach for a domesticated
female character, or an active male protagonist; an editor might
reach for a good quality short story in a pile of submissions from
men.
So as a reader, even as a reader who generally reads many books
by women, I have welcomed the AWW challenge. But I’ve been
bothered by it too, in that there’s a lot of gender essentialism creeping
into the discussion. Women are sensitive, romantic. We care about
feelings. (And men are all autistic? No thanks). I wonder if we are
rewarding the books that give us good examples of woman-work,
or man-work. Do women fail differently? Are we punishing women
who write outside their perceived sphere of interest, the home?
Why do we notice how family-oriented a woman’s story is, or ignore
some of the more challenging or experimental books by women,
or avoid calling women’s literary choices decisions? http://www.
salon.com/2012/03/19/men_experiment_women_experience/
It is not possible to be gender blind. It is only possible to
interrogate the judgements that you make about gender, and
the way that gender operates in your decision-making, and try to
account for it. As a queer woman I am well aware of the subtle
(questioning, pigeonholing, jokes) and not-so subtle (violent
assault, discrimination) ways society has of policing gender.
Gender essentialism doesn’t just punish the freaks, though. It
stereotypes everybody. It might be everyday, assumed in many
contexts, embedded in the language, but like racism, just because
we are used to it, doesn’t mean it is right or natural.
What does it mean to be a woman who is good at maths and mapreading, likes thinking, hates pink, wears sensible shoes, writes
difficult novels, doesn’t want to bear children? It shouldn’t mean
anything about my social status. The thing about learned behaviour
is, you can change it. Most of what I know how to do well, I have
learned. Having a robust enough ego to withstand the trials of
sustaining a writing career is learned, just as putting yourself down
and saying you can’t do it is learned. Some days this is a harder
battle than others. Sometimes I have to go back through my writing
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and take away the qualifiers of ‘maybe’, ‘kind of’, ‘I think’, and ‘I
feel’, pay attention to why I put them there in the first place. Just
as our writing is more likely to be rejected, women are more likely
to accept relativism and deny ourselves authority. This is how we
are taught to be (I reckon authority should be challenged, but there
are better ways than self-denial to accomplish this).
Coming at this issue from a strong conviction that gender is
constructed (if you disagree, go and read http://www.cordeliafine.
com/delusions_of_gender.html by Cordelia Fine, then we’ll talk), I
find I am disappointed by the old-fashioned terms of the debate.
There’s something a bit Feminism 101 about asking whose fault
this is. It doesn’t matter whether women write differently from men,
or whether we have different preoccupations. Or whether, amongst
women, you can have a complete spectrum of human experience
(VS Naipaul certainly has no authority over mine). In the end, that’s
not the issue. It’s an unanswerable question. I actually think it’s a
distracting conversation.
Okay, there are more pressing gendered problems in the world.
Family and sexual violence. Reproductive freedom. The suicide
epidemic among queer youth. Dismantling capitalism. But you
know what? Publishing more women, that’s actually a very easy
problem to solve. A quota or woman-only edition is an easy thing
to make happen. Reading more women writers? Easy. All I had to
do was agree, and shift my behaviour very slightly. Structures and
limits can and do help redress informal inequalities in organisations,
and in individuals (you can google the studies). They operate best
as part of a bigger-picture, longer-term strategy. So when people
dismiss affirmative action as an inefficient or unfair way of solving
the problem, well, that’s just lazy. If you don’t think it’s a good
enough answer, think of a better one. And until you do, use a quota,
or some other structure, because it’s much easier than constantly
keeping these inequalities and presumptions in mind, and much
better than ignoring them. While you’re at it, read and publish more
people of colour. More migrant voices. More Indigenous voices.
And please, get on with it, so we can get on with fighting those
bigger battles.
The experience of deliberately reading books by women has been
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wonderful because it has been social. The most joyful parts of this
exercise for me thus far have been firstly, having the challenge as
an excuse to buy contemporary Australian fiction, and secondly,
having conversations about writing on the web, which has helped
me to discover ‘lost’ classics like Eve Langley’s The Pea Pickers,
a book which has utterly delighted me. Introducing the challenge
has led directly to enriched and enlightening discussion.
I haven’t written much about gender and writing. This is in part
because I don’t want to be pigeonholed as a feminist writer (who
only writes for and about women) or a gay writer (who only writes
for and about “gay issues”), and partly because gender is such
a messy and tricky problem to discuss. But it’s also a way of
trying to avoid the fact that these things put me in a vulnerable
place, socially and professionally. I really, really don’t want these
obstacles to be there. I don’t want to be subject to them. That’s not
how I want to live.
But I can’t ignore it and hope it goes away. Writing by women is
constantly devalued. When I know that my words will be devalued,
it becomes difficult to speak or write (see http://exp.lore.com/
post/19570980514/vulnerability-is-the-birthplace-of-innovation).
Let me quote from that great rant on Franzen in The Rejectionist
http://www.therejectionist.com/2012/02/special-guest-post-megclark-on.html:
“If I ever create anything noteworthy, will people spend the next
century and a half critiquing my looks and my sex life, pelting me
with insults for trying too hard to be one of the boys? If one of the
most famous female novelists of our time is still critiqued for her
looks and sex life, what the hell can I expect?”
I am [deletes qualifier] good at this book-writing lark because I
am disobedient. I’m good at being an exception to some rules,
and breaking others. To be a writer is to persist despite many and
varied obstacles. From the subtle sabotage of self-questioning to
the obvious impenetrability of certain institutions, there are plenty
such obstacles. They usually only become visible to us when we
come up against them (hence ‘glass ceiling,’ remember?). We
should be rewarding women writers for succeeding in spite of
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these obstacles, ‘backwards and in high heels’ (or in my case,
comfortable sneakers).
We need to choose to combat the habits of oppression. We need to
use the clumsy tools we have to work together across a spectrum
of politics and experiences. Our liberation is bound up together. I
have been surprised and dismayed to see that all of the Australian
women writers I have read for this challenge so far have been
white. Surprised, because that privileging of certain voices was
invisible to me as a white person, until I looked for it. So I am going
to step up and change it (it’s easy to change). The next five books
I read for the challenge will be by Australian women of colour. I’m
eagerly awaiting new titles from Ali Cobby Eckermann and Marie
Munkara. More suggestions are very welcome.
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Nicole Murphy: Why we
need women writers
Nicole Murphy has been a primary school
teacher, bookstore owner, journalist and
checkout chick. She grew up reading
fantasy; spent her twenties discovering
romance and lives her love of speculative
fiction through the Conflux conventions.
Her urban fantasy trilogy Dream of Asarlai is published by
HarperVoyager. Her publishing venture In fabula-divinos (http://
thetaletellers.wordpress.com) is aimed at mentoring up-andcoming writers. Visit her website http://nicolermurphy.com
I was in my late teens when I discovered the phenomena that was
my grandmother’s Mills and Boon collection. It puts nearly every
library I’ve ever seen to shame. The bottom shelf of the linen closet
was packed with them. Two cupboards in the back room groaned
and posed a danger if you didn’t open the doors carefully. More in
the other cupboard in the other room. Then there was the drawers
and piles of them in her bedroom. And finally, a select hundred
or so in the shelves near her chair – the ones she was currently
reading. There were thousands of them.
Every month, she’d do a massive swap at the local second hand
store. And despite the huge numbers, every one of those books
was important. I wanted to do a craft with them for a class I was
teaching – it took Grandma a couple of hours to locate thirty books
she was willing to let go of.
Finding those books was like a shining beacon in the darkness for
me because finally, I was reading books about girls again.
In primary school, it wasn’t that hard to read books about girls.
There was Nancy Drew, and Trixie Belden, and Mum gave me
her old teenage series about Donna Parker, which seemed very
foreign to my eyes.
I was eleven when my younger brother pushed one of Dad’s books
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into my hands and said ‘You have to read this’. That book was
Fellowship of the Ring, and thus was born my life-long love affair
with fantasy.
I scoured Dad’s bookshelves (my father had a damn good fantasy
and SF collection). I polished off all the Tolkien (including the
Silmarillion) and then moved onto Terry Brooks. That was followed
by Michael Moorcock. And on it went.
I loved those books. Lord of the Rings is still one of my must-reads
and I picked up the Runestaff series a couple of years ago and reread them for the first time since I was a teenager and they were
still as chilling, as weird, as nightmare-inducing, as wonderful as
they had been.
Only – I was starting to feel that, while I loved these books, they
weren’t exactly for me. I discovered Jean Plaidy in the school
library and devoured them, not realising that what I was yearning
for was books in which at least one of the main characters looked
like me.
You know. A girl.
And then lo, there was the promised land in the form of Grandma’s
towers of Mills and Boon. Were some of them crap? Absolutely.
But some were glorious and all of them fed my soul and told me
that it WAS possible to have books in which girls could not only
be an important character but sometimes the ONLY point-of-view
character.
Nowadays, with the rise of urban fantasy and paranormal romance,
I can read my beloved fantasy and yet see female characters. And
I don’t know if it’s that, or if there is a shift, but there’s more women
publishing in traditional fantasy that are now giving me a taste of
what I was missing during my teen years scouring Dad’s shelves.
Women like Tansy Rayner Roberts and her Creature Court trilogy,
where we actually get to see pretty dresses and women doing craft,
for goodness sake. Women like N.K. Jemisin and her incredible
Inheritance Trilogy, with such amazing women learning to control
their lives. Women like Glenda Larke, who are not only giving us
incredible women but different women, from different cultures, with
different views of the world.
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I think we’re kinda spoiled here in Australia – for years now, we’ve
had a strong representation of women writing fantasy and science
fiction. Sara Douglass, Jennifer Fallon, Trudi Canavan, Karen
Miller, Juliet Marillier, Tracey Harding, Marianne de Pierres. Ever
since I’ve got into reading mostly Australian work, I’ve not had to
worry about where I’m going to find another book that will resonate
with me.
And that kinda blinded me to the reality of what’s happening
elsewhere. That women’s writing is being lost. That the important
things women have to say, things that need to be heard for balance,
are being overshadowed by what men have to say.
That I, as a woman writer, need to be aware and need to speak
up. Particularly as I don’t just write fantasy and science fiction, but
romance as well – the most pushed-down of all the genres.
The Australian Women Writer’s Challenge has awoken that
realisation in me and seeing it grow and reach into places that
probably seems out of reach when Elizabeth Lheude started things
in November such as the Sydney Writer’s Festival has been such
an empowering thing.
So now is the time to not rest on laurels, but for women writers
(and the men who support and love us) to stand even taller, and
speak even stronger. What we have to say is important. Vital.
I hope that we will never again have a situation where a teenage
girl is looking at her father’s bookshelves and wondering where
the books that speak to her are.
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Meg Mundell: Gender issues in publishing
Aurealis Award nominee, author of
Black Glass and former interviewee
of Dark Matter (see issue 3) and
interivewer (see issue 5, Justin
Evans), Meg Mundell addresses
some questions around the
AWW2012 challenge and gender
issues in publishing.
What does it mean to you to be an Australian woman
writer?
Confession: I guess I still identify more as a New Zealander, despite
having lived here almost 16 years, and having taken out dual
citizenship a long time ago. It’s hard to let go of your homeland,
and I don’t want to do that, ever.
Technically I fit the definition. But more importantly, after living (and
writing) here in Australia for so long, I definitely feel a sense of
belonging, and certainly feel that I’m part of the Australian writing
community. I really enjoy being part of the female contingent of
that hugely diverse collection of scribblers – there are so many
fantastic female writers here, and I’m lucky to count many of them
among my friends and colleagues; in my experience, it’s a friendly,
vibrant and supportive community.
I also identify as a feminist, and believe that part of that involves
a commitment to being supportive and respectful of other women,
both those working in my field and females more generally. I’m sure
that creeps into my writing, too. I admire strong female characters
who don’t conform to stereotypes, who are adventurous and
courageous and do things you don’t expect.

What are your thoughts on the Australian Women Writers
Challenge and the Stella Prize?
I strongly believe that these two initiatives are both positive and
necessary. On the gender question, the Arts is meant to be a
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progressive field, but to some extent I think we’re kidding ourselves
about this. The truth is that the literary/book world doesn’t exist
off in some pure little bubble – we’re still subject to the same
structural inequalities, unconscious biases and powerful cultural
undercurrents that persist across wider society.
That said, I was shocked when I read the figures comparing
how many male and female writers showed up in the reviews
sections of major newspapers – and again, how the major literary
prizes stacked up in terms of gender distribution. The issue was
sparked off by some 2010 research, undertaken by a US literary
organisation called VIDA, which found that The New York Times
Book Review reviewed nearly two books written by men to every
one written by a woman. The figures for Granta, The Paris Review
and Poetry were similar.
And it gets worse. Here’s Age writer Jane Sullivan, summarising
some of the study’s findings: “The New Republic reviewed 55
books by men and nine by women. At The New Yorker it was 33
books by men, nine by women. At The New York Review of Books,
306 books by men and 59 by women. At The Times Literary
Supplement, 1036 books by men and 330 by women. And on it
goes, with the figures for reviewers similarly skewed.”
As for literary prizes, here’s Jane’s summary of the gender balance
for just one of Australia’s major book prizes, the Miles Franklin
Award (incidentally, named after a female author). Since 1957,
there have been…
* 40 wins for men
* 13 for women
* 10 men who won more than once
* Two women who won more than once: Thea Astley (four
times, including a joint win) and Jessica Anderson (twice)
* So, 27 men, 9 women have won the Miles Franklin Award.
And in the past 10 years, only 2 women have won: Alexis Wright
(Carpentaria, 2007) and Shirley Hazzard (The Great Fire, 2004)
This is just the tip of the iceberg, a symptom of a wider pattern
that repeats across many different pubications and awards. I
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mean, you can’t argue with these stats, they’ve been gathered in
a methodologically sound way, but hell: they’re very disconcerting.
And logically, they leave you with two options: either male authors
are superior to female authors in terms of talent and skill; or there
are some underlying structural factors skewing the figures. It
doesn’t take a genius to pick the latter scenario as being more
feasible.
That’s a problem – a big problem. The Stella Prize is one initiative
that’s been set up to address this problem head-on – or at least
provide some antidote to it. The Prize will aim to highlight quality
writing being produced by Australian women, and should also
help the winning and shortlisted writers reach wider readerships,
thereby raising their profiles and giving their careers a welcome
boost.
Gender questions aside for a moment, in a climate where publishing
is struggling, it’s always healthy to encourage our local literary
industry – to get more readers discovering, enjoying, discussing
and debating “Australian” books and writers, however that is
defined. There are so many amazing books being written right
here, under our very noses, and encouraging people to discover
the treasure created in their own backyards will pay off in all sorts
of ways. A flourishing local industry will result in a richer creative
environment, for both readers and writers.

Are you participating in the Australian Women Writers
challenge? If so, what is your level of commitment?
Not in any formal way as a reader, no, although I totally support
the initiative – and I’m certainly participating as a writer!
My main reasons for not participating actively in a reading role are
a) I already try to balance my reading so that I’m devouring books
from both male and female authors in roughly equal proportions;
b) I’m doing a PhD in creative writing, and the critical part of my
thesis involves interviewing both female and male authors of
various nationalities about something quite specific: how they
use experiential methods to research sense of place. Thus, my
reading is already subject to certain restrictions and parameters;
c) reading is one of the few unfettered pleasures of my life: it’s an
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escape, a sanctuary that I hold extremely dear, and I don’t want
to put any further restrictions or limits on who or what I read for
pleasure in my very limited downtime, including where the author
was born, or lives.

How do you think the AWWC has impacted on the reading
and writing communities in Australia?
It’s too early to draw any major conclusions, but it’s already clear
that it’s encouraging more people to read more books by local
authors with the XX chromosome profile! Given the alarming
figures we’ve touched on above, this can only be a good thing. I
can’t see any potential negative impacts; I think anyone who claims
that the AWWC will have any detrimental impacts is likely to be
either ill-informed, or scaremongering, or trying to get attention by
being “controversial” (yawn). Anyone who’s in doubt should read
the very accessible and starightforward studies on authors and
gender that have been done in the past couple of years, then ask
themselves the hard questions: what’s going on here? How do I
explain these figures? And should I maybe cast an eye over my
own bookshelves...? If the XY authors heavily outweigh the XXs,
maybe you’re missing out on something!
Meg Mundell’s first novel Black Glass (Scribe, 2011) was shortlisted
for the 2011 Aurealis Awards (in two categories), and highly
commended in the 2012 Barbara Jefferis Award. Meg’s short fiction
has appeared in Best Australian Stories, New Australian Stories,
Australian Book Review, Eureka Street, Meanjin and Sleepers
Almanac, while her journalism has been published by The Age,
Sydney Morning Herald, Financial Review and The Monthly. Meg
holds a BA in psychology and philosophy, and an MA in creative
writing, and has taught at the University of Melbourne, RMIT and
Swinburne.
Author website: www.megmundell.com
Facebook page: www.facebook.com/megmundell.writer
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Nalini Haynes on Gender Parity
Quote: The idea of reading more about whether we can manipulate
the shape of fandom by discriminating against some fans in order to
not discriminate against others, fills me with apathy. “Can’t we just get
along?” ... I said that the whole business of removing some people
from a panel to put other people on a panel, regardless of the
actual % of one or the other in fandom generally, is an ambivalent way
to go about correcting a problem.
– a male [emphasis added]
Above are quotes from the same person. Please note: since
reading these posts and writing this article, I have noticed that this
person habitually makes smart-ass comments. As I don’t know
him personally I can’t comment on his motive or intent: instead I’m
responding to the surface message here.
From a position of extraordinary privilege, that of white maledom, this person describes inclusion of people other than
straight white men as discrimination. Furthermore, he claims
that to include alternative voices is to ‘manipulate the shape of
fandom’. He specifically mentioned removing people from panels
as his interpretation of affirmative action efforts. This creates an
image of white men queuing for years to sit on panels like people
camping out to buy the latest gizmo or game - but for much longer.
Apparently including women and minorities requires that these
men be evicted. If inclusion is interpreted as removal of others,
then he has confirmed there is an in-crowd excluding others.
As long as the dominant culture of the straight white male exists
and seeks to quash alternative voices by claiming discrimination
if that voice does not continue to be the dominant voice in our
culture, we have a problem. Fandom has been manipulated
by being controlled by the straight white male demographic,
while excluding alternative voices, limiting opportunities for nonprivileged minorities such as women, minority racial groups, those
with alternative sexual preferences (the LGBT community) and
people with disabilities.
Straight white men are, objectively, a minority as they constitute
less than half the population. However, straight white men are a
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priviledged minority whose voice has dominated our culture and
continues to do so.
Fandom has been manipulated to its detriment by being controlled
by this demographic. Inclusion of other voices is not discrimination
against the traditional white male voice; inclusion is the cessation
of discrimination against others, creating a more varied, more
wholistic community. Inclusion is not manipulation, it is the
equivalent of removing torniquets from limbs, allowing the entire
body of the SFF community to function in a healthy way instead of
seeking to amputate segments of the SFF community in order to
allow a dominant, privileged minority to maintain a strangle-hold
on discussion.
By encouraging a diverse, thriving SFF community, we increase the
potential for SFF as a genre being recognised with respect instead
of being treated like a genre ghetto; we increase the likelihood of
increased quality and quantity of SFF TV, movies, books...
Inclusion is more than a means of ‘just get[ting] along’; inclusion
enables science fiction and fantasy to flourish with a rich culture
of diversity. This is why we need incentives like the AWW2012
challenge, why we need alternative voices sitting on panels at
conventions and why we need alternative voices reviewing works.
Without these efforts to create a cultural shift, the status quo will
remain, stifling creativity whilst reinforcing public perceptions that
the SFF community, and publishing in general, is a men’s club.

Nalini and Edward Haynes
at the 2010 Star Wars Gala Charity Dinner
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Nalini’s bio:
Nalini’s first conscious engagement with issues of gender was
when she was in primary school, eavesdropping on a conversation
between her mother and an adult friend after they discovered
Germaine Greer. They were discussing how a woman has to
work twice as hard to achieve acceptance in a man’s world. Nalini
started grade one aged 3 years old at a school for vision impaired
children from which her parents removed her, aged 5, in order
to put her into a succession of schools with no disability support.
Having been made aware, from a very young age, that she was
disabled and considered a lesser human being as a result, Nalini’s
response to the adult conversation about Germain Greer was a
determination to work twice as hard as any woman in order to
achieve acceptance and a place in the world.
Nalini holds a Master of Social Science. Passionate about social
justice issues, Nalini formerly worked as a Community Health
Worker whose primary duties were counselling and educating
non-dominant cultures: women, various people groups, lesbians
and the disabled. Nalini’s vision impairment resulted in the loss
of her job at Central Northern Adelaide Health Services (part of
the Department of Health in South Australia) after being bullied by
her manager for being unable to sit ergonomically at a computer
without disability access and repeatedly requesting disability
access in the workplace, including from the same manager. Nalini
has been unable to secure paid employment since.
Nalini currently contributes to science fiction and fantasy fandom
by writing and editing Dark Matter fanzine while also lobbying for a
more enlightened future.
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Sean McMullen: From Science
Fantasy To Galileo
Science Fiction by Australian Women, 1951 - 1981

Twenty years ago Sean wrote a ground-breaking article
about women in genre. Sean graciously permitted
republication here to provide a brief history of genre in
Australia. This article was presented to the Nova Mob as a
talk on July 1st, 1992, and published in Eidolon 10, Spring
(October) 1992. It was shortlisted for the William Atheling
Award for criticism in Australian science fiction in 1993.
Australian women have been writing science fiction and fantasy
since the Nineteenth Century, but in 1951 an important milestone
was reached: the first sale to an overseas science fiction magazine;
a British magazine as it turned out. It would be nearly three decades
before the first story by an Australian woman appeared in a large
American magazine, yet in this period we can see the foundations
laid for local women’s contribution to the genre as it has developed
since.
In the Northern Winter edition of 1951 the British magazine Science
Fantasy published a story by N.K. Hemming, the first of sixteen
(known) stories by a 24 year old Sydney author. The “N” stood for
Norma and the “K” for Kathleen, and she had migrated to Australia
with her family three years earlier. “Loser Take All” is well written
and strong on ideas. The first British spacecraft is given its maiden
flight soon after London has been wiped out by an atomic bomb.
The pilot discovers an alien base on the moon, and it turns out that
a group of cosmic refugees, the Kalerians, are trying to spark an
atomic war to weaken the Earth prior to their attempt at conquest.
The pilot destroys the base by crashing his spacecraft into it, but
the Kalerians have a second base. A rather messy war ensues,
the Kalerians prove that they are generally superior, but the Earth
scientists come up with their own ultimate weapon just in time.
Interestingly, instead of reducing the Kalerians to so much ionised
gas, the leaders of Earth opt for a negotiated peace, and agree to
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let the homeless aliens settle on Earth in exchange for a bit of hightech transfer. For the early Fifties this was quite something, and
the story was a good introduction to Hemming’s strong, confident
style. British readers would not see another Hemming story for
five years however, because her career was about to enter a very
strange and murky interlude.
Hemming was the only “serious” SF writer to contribute to the first
local SF magazine, Thrills Incorporated, and its successor Action
Monthly. Even with the best will in the world it could not be described
as a serious magazine, except that the publishers were seriously
interested in making money from lightweight space opera. Their
house authors - including Hemming after issue 16, October 1951 had to write to formula, but she must have done her ‘work well as
her stories appeared in every subsequent issue. Hemming trod a
fine line between being too intellectual for the publishers and too
facile for the readers, and did so well that she had the lead story
for four out of her eight contributions to Thrills.
In 1954 Hemming was able to sell stories written to her own high
standards to two newly established local magazines, and in 1956
“Dwellers in Silence” was published in the September issue of the
British magazine New Worlds. It was voted 3rd in the readers’ poll.
“Debt of Lassor” (Nebula SF, August 1958) returned to Hemming’s
earlier themes of reconciliation. The expansionist government of
a conquering alien civilization changes, and its colonial service
has the odd task of encouraging its thoroughly subjugated client
worlds to rebel and develop some independence. It was voted an
impressive equal second in the readers’ poll. When “Call Them
Earthmen” was published in Science Fiction Adventures in 1959
Hemming was already suffering from the lung cancer that would
kill her in 1960 at a tragically young thirty three. Had she lived into
the late Sixties and continued to have works published overseas,
she might have become a peer of LeGuin and McCaffrey.
Hemming was not the only Australian woman to sell to British and
Australian magazines in this period. While the numbers are a small
fraction of what men were having published, the fact that anything
was published at all generally comes as a shock to most readers.
In Australia, the stories were scattered over such magazines as the
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Bulletin, The Australian Journal, and even Man. Gwen Hooker’s
“The Chair” in The Australian Journal of May 1957, and Janice
Jones’ “Cave of Darkness” in Man Junior, August 1972 are two
examples. The latter work is an Adam-and-Eve story, involving a
naked couple, a cave, and a nuclear war. Hooker and Jones do not
seem to have published any other science fiction, which illustrates
an important point: even if your couple of stories in print appear in
large, nationally distributed magazines, in a decade they might be
known only to the most dedicated of collectors and scholars. You
have to keep writing or become invisible.
Veronica Wellwood, whose real name was Norma Veronica
Williams, sold two stories to the British SF magazine Authentic
Science Fiction in the mid-Fifties, making her the first Australianborn woman to sell to an overseas SF magazine. In “The Last
Journey’, August 1954, we find that the Wandering Jew figure
has got as far as Mars, where he at last finds permanent rest.
The second, “The Wilder Talents”, appeared nearly two years
later in June 1956, and is a neat little story about self-delusion. A
man believes that he is exercising paranormal powers, but when
the story is told from the viewpoint of his long-suffering wife it is
obvious that he has problems rather than powers. While it is not
easy to extrapolate much from only two stories, it can be seen from
these works that Wellwood was a competent writer with a good
imagination, and that she shared Hemming’s strong concern with
human issues. Graham Stone reports that Wellwood did not write
any other SF, and died in a house fire in Perth in the Seventies.
The Sixties were a rather bleak period for female SF authors in
Australia. Hemming died in the first year of the decade, and even
the occasional stories by women in the mainstream magazines
seem to have declined. Mary Patchett, who had begun writing
children’s SF with Kidnappers in Space (1954), produced another
four SF titles over the next fifteen years. By the Sixties she was
writing mostly mainstream works, and while she was an excellent
writer of juvenile SF, her work was hardly leading-edge SF as
hard-core enthusiasts understand it.
Susan Chandler was a
different matter. Since the Fifties she had been helping and
advising her husband A. Bertram Chandler with his science fiction
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writing, and had a particularly strong influence on works such as
Spartan Planet (1968), his novel of a monosexual society. She did,
however, collaborate to the point of actual joint authorship on two
stories but, while it is difficult enough to generalise on the strength
of two works, it is even harder to do so when the works are jointly
authored. In “The Long Way” (Worlds of Tomorrow, November
1964), a man who is experimenting with dowsing techniques
discovers not only that dowsing works better when he and his
girlfriend are naked, but that it can be used for interstellar travel.
“The Proper Gander” was simultaneously published in Analog and
Man Junior in January 1970, but Susan was only acknowledged
as a joint author in Man Junior. Rather than looking for Susan
Chandler’s influence in these works, I think it would be better to
remember that she probably influenced his writing in a very broad
sense, so that if the collaborations look like typical Bert Chandler,
then it is because there is a lot of Susan Chandler in the rest of his
work of this period.
SF novels for adults by women continued to be rare in this country.
Janet Fraham had Intensive Care published by Reed in 1971,
and Lilith Norman’s The Flame Takers was published in the UK by
Armada in 1973, but these are exceptions in the latter half of this
century - so far. When Australian women write novel length science
fiction it tends to be for young readers. In the early Seventies
Patricia Wrightson began writing a series of juvenile fantasy novels
that could also stand up as marginal SF. An Older Kind of Magic,
The Nargun and the Stars, The Bunyip Hole, and The Dark Bright
Water enchanted her readers throughout the Seventies, and in
1981 Behind the Wind received a Ditmar nomination. Wrightson’s
work did, of course, win a lot more acclaim than that in mainstream
circles. The Nargun and the Stars (1973) was reprinted several
times and dramatised for both radio and television, and is a good
example of Wrightson’s use of Aboriginal mythology and settings
to create a local brand of fantasy.
Thus women were expanding their place in Australian SF in the
early Seventies, and one of the best known was a New Zealander
who was by then a long-term resident in Australia. Cherry Wilder
began her career in a British anthology series with “The Ark of
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James Carlisle” (New Writings in SF 24, 1974). This was an
early environmental-theme work, and was received very well. Its
Ditmar nomination was the first for a story by a woman, and it was
republished in Australia and the US. The story is more of a tale for
young adults than general SF. Scientists from Earth cut down a
large tree that a tribe of alien creatures needs as a refuge during
periodic floods. One Scientist builds an ark to save them, and it is
later discovered that they have telepathic powers. The message is
very worthy: do not wantonly trash the natural world, it may have
undreamed-of uses.
Wilder had three more stories published in Britain and one in the
US before she moved to West Germany, but she was still thought
of as an Australian author for some years after that. In 1977 The
Luck of Brin’s Five, a novel for older children, was published in
the UK. The plot involves the integration of an astro-castaway into
an alien culture and, while not an earthshaking work, it is still well
worth the purchase price. The following year Australian fans voted
to award the Ditmar to this book, making Wilder the first woman to
win this award for fiction.
Wilder could hardly be described as an Australian writer much
past 1980, yet it is instructive to note a few of her subsequent
achievements: Republication in Terry Carr’s Best SF of the Year
anthology series, a work on Carr’s Recommended Reading list
for 1984, a work on Dozois’ Recommended Reading list in 1988,
stories in magazines ranging from Omni to Interzone, and over a
dozen novels. Wilder is living proof to local women that, as long as
you have talent and determination, you can make it in a big way.
Once we pass the International Women’s Year, then Aussiecon
One (the first World SF Convention to be held In Australia, 1975)
and its subsequent SF writing workshops, there is an explosion
of SF by Australian women; not only in the workshop anthologies.
The Altered I and View From the Edge, but also in the experimental
magazine Boggle, and even Paul Collins’ Worlds anthology series.
Around this time the percentage of local SF works by women
shot up from 7% to 33%. During Aussiecon One Australia’s
female SF writers had more than the International Women’s Year
encouragement and help from the subsequent workshops. They
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had the role model of Ursula LeGuin in person, and role models
are very powerful agents for change. LeGuin’s workshop led to
an anthology of works by the participants being published, and
this included stories by three local women: Barbara Coleman,
Annis Shepher and Philippa Maddern. The first two do not appear
to have had any more SF published, but since The Altered I
appeared Maddern has had twelve stories published, three Ditmar
nominations, and won second place on Van Ikin’s 1985 survey for
the best Australian SF ever. In 1978 she became, as far as I know,
the first Australian woman with a story in an overseas SF anthology
when “They Made Us Not To Be And They Are Not” appeared in
Knight’s Orbit 20. “Inhabiting the Interspaces” is in my opinion her
best and most original work. A woman lives in a big office block
as a human mouse. She emerges after dark, and takes scraps of
food, drink and other resources from the desks of day workers.
The writing is strong yet without artifice and Maddern’s characters
are vivid. The story came equal 5th in Van Ikin’s 1985 survey, and
it has been reprinted twice.
A workshop magazine named Boggle was published in Sydney
in 1977, and ran to three issues. It gave five women their first
published story, and for three of them it was their only published
story. Marjorie Hurst also had her first story in Boggle 1, but she
went on to sell “The Girl Who Walked Like a Cat”, which traces
the rivalry between a man and a tomcat for a shapechanging
girl, to Paul Collins for his Envisaged Worlds anthology (1978).
Bev Lane was first published in Boggle 3, went on to the Cygnus
Chronicler with “After Their Own Kinds”, and is said to have sold
to Weirdbook in the US in the early Eighties - although I have not
been able to confirm the latter. In “After ...” an artificially conceived
baby apparently makes her mother regress into a child as she
grows up, until the woman’s bewildered husband murders the
child to save his wife. The perspective of this story fascinated me:
here was a woman writing in first person from a man’s viewpoint
about an area of medicine where women are often considered to
be passive subjects for experimentation.
View From The Edge, edited by George Turner, was an anthology
from the second big writing workshop following Aussiecon One,
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and had an astounding 45% of stories by women. Remember that
until 1975 their share of the total had been 7% and you can see
how rapidly things were moving. Philippa Maddern contributed
four stories, including “Ignorant of Magic”, and Petrina Smith
contributed three stories, which were her first works in print. I know
of only two more stories by Smith, but “Over the Edge” received
a Ditmar nomination in 1991. At this stage, around 1978, a very
interesting pattern emerged. As the market expanded and became
more accessible, a lot more people were selling one or two stories,
then deciding that SF was not for them. Note that I said “people”:
the trend is not confined to women, although statistics show that
women were more likely to give up at this stage than men. The
fiction of these vanished authors is mostly nothing special, yet little
of it is utterly hopeless. True, many stories were single-idea efforts
with awkward language and grey characters, yet most of the
authors concerned could have gone on to greater things had they
been willing to persist. In addition, because it was much easier to
get into print in this period, one can be fairly sure that no hidden
talent was excluded for sheer lack: of opportunity. Elizabeth Close,
editor of the semi-professional SF magazine Nexus, became
our first female SF editor in 1980. Children’s books continued to
dominate the novel-length output of local female SF authors. A
mainstream author, Margaret Pearce, had “Head For The Year”
in the Transmutations anthology in 1979, and went on to publish
the juvenile novel Altar of Shulaani with Puffin in 1981, a novel
of children involved with time travel. Another mainstream juvenile
author, Ruth Park, published the commercially successful novel
Playing Beattie Bow with Nelson in 1980; another time travel
novel, and one that was later dramatised. By now it was nearly
three decades since Norma Hemming had sold “Loser Take All”
to Science Fantasy. Most of the major milestones for Australian
women writing SF had been passed: first sale to a British magazine,
first Ditmar award, near-parity with men, and commercial viability.
There remained just one further achievement to notch up, that of a
sale in a big magazine in the heartland of SF: America.
Leanne Frahm, as far as I can tell, is the first Australian resident
woman author to have had a story published in a large US magazine,
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in this case Galileo. Frahm had three stories in Torgenson’s
Chrysalis series in 1979 and 1980, of which the second, “Deus Ex
Corpus”, won a Ditmar award in 1981. The Galileo story, “Passage
to Earth” (#16, 1980) involves an orphan turned prostitute on a
remote mining planet some time in the next couple of centuries.
When she finds herself pregnant she is told to have an abortion by
her employer, as she would not be able to look after the child. Instead
she persuades the staff of a visiting hospital ship to take the embryo
back to Earth and bring it to term artificially. Her Grandmother is
on Earth, and can rear the child for a much better life than New
Isa can offer. In my opinion this is her best story, and well worth
the Ditmar nomination that it received in 1981. Frahm sold eleven
stories overseas, and became the first Australian woman to have
a story published in Amazing - “Reichelman’s Relics”, July 1990.
She demonstrates that even with only one or two stories published
over a decade and a half, one can assemble quite an impressive
body of work and a good reputation. Rather like Hemming in the
Fifties, Frahm’s stories have plausible scientific foundations while
emphasising the behaviour and predicaments of the characters.
Her themes range from star spanning to domestic.
Having journeyed from Science Fantasy to Galileo, we shall not
try to consider any more authors or milestones individually. The
Eighties saw so much published by so many locals that we could
not hope to do justice to the decade without doubling the length
of this article - and the editors allocate me a fixed space for each
issue. I have decided instead to examine the statistics of SF by
women in Australia, to see what lessons they hold for those writing
in the early Nineties. The percentage of stories written by women
in the Ditmar awards and nominations makes interesting reading.
Overall they have 16% of nominations and winners. Taking a period
covering the six years from mid-’80s to mid-’91 and considering the
total number of professionally published works by identifiable men
and women, we find 54 women and 117 men: women are 32%
of the authors. Counting all the works (novels and short fiction)
that authors active in this period ever published, we find 13% by
women. Thus women were 32% of the authors, but wrote only 13%
of the works - which attracted 16% of Ditmar nominations. Further,
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there are only 6 female authors with more than three genre works
published, as opposed to 32 male authors with more than 3 works.
Of those 6 female authors, 5 had Ditmar nominations or wins, as
opposed to 18 of the 32 men. Thus relatively prolific women had an
83% chance of getting a Ditmar nomination, compared to 56% for
prolific men. There are three conclusions to be drawn here. One
is that women overall get the recognition that one would expect,
story for story. Another is that women are proportionally a lot less
prolific in SF than men in Australia. The third is that when women
do persist long enough to build up a body of work and develop an
individual style, the fan voters show them positive discrimination.
And the lesson to be drawn for aspiring female SF authors? Do
not give up after your first few works have been greeted with
indifference: keep writing and keep submitting, year in and year
out, and you will have a better than even.
Chance Of Recognition
Why do proportionally more women tend to experiment with SF,
then either leave it for other writing or leave writing altogether? I
have no answer for this question, and it is quite a puzzle to me.
The facts are that fans are eager to encourage women once
they become established as authors, and that women write
some excellent SF. Why do they write so much less per head?
Are chauvinist husbands and crushing domestic duties to blame?
None of the female writers that I know would put up with that any
longer than it takes to say ‘divorce’.
The mid-Seventies were undoubtedly a watershed for SF by local
women, but there is evidence for an upsurge in such writing from
the early Seventies. By the Melbourne Worldcon LeGuin had won
the Nebula in 1969 and twice in 1974, and had won the Hugo in
1970, 1973, 1974 and 1975. Overall, the world’s two top awards for
SF and fantasy had gone to women fourteen times between 1968
and 1975, and this was proving to women both that they could
succeed and that they had something important to say. And finally,
remember that the women’s movement was gathering momentum
from about the mid Sixties and that Australian women participated
from the very start. When opportunities to sell SF came along in
the mid-Seventies they were in a good position to exploit them.
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Some conclusions. If you want to develop as an author of SF, then
you must keep writing and build up a literary Curriculum Vitae that
readers can recognise. My research shows that Australian fans,
for whatever reason, are very eager to give female SF writers a fair
go, so long as they persist long enough to develop a good style.
The local market for children’s and young adult SF is very strong in
Australia, and women have distinguished themselves in this area.
Finally, Australian women do present us with SF whose approaches
and concerns are distinct from those of male authors, and provide
us with a different perspective on the whole field. Much of their
writing resides only in issues of magazines so rare that only single
copies exist in some cases, so surely it is time for an anthology of
the best SF by Australian women to make amends.
Thanks to everyone who helped with this article, and special thanks
to Graham Stone who provided some otherwise unobtainable
personal details of authors, and some very, very rare fiction.
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White Noise
‘Pure’ & a PhD
15 March 2012
I’m reading Pure by Julianna Baggott. 104 pages in and WOW!
I have a dream of doing a PhD in disability in SFF literature, and
Pure is the kind of book to inspire me to hold on to that dream.
Has anyone else read it? I have an ARC but I’ve been holding
on to it for a while now, I believe it was published last month. NO
SPOILERS PLEASE.
For those who would like to say ‘overachiever’ to the PhD dream,
I give you the one fingered salute. People like me usually drop
out before completing high school. :P I remember my mother
and a friend of hers sitting in the kitchen downing a cask of wine
discussing Germaine Greer when I was in primary school. They
talked about how a woman had to work twice as hard to get nearly
as far as a man in this man’s world. I knew then that I would have
to work harder than any *normal* woman to achieve anything. I
was in primary school and I absorbed this as fact without anyone
actually lecturing me.
If I’m going to be completely honest, I failed ‘high school’. I finished
grade 10 with decent grades, then moved back in with my mother.
My grades promptly plummeted in year 11, barely passing 3
subjects and then I failed year 12. I left school and had a baby.
Later I returned to complete year 12. The year I completed year 12
I had a 1.5 year old baby who turned 2 mid-year. I was hit by a bus
and a week later broke my foot - all before the end of first semester.
I still successfully completed year 12. (I wasn’t living with Mum
anymore, huge advantage!) Several years later I started external
studies to earn a Bachelor and then later a Master degree. All of
this knowing what was expected of me: my very first school was the
Bruce Hamilton Sight Saving School for the Visually Handicapped.
I started grade one when I was 3 years old. The reason for this was
that no disability access was on offer in high schools and I was
expected to fail high school once I left the supportive environment
of this primary school. The theory was to start me really young
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so I could fail a few years at high school before being too old to
finish. Ironically my parents were busy making each others’ lives
hell, so they took me out of that school aged 5 - I lost all disability
access and support aged 5 and did not receive any more support
until I was in high school, when I was given a telescope to read the
blackboard and a magnifying glass to read small print.
It’s hardly surprising that I lean towards advocacy and overachievement, A PhD in disability in SFF literature melds both
objectives: advocacy in that my thesis would point to strengths,
weaknesses and goals for future development. Over-achievement
in that, deep down in my heart, I won’t feel I’ve measured up to my
own standards of success until I get that poofy hat.
Note: Thanks very much for the supportive comments and likes in
response to this post on DMF and my personal facebook pages;
very much appreciated, very encouraging.
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Fanzine vs Prozine: a discussion
of potential and Patronage
with comments from Brandon Sanderson,
Christopher Kirby, Scott Kurtz and Kris Straub
Fanzine vs prozine
I’ve been asked if I want to go from fanzine to semi-prozine. My
answer is I am frustrated by the question. Prozine has nothing to
do with Prozac: a prozine is a professional magazine or one that
makes money and pays for content. The only reasons I see for
defining one’s zine as a fanzine, semi-prozine or a prozine are a)
to define one’s zine so people can vote for it at award time and b)
it’s an indication of whether people who write for the zine are likely
to get paid. I’m frustrated by the question because it seems to me
that the traditions of the science fiction and fantasy community are
blinkering the community and holding people back from exploring
potential.
Robert Lichtmann’s letter, published in the previous issue,
suggested that Dark Matter either downsize or fold: haters gonna
hate, especially when someone new comes along and does
something different. At least Robert had the guts to say it to my
face: I have been told a lot of other people were saying it in private
forums behind my back. I’ll probably get Amanda Palmer’s teeshirt:
the front says ‘Haters exit stage right’ while the back says ‘get thee
to a nunnery.’
Here’s the thing: Dark Matter has only just begun. I see enormous
potential that is untapped in the zine community, both professional
and fanzine. I want to tap into that potential, I want to produce
something that, as far as I’m aware, isn’t being done how I want to
do it by anyone else at the moment.
Interviews
My very minor superpower is interviewing people. Some people
will take offense at that comment, thinking they can do just as well.
I’ve seen interviews out there: some of them are, in my opinion,
appalling. For example, The Age, a professional media publication,
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did an ‘interview’ with Summer Glau. Have you read it? http://www.
theage.com.au/entertainment/tv-and-radio/cult-favourite-revelsin-anything-but-the-girl-next-door-20120412-1wwd5.html OMG.
That interview showed an appalling lack of interest in Summer and
a lack of respect for Summer’s fanbase and the SFF community in
my opinion. A lot of interviews are very brief, only scratching the
surface. A lot of interviewers ask the same questions.
I have been trained to interview people, and not in a ‘sound bite’
journalism degree way. I’ve been trained to ask the left-field
question, the question that leads to exploration. My academic
studies have also helped me develop research skills so that I
can study a person’s work, whether it be books they have written
or movies they’ve made, analyse that work, analyse personal
information available about them from the web (e.g. their website,
Wikipedia, IMDB) and ask them questions that interest their
fans and fans of the genre, questions that may inspire people to
explore their ideas on a subject a little, that may challenge their
way of thinking. For example, asking Brandon Sanderson about
the varied religious and philosophical themes in his novels, asking
GRRM at AussieCon4 whether seeing his books on the screen
would affect his future writing and asking Christopher Kirby if he
had the equivalent of LeVar Burton’s Uhura experience.
It takes time to develop sufficient credibility to get access to people
of international renown for interviews. At the time of writing this, it
has been 19 months since Dark Matter’s first issue. Dark Matter has
received media passes for events like Supanova and Armageddon.
It’s taken time to build up the readership, to demonstrate what is
possible, for organisers to reach the point of working with Dark
Matter. Last year at Armageddon, Dark Matter was given one official
interview during the weekend. That went so well that there was talk
of organising interviews prior to Armageddon this year. On Friday I
interviewed Brandon Sanderson and Christopher Kirby courtesy of
their publisher and Iron Sky PR respectively. At Supanova, Lionel
Midford (Supanova’s PR) facilitated my interview with Edward
James Olmos (Bladerunner, Battlestar Galactica) and Random
House was supportive, endeavouring to facilitate more interviews
than I managed - but Ben Chandler talked computer games and
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books with Dark Matter. It’s taken time to demonstrate to people
that I’m courteous, considerate and looking to build community
rather than just looking for a sound-bite or trying to self-promote
with my interviews: ‘X says Dark Matter is great – you should read
it!’ It’s taken time to get this far. I have plans to go much, much
further, to interview more people, I’m learning as I go… Imagine
what I could do, interviewing people YOU are interested in, if I had
more contacts, the finances to get to more expos and conventions
to report and to interview… This is part of my vision.
But that takes cold hard cash.
Reporting on conventions and expos
Other things that take cold hard cash are a website, competitions
(even if it’s just postage), software, attending conventions and
expos to report... I can now hear people leaping to their feet in
indignation, pointing out that I’ve received media passes to a couple
of expos. I need airfares and accommodation to attend those
same expos at different locations, with different stars and different
people attending with different costumes to photograph. Going to
interstate expos provides more opportunities for interviews, reports
and reviews of presentations… Why limit it to interstate? With
enough financial backing I could attend events in New Zealand…
Why stop there? THE WORLD!!!
I have never received a free media pass to a convention nor to
an MSO event. Not. Ever. Even if I received free media passes
to conventions, without airfares and accommodation I’m limited
to only covering conventions in Melbourne. I paid to attend the
Doctor Who Symphonic Spectacular, but that was my limit for
the year: I didn’t go to Video Games Unplugged because I didn’t
receive a media pass.
ePub and Mobi versions of Dark Matter
Numerous people have written in asking for ePub and Mobi
versions of Dark Matter. I’ve tried. I spent ages reformatting Dark
Matter into single column format where no image sits beside text,
absolutely no point of any more than one column. I then used
Calibre to change formats.
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It was truly appalling.
The outcome looked like something a primary school child could
have done, with random font and text-size changes, images so
small as to be pointless, grammar and spelling errors introduced
into Dark Matter that were not in the original (believe me, I
checked). I will not publish something at such a low standard. The
solution, then, is to upgrade my software. This costs money as
I’m not about to pirate software: Adobe is known for tracking down
publications of note and penalising them if they have been created
using their (valid) educational software or pirated software. I’m not
going there. I’m currently using an out of date educational version
of their software and I’M VERY STRESSED. I need to upgrade
to either an equivalent product created by someone without the
Adobe price tag or to upgrade to a more recent and full version of
InDesign so that I will not come under fire from Adobe AND SO I
CAN PUBLISH IN EPBUB AND MOBI FORMATS. Upgrading is
not cheap.
Patronage
The answer? Donations. I figure if people really appreciate what
I’m doing here, and if they really want ePub and Mobi versions, if
they want DMF to continue to grow, they’ll contribute. In the end,
needing new software and needing it NOW was the tipping point
for me to set up donations.
I interviewed Brandon Sanderson on Friday, and talked to him
about how his novel, Warbreaker, was released in instalments,
comparing it to Charles Dickens’ novels’ release in newspaper.
Brandon enlarged on that topic (see the interview); his key point
was that the fans who purchase his novels are his patrons, saying
that he wants to ‘give back’ to his fans. Christopher Kirby also talked
about the loyalty of science fiction fans; I asked about the patron
model and Chris completely agreed with Brandon. Scott Kurtz and
Kris Straub, at the Supanova Masterclass, also completely agreed
with this model. They enlarged on this idea further: if you have
one thousand dedicated fans who are prepared to support you to
the sum of $100 per year, you can live on that while you’re creating
and releasing your work free on the internet. It takes millions of
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fans who can ‘take it or leave it’ and just give a little. Or it takes
a few thousand fans who want to help save Kirby (a dog with a
$3,000 vet bill) all donating $1, $2 or $3 to pay the vet bill. Scott
made ‘friends of Kirby’ stickers for donors, and he still gets fans
coming up at conventions showing him their sticker: it shows fan’s
support, it builds community…
I haven’t charged for Dark Matter. This is partially because, in the
past, I’ve been so broke that I couldn’t afford petrol or bus fare
to take my kids to the park. I know how much that hurts and I
don’t want someone else who is in that position to miss out. I also
figure that piracy is out there and I’m a fool if I try to prevent piracy.
Additionally, I wouldn’t have developed the audience I have as
quickly as I have if I charged for Dark Matter and put it behind a
paywall. I put my product and myself, out there, in the hope that
the fans would respond by supporting what I’m already doing. I’m
endeavouring to build community while offering a kind of service to
the SFF community; fans who donate would be helping take Dark
Matter to the next level, also helping to build community.
When I invited donations I never dreamt that anyone would donate
sums of $100 as Scott and Kris mentioned; donations this size
are very welcome and I’m working through a process of offering
rewards in the event of such generous donations. (I need to spend
a few days looking through Kickstarter and Pozible projects to see
what others are offering as rewards. I also need input from readers
– would covers be good? Does anyone want them autographed?
I’m still trying to get my head around someone identifying himself
as a ‘fan’ of mine – what a compliment!) When I started asking
for donations I was hoping readers who could afford it would
appreciate Dark Matter enough to donate anything from $1 to $5
for each issue, to help defray costs and build a bigger, better Dark
Matter for the future. Effectively I’m hoping that readers will want
to be my patrons.
Here’s the thing in a nutshell: the sky is the limit with Dark Matter.
I can do SO MUCH, but it takes cold hard cashy-money. It’s not
important to me whether Dark Matter is a fanzine or a prozine.
What is important is tapping into the potential that is out there.
Doing the interviews, asking the odd questions, reporting on the
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conventions, meeting the SFF community and building bridges.
I’d love to attend and report on every major SFF convention and
expo in Australia and New Zealand. Not only do Aussies and Kiwis
enjoy reading about themselves, conventions they’ve attended and
conventions they couldn’t get to, the SFF community overseas is
also interested in what’s happening in the Antipodes. Enlarging
my vision one more step: I think Aussies and Kiwis would enjoy a
roving reporter who provided on-the-spot coverage of a few major
events overseas, such as the world SF convention and the world
fantasy convention. None of this will happen overnight, but I hope
that it will happen.
It all depends on you.
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Letters
Just wanted to say thanks for sending DM!
Not a lot of time (I’m in the middle of a Film Festival that’s slowly
killing me via two weeks of sleep deprivation), but a few very brief
comments after my first read.
That’s a spectacular shot of Amanda! I love her work and this is
the kind of photo that seems to sum her performance style up
perfectly.
That Dr. Who Symphonic Spectacular sounds awesome! I had a blast
at Gallifrey 1 a few weeks ago, especially getting to chat with old
friends, watching the Inspector Spacetime panel, and having a great
time chatting with Dr. Who folks who I did not recognise...
I’m pleased that you covered Chicago’s WorldCon! I am so looking
forward to visiting Chi-Town (we’re taking a train there!) and James
and I just did an issue of The Drink Tank about Chicago (I believe it’s
issue 310!)
CAN.
NOT.
WAIT.
FOR.
IRON.
SKY.
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
That’s enough of that.
Love the Steampunk Bowler Fish!!!!
History is the world in which I work. Fantasy is the world in which
I spend much of my time. I love the study of history, and of Fantasy,
but the biggest thing is that the two feed off each other. The thing
that is interesting is that Historical Fiction, even that written for
the mainstream, has so much more of the world of fantasy in it
these days. The reason for that is that History has gained a new
sort of patina and further interest. It is just as much an escape
from the Modern World as Fantasy or SF was a few decades ago.
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The worlds are simpler, and even staying within the strict truth, it
is much easier to deal with those worlds.
On the matter of Podcasts/Fanzines, I don’t get why they’re lumped
together either. They are seperate experiences, and while for me,
it’s easy to create a zine (I pump a Drink Tank out in a couple of
hours most of the time) no matter what reading and enjoying art
is a far different experience than watching a vidcast or listening to
a Podcast. I’m glad that we’re workign on getting a category for
Fancasts coming up!
Really wanna read the new Egan! I love his stuff and this sounds
right up my alley.
On the asking for donations, I totally get it. James and I used a
Kickstarter to fund the printing of Journey Planet once, which was
a difficulty. Costs for printing are high, and I can understand how
it can be expensive to make a zine. I’ve got it easy, I just slap things
together at work and that’s that. If folks are willing to help, they
damn well sure should because what you’re putting out is damn
good stuff.
Alright, now it’s time for me to head off to watch Faust with a new
Wurlitzer / Theremin combination score!
Thanks!
Chris Garcia

Dear Nalini,
Thank you for Dark Matter, issue 8. I hope you were able
to download and enjoy MonSFFA’s WARP 80. I’m currently
working on WARP 81, so hopefully it will by on line later
this month.
I read with particular interest your editorial on podcast
vs fanzine. I wonder if you are aware of the “rant” by Guy
Lillian in Zine Dump 27? I was most impressed and reprinted
it in WARP 78. If you have not seen it, you can download
Zine Dump from http://efanzines.com/ZineDump/TZD27.
pdf.
I agree with both of you – the difference between a podcast
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and a fanzine are like night and day – similar raisons d’être,
but with rather different effects. Many in our community
were shocked by Starship Sofa winning the Hugo for best
fanzine, and this precipitated a very animated business
meeting at Renovation last year. Although everyone agreed
new technology cannot – and should not! – be ignored by
the Hugos, adding another trophy does have repercussions,
the least of which is additional costs. This year, Chicon 7 is
offering a special Hugo for best audio/visual fan production
as a trial for the future.
About costs involved in pubbing your ish – yup, it can
be an expensive hobby. You mention that clubzines have
an advantage in being able to pass costs to club members,
but that is true only to a point. MonSFFA can only afford
to pick up the tab for printing and mailing, and even there
we have had to cut back by encouraging folks to download
the pdf format. Our membership fees mostly go to paying
the room for our monthly meetings. The rest of the costs
for producing WARP fall on me – and you know what the
software costs!! I can depend on the club membership for
contributions, but everything arrives in different formats
from hand written to the latest in editing programmes and
I have to keep up. And then there are the photographs,
many taken with phones, which need enhancing with
Photoshop. The layout takes hours of work. The downside
is that WARP is a privilege of membership and therefore not
widely available, so Hugos are out of the question.
But, I do enjoy producing WARP, and it gives me great
personal satisfaction.
Cathy Palmer-Lister
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Recap from DMF #8:
I had the impression some speakers at AussieCon4 were pretty
much predicting the end of the world due to catastrophic flooding,
methane gas levels and the like. Perhaps I misunderstood their
predictions.
- Nalini

Jonathan’s response to the above note:
Cheers Nalini, Well I suspect I was one of those speakers at
Aussiecon, and you are right, some of us were a tad pessimistic.
But I think there is a difference between the ‘end of the world as
we know it’ and the end of the world ‘due to catastrophic flooding,
methane gas levels and the like’.
Certainly we are in for a rough time (Google: beddington + ‘perfect
storm’). Sea levels will rise. Global temperatures will increase.
But the Earth system has been through this before with what we
call CIE (carbon isotope excursion) events and notably the early
Eocene 55 million years ago when (most likely we think) volcanic/
tectonic activity ignited fossil fuel rich geological strata in what is
now the NW Atlantic. Then global temperatures rose 5-7’C and it
was shirt-sleeve weather at the N. Pole in summer, but the world
did not end; so the biosphere will likely survive current warming
and not end.
However, current fossil fuel emissions (if they carry on to the end
of the 21 century as they have been) are now forcing the climate to
change faster (roughly a factor of 10) than did happen at the early
Eocene. Furthermore the human population is growing which means
that more people depend on natural systems that will themselves
change due to climate and already are being increasingly put upon
(stressed) due to over harvesting, fragmentation of natural habitat
landscape etc. All this put together makes for a potential recipe for
a future problem (such as major famine compared to anything we
have seen in recent times among other things). So things certainly
are likely to be tough.
Yet it may perhaps be just possible to steer a steady path through
all this and come out the other side with minimal human suffering
and our planets biodiversity reasonably intact (albeit diminished).
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But at the moment we are not on this track: as Andy Watson and
Tim Lenton said in their recent book _Revolutions That Made The
Earth_ (2011, Oxford U. Press) our current trajectory seems to be
more ‘burn baby burn’. If we are to get through all of this it will be
through understanding how our own species affects global systems
and managing the development of our global society.
Hope this helps. Glad _Dark Matter_ raised the question. These
issue are important to discuss if we are to promulgate awareness.
(And of course SF is important in that it sparks the imagination and
gets us thinking beyond the confines of our home town as well as
the present day.)
Jonathan Cowie
http://www.science-com.concatenation.org has his 2nd (expanded)
edition of Climate Change: Biological & Human Aspects scheduled for
publication at the end of 2012 from Cambridge University Press.
Jonathan also is an editor of the _SF2 Concatenation_ www.
concatenation.org of scientists and engineers who are SF fans.

Dear Nalini:
It’s arrived, the 8th Dark Matter, and many thanks for
it. Now to do what I always do, and that’s write up some
response to what I receive. It’s always fun, and every good
fanzine deserves that response.
You’ve always got lots of good book reviews, usually of books
that aren’t distributed up here. I am right now working on
a book review for a local steampunk zine, and the book is
The Doctor and The Kid by Mike Resnick. When I submit my
review to the zine editor, I will ask him if it’s okay to submit
the same review to you. Let me know if you are interested.
This year’s World Science Fiction Convention is, relatively
speaking, a short distance away, in Chicago. However, we
do plan to skip it this year…we are saving for the 2014
Worldcon in London. We do have supporting memberships
for Chicon 7, but we’re most interested in the site selection,
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to ensure that London wins.
There aren’t as many comic shops in Toronto as there used
to be, and the little fan-run shops have closed for the most
part. Someone’s got to ship some of the comics launched
at Big Arse 2 up here…they’d turn the comic shops here
upside down. Who knows, a fresh blast of comic talent
might revive things here.
I don’t listen to podcasts…not really my interest, and I don’t
have much time for various media. The radio provides some
background music, and I watch so little television, it’s not
worth paying for cable any more. I still prefer books and
fanzines. Because I know and appreciate the time, effort
and money that goes into publication. I guess I’m a little
old-fashioned that way. I do know that Chicon 7 is giving
out a special Hugo this year for Best Fancast (podcast,
special website, etc.) as a way to direct those websites into
competition with each other, and not use their numbers
to push into a more traditional Hugo category, like Best
Fanzine.
My letter…I finally did get daytime work at an advertising
agency in neighbouring Mississauga. The pay is great, the
work is what I know, the work could go on for a year or
more, and it feels really good to be in demand again.
From what you’ve written here, do you plan to take Dark
Matter from a fanzine into a semi-pro magazine, perhaps
like Locus? If you are looking for staff, that’s what it sounds
like.

I am done, and it’s Friday, and off this goes. You and
Edward have a great weekend!
Yours,
Lloyd Penney.
My response to your question about fanzines to semi-prozines is
in Fanzine vs Prozine under White Noise.
- Nalini
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Thanks for the latest issue of Dark Matter. Let me know if you get
any nibbles on your reward for print version option.
The How to Train Your Dragon stage play sounds interesting and the
pictures indicate that they tried to do justice to the dragons.
- Henry ‘Knarley’ Welch
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Book Reviews
Lily and the fairy house
Author/artist: Jane Tanner
Publisher: Penguin
Release date: 21 March 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes

Lily, a warmly and practically dressed little girl, plays in her
backyard, creating a home and playground for the fairies come
to play. There are five fairies in all, three little girls in dresses
and two little boys in trousers with shorter hair. Elegantly simple,
this is a story of imaginary play illustrated with gorgeous, detailed
drawings. Lily is an active agent in this story, creating the fairy
home and providing a swing for the fairies. Although Lily could
have become a passive observer after creating an environment in
which the fairies flourish, she is the heroine of the story, rescuing
an egg that later hatches.
The language, the size of the text, the simple yet elegant storyline
and the delightful illustrations makes this book a fantastic
developmental book: when younger, this book will be read
repeatedly to the child and yet, when older, this book will help
develop reading skills through established familiarity with the
story.
Jane Tanner draws from reality, creating her sets and working from
photographs. This is evident in her drawing style that tends towards
realism while still looking like pencil drawings. The illustrations
are colourful, detailed and yet not photographic or CGI in their
realism, promoting engagement with this as a fantasy story and
inspiring both play and artistic development. Images with a little
commentary of Jane Tanner drawing these pictures are available
on Penguin’s website at http://lilyandthefairyhouse.com/Lily_and_
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the_Fairy_House.com/Behindthescenes_2.html. Another page
has instructions with pictures on how to make your own leaf boat
http://lilyandthefairyhouse.com/Lily_and_the_Fairy_House.com/
Behindthescenes_2_files/Making%20a%20Leaf%20Boat.pdf.
Lily’s garden is full of beautiful flowering native plants, inspiring
gardeners of all ages. This is a subtle and yet effective means of
promoting native plants that will flourish in gardens with little care
or watering. Too often in Australia gardeners landscape using
plants not suited to these conditions, then demand an excess of
water, resulting in development of environmentally destructive
desalination plants to sustain unreasonable levels of domestic
water usage. Tanner does not so much as hint at any environmental
agenda and yet her artwork is appealing, her garden inspiring, so
much so that I expect there will be some flow-on effect in domestic
gardens among her fans.
An Easter Egg is embedded in this paper book: remove the dustjacket, open it up to discover a poster displaying native flowers in
the book with fairies. My daughter would have found this irresistible
when at the right age, my only concern being that, in order for this
to be framed and hung on the wall, I’d want a copy of this poster
that has not been folded into a dust-jacket. It makes a lovely secret
to explore while reading with your child.
Lily and the fairy house is a delightful book, primarily aimed at girls
with the heroine and focus on fairies who are mostly girls, however
boys are not excluded from the story as two of the fairies are boys.
The story is elegant, the artwork a delight. Highly recommended
for every girl, even when parents are reading to children of both
sexes.
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Lego City: Police on Alert!
Publisher: Ladybird books
Release date: 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes

I have loved Lego since I was a little girl and was allowed to play
with someone else’s Lego; the endless opportunities for creativity
and variation, the world is your oyster! I’ve also enjoyed Ladybird
books, both when I was learning to read at three years old and
as a parent helping my kids develop their reading skills. I had
high expectations of Police on Alert being highly educational and
entertaining for young readers.
A new police officer is taken on a tour of Lego city on his first day of
work, showing him all the different merchandise available to boys
interested in playing with Lego. Along the way a minor plot was
introduced, a bank robbery and some other shenanigans going on
in the city requiring a police investigation. When a female police
officer, the only female Lego character who is not a bystander,
tries to tell her boss what has happened, her boss misinterprets
what she says, dumbs it down and disregards her input. Later the
young, male police officer solves the crime and is lauded as being
the best in the world.
The pictures are interesting from exploratory, educational and
marketing points of view, using bright colours and clear imagery.
It’s a shame the plot wasn’t a larger part of the story, and women
weren’t equal participants in the various professions depicted in the
story. Any girl reading this book would probably hear the message
that she’s not welcome in one of a number of professions.
Language used in this book is too advanced for the targeted
reading age of 5+, and the size of the text is far too small for this
age group as well. This is a book intended to be read to a child,
not a book for a child learning to read. Without a good storyline,
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without balanced role models showing equality of the sexes, I
would have to agree with the concerns of noted genre feminists
like Tansy Rayner Roberts in Galactica Suburbia, that girls have
been disenfranchised by Lego, relegated to pink and lavender hair
dressing studios and the like.
I look forward to Lego and Ladybird reverting to their advertising
practises of the 70s, treating children as equals and providing
equality in role modelling. As a marketing exercise Lego City
would be more successful if it’s focus wasn’t so overtly ‘Look! This
is what you can get your parents to buy you!’ instead replacing
this marketing strategy with a focus on a good story that inherently
recognises equality of the sexes, thus encouraging spatial
development in girls and social development in both sexes.
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Sea Hearts
Author: Margo Lanagan
Publisher: Allen & Unwin
Release date: 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Sea Hearts is a string of short stories about a community living on
an island, Rollrock, in the 19th or early 20th century. The location
of Rollrock is never revealed; it could be an island off Tasmania,
Britain or the US. The manner of speech of the characters had a
haunting sense of familiarity for me, reflecting barely remembered
middle aged to elderly family friends from my early childhood.
Every story is told from a different first person perspective, spanning
a few generations during the life of one woman. The opening story
shows Misskaella, the witch who called the wives from the sea, as
an old woman feared by children. Successive stories reveal how a
young Misskaella found her magic and motivations, giving depth to
a tragedy. Ramifications of Misskaella’s deeds were explored: the
human wives were supplanted by the sea-wives. The sea-wives’
shallow submissiveness creating apparently shallow characters
later given depth with their yearning and sorrow. Male selfishness
initially appeared as an indictment upon men in the battle of the
sexes but this was mitigated by exploring their enchantment and
deep love for their sea-wives.
Overall Sea Hearts is a complex exploration of the human condition
set in a pure fantasy story, to be enjoyed on a superficial level or to
plumb its depths for metaphor and meaning. Never preaching at
the reader, hardly even hinting at a possible resolution for the battle
of the sexes, and yet Sea Hearts is both metaphor and lesson,
for which one must read right through, pondering narrative twists,
empathically embracing the paradigms inherent in relationships.
Sea Hearts will win awards. Read it now.
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Author: Julianna Baggott
Publisher: Headline
Release date: February 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Set in a post-apocalyptic dystopian future, Pure explores this
Brave New World through the eyes and memories of four point
of view characters while using third person: Pressia, Partridge,
Lyda and El Capitan. Every chapter is headed with the name of
the character from whose view that chapter is written, so there is
never any confusion. Pressia is a survivor living outside the Dome,
an environment that protected a select few from the ravages of
Nano-technological nuclear warfare. Outside the Dome during
the Detonations, the apocalyptic event, the nano-technology fused
Pressia’s right hand with a doll’s head. Pressia grew up with her
grandfather, living in the office of his barber’s shop, scavenging
and bartering for necessities. Partridge, a young man studying
at the academy inside the Dome, lives a comparatively sheltered
life, yet his distrust of his father catapults him into escaping the
Dome to search for his mother. Partridge asks Lyda to a dance,
where their futures become entwined. Lyda, a teen girl, allows
Partridge to violate her trust and steal a knife from a locked display
using her key. After Partridge escapes the Dome, Lyda is hauled
in to a corrections facility for interrogation. El Capitan and his
brother Helmud were children riding a motor bike together when
the Detonations fused them as Siamese twins, Helmud riding on
El Capitan’s back. El Capitan is now the area leader of the OSR,
a military group whose avowed purpose is Operation Sacred
Revolution, taking down the Dome.
Pure, I love thee, let me count the ways! Pure is dystopian
fiction at its finest, extrapolating current scientific knowledge,
technological developments and social trends in the USA, creating
a plausible future. Early on it appeared that the Detonations, the
apocalyptic event, may have occurred tomorrow, using an existing
experimental Dome. However, as the reader learns more about
the present and past of this world through the experiences and
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memories of the characters, we discover that current social trends
had escalated into the rise of a dystopian, totalitarian regime in
the US. Feminism was warped into Feminine Feminism, where
women were forced into 1950s moulds of Stepford wives. Church
attendance was monitored by swiping cards, non-attendance
punishable by incarceration in asylums and correction facilities.
Current housing estates had developed into gated communities
with a ‘friendly’ gatekeeper monitoring access.
Referring to historical records from the nuclear bombings of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki in World War II, Baggott extrapolates
this into development of nano-technology that intentionally fuses
people to their environment, whether that be to each other as is
the case for El Capitan and Helmud, to animals, or to inanimate
objects such as Pressia’s doll’s head, jewellery, machinery, the
pavement etc. Thus horrific elements are introduced into the
narrative; Dusts, for example, were human once but they’ve fused
with the environment to such an extent that they are no longer
human, hunting humans for food.
Although Baggott has built a world rich with detail, information is
always imparted from the point of view of the characters, never
as a third person omniscient information dump. Thus the world
is unwrapped through the eyes of the central characters, allowing
the reader to discover the treasures Baggott has hidden in each
layer. As the central characters learn more about their world, or
enter new zones in their quest – such as the Meltlands – triggered
memories linked with current exploration and observation provide
the reader with a wealth of detail.
Character introduction and development is excellent: each character
is described with a little history given, enabling the reader to see
them in the present while giving context. As the story progresses,
the point of view character for that chapter shares more of him
or herself: personal history building justification for motivations,
current hopes and desires.
Romance was an additional flavour in Pure, not a primary ingredient.
In these circumstances, when people have lost so much and
seen so much death, it is natural to cling to life by clinging to one
another. It would be unrealistic if characters who had weathered
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ordeals together did not feel a stronger pull towards one another;
this is not unlike stories you’ve heard where survivors of a trauma
pair up, at least for a time. If for no other reason, I think the small
elements of romance in Pure are justified.
The plot is compelling, carrying me along to a quick finish. At first I
thought Pure was good, even excellent, but as the plot developed,
revealing more threads from present reality extrapolated into this
speculative fiction, I was awestruck by the intricate detailed worldbuilding coupled with skilled storytelling.
Pure is a story that can be read as superficially as one wishes, but
the inherent symbolism enriches the narrative, taking Pure beyond
the 4 star category into the Masterpiece category. For example,
survivors of the Detonations are fused with objects or people
around them: mothers, the feminine feminists, were bonded with
their children who could never grow up. They become symbiotic
creatures. Their weapons are kitchen utensils and garden tools, the
protective maternal instinct of the women to protect their blessings
and their burdens – their children – motivating them to unite into
a fearsome force providing mutual protection. Symbols of religion
abound in that one survivor is fused to a Christ-like cross, a portion
of a metal window-frame that, along with the remainder of her infant
fused to her arm, are her Cross to bear. Saint Wi___, a statue of
a girl saint found behind plexiglass in a crypt, offers hope in the
present although in the past, state mandated institutional religion
was used to control the masses.
I’m endeavouring to keep this review brief and not to spoil the story,
or I could continue in this vein for some time. Pure is storytelling at
its best, offering many levels for exploration. I studied Brave New
World in high school; I see Pure becoming the Brave New World
of the 21st century, studied as Literature with a capital ‘L’ due to
narrative merit coupled with symbolism. The primary differences
between Pure and Brave New World are the difference in the time
of writing allowing huge leaps in science and culture, coupled
with Baggott’s skills as a storyteller. While Brave New World is
brilliant, I confess to finding it a little on the dry side. Pure is a
masterpiece.
Pure will appeal to fans of The Hunger Games.
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Oracle’s Fire
Author: Mary Victoria
Publish Date: Feb 9 2012
Publisher: Harper Collins
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
This book is the third in the Chronicles of the Tree series and
delivers resolutions to the problems the characters have faced in
the other two books, Tymon’s Flight and Samiha’s Song. So in
saying that, I must follow with this book is definitely not a stand
alone, the others must be read to have the best understanding of
the whole story.
The Tree is the entire world. And that world is dying …
After Samiha is thrown from the docks in Argos city, Tymon is
condemned to a life of slavery in a Tree-mine. During his ordeals,
he glimpses a vision of his love and becomes obsessed by the
thought that she is still alive. When disaster strikes the mine, he is
left wandering the tunnels at the heart of the Tree, clinging to the
hope that he might find her once again.
Meanwhile, the Saint′s crusade is tearing the Four Canopies apart,
and Lace and his Masters pursue their own deadly plans. Even as
Tymon travels deep into the Tree, the Envoy′s acolytes are sent
out on a mission to Lacuna, the legendary World Below …’
I know that I haven’t really given much away in the way of story lines
in the other two reviews; the blurb on the last book has probably
given more away than I have. This really is because I think that
these books need to be read to fully appreciate the world that Mary
Victoria has developed and continually built upon in every book.
I really was blown away with these books and was surprised that
the ending wasn’t how I thought it would play out. (Sometimes it’s
nice not to have a book end exactly how you guessed early on that
it would!) Whereas the build up in the first two books was gentler
and more gradual with a lot of world and character development,
this one is more action and final explanations, you definitely are
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not wondering about any loose ends not being explained.
Oracle’s Fire, also like the others, gives narrative to several different
characters (good and bad) throughout, although the main voice is
still Tymon’s. This time around I actually found being in Tymon’s
head a little annoying, he has become so fixated on Samiha having
survived being thrown off the docks that he really pays very little
attention to anyone or any event that is unfolding around him. Not
to say it isn’t understandable, especially since he is experiencing
dreams and visions of her constantly, but still a little repetitive for
me.
All in all a VERY good series of books, one that I would definitely
read again and highly recommend.

Where There’s a Wolf,
There’s a Way
Monster High 3
Author: Lisi Harrison
Publisher: Atom
Release date: 2011
Reviewer: Evie Kendall
Monster High is a teen fiction series about a community of
“monsters” trying to live in the human world and is told from the
perspective of various teenagers attending the local Merston High
School. The third book of the series is set after the release of a
television program exposing the existence of these non-human
beings and their subsequent flight into hiding. While the story is
narrated in the third person it adopts the point of view of several
different teens, including Clawdeen Wolf (a werewolf as the name
suggests), Frankie Stein (a laboratory creation whose life is
sustained through electricity), Billy Phaidin (an invisible boy) and
Melody Carver (who comes to doubt her “normie” status when
she discovers her human parents adopted her). Each chapter is
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introduced with a cartoon figure of the character whose story is
being told, with the overall narrative being focused on the conflict
between the generations, with parents wanting to stay in hiding
while their children want to fight for equal rights with humans. The
book series is closely connected to the television series of the
same name.
Monster High is written very pointedly at a young teen audience,
and contains a lot of pop culture references, teeny-bopper
language and entire pages devoted to iPhone conversations.
Apple products, Lady Gaga, make-up, designer shoes, modelling
for teen magazines, and blogging are all central themes in the
text. While all the characters are interesting, Clawdeen’s story
seems to dominate this instalment as she fights against the
over-protectiveness of her parents and brothers for the right to
go ahead with her “sassy sixteenth” birthday party. Importantly,
Clawdeen sees no benefit to being “sweet” and rails against the
sexism and racism that she is subjected to as a female werewolf.
Like the other teen monsters her plight is for independence and
the freedom to be herself and not have to hide. While Billy and
Frankie’s stories are mostly about unrequited high school love,
Melody’s is about finding out her true parentage and whether she
too is a RAD (regular attribute dodger). What all four characters
have in common though is the curse of not fitting in at high school
and facing discrimination for being different. As such, the series
provides an insight into the difficulties facing high school students
from minority groups, including those from diverse socio-cultural
backgrounds and homosexual students. Without making direct
reference to either of these groups, Harrison’s books nevertheless
succeed in spreading a message of tolerance, and the end of
Where There’s a Wolf, There’s a Way is uplifting in its depiction of
RADs finally coming “out” to their “normie” friends.
On the surface Monster High is just some light-hearted fun,
showing what our beloved horror icons would have been like as
teenagers. A young werewolf who has to shave her legs constantly,
a vampire who can’t put her lipstick on straight because she has no
reflection, and the child of the Frankenstein monster and his bride
who disguises her portable amp machine as a Chanel handbag
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– they are all amusing side stories. However, despite the cutesy
language and over-the-top teen angst, the series also has a serious
message. What is masterful about this particular series though is
that this message isn’t preachy. The teens reading it can choose to
only observe the surface message – about standing up for oneself
in the face of opposition – or they can critically engage with the text
and realise it is about tolerance and the fight for freedom in a wider
context. Clawdeen is not just rebelling against her parents when
she sneaks off to her party against their wishes, she is issuing in
a new era where she, and “monsters” like her, do not bow to the
conventions of the past, claiming their individuality and asserting
their own dominance. In a similar vein, Melody learns her newly
discovered powers of persuasion are not to be used lightly, as
everyone has the right to determine their own destiny and make
decisions free from coercion. Again, the message to defend the
rights and freedoms of others is clear, but not force-fed to the
audience.
In terms of recommending this series, it is only really suited to
young teens, and mostly females at that. The romances in it are
clean and tasteful, lacking the threat of assault that taints so many
of the popular young adult paranormal series. The narrative is
easy to follow and the vocabulary is simple, but the series also
has its own unique language which readers need to familiarise
themselves with. For example, the words “cool” or “awesome”
have been replaced with “voltage” and Clawdeen’s favourite
exclamation is “Fur real?” So despite the simplistic plot there is still
enough originality to engage the reader and no toxic messages
to be avoided. In short, if you happen to be a thirteen-year-old
girl and have a taste for the paranormal then this is the series for
you!
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Pilgrims
Author: Will Elliott
Publish Date: 1/4/2010
Publisher: Voyager
Reviewer: Jade Hounsell
Stuart Case, a homeless alcoholic, has just discovered a small red
door underneath a train bridge. Weird enough that it just appears
one day but upon watching it for several nights, Case hears noises,
sees lights and weirdest of all, sees a beautiful winged woman
emerge and return through it.
Case decides he needs to tell someone, someone who will believe
he is not crazy, or was just in the grip of alcoholic hallucination,
and in steps Eric Albright. Eric is a young man who sometimes
plays chess with Case and buys him alcohol as he walks past on
his way home from looking for a job.
Somehow Case convinces Eric that they need to watch the door
and they do so for several nights. On one of these nights several
characters come out of the door, talk to Eric and Case, freak out
a little over ‘this strange world’ and then return through the door.
That is somehow enough to convince Eric that he and Case need
to cross through the door and into the magic brimming world of
Levall. (Ok I may have glossed over that a little, it really was quite
an interesting read how the characters came to their conclusions
and how the crossing came about.)
Levall really is like something straight from a fantasy novel for Eric
and he comes to the conclusion that because he was “chosen”
to come through the door, (and survived an encounter with a
mythical beast), then he must be Levall’s savoir. Now I think Eric’s
conclusion kind of comes because he is taken in by rebels from
the very beginning, whereas Case kind of has to find his own way
around after crossing over after Eric, so he has a less of a god
complex, or maybe Eric just wants to find meaning and purpose
to his previously ‘worthless’ life. The quest that Eric decides to
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undertake is to free the oppressed world from the evil, malign
magic of the king, Vous.
A numerous and varied cast are introduced throughout, and readers
will see creatures of various descriptions within the world of Levall.
There are War Mages, flying Invia (the beautiful winged women
that Case saw earlier in the book), Dragon Gods and Great Spirits
as well as ordinary people and ones who seem ordinary but have
powers (like to foresee the future or shape shift).
I found this book to be a little dark, the opening couple of pages
kind of sets that straight away, however it is not completely so
with there being plenty of humour, action and ‘magic’ to lighten
things up. I also really like that in a world where magic replaces
technology, the magic doesn’t dominate. I mean what is the good
of a character who is the world’s best swordsman when there is a
wizard who can knock out an entire army and make peace in 10
seconds flat but doesn’t until after there is a massive slaughter of
good guys?
It may not seem like it from the tone of most of this review but I
did really like this book, it has all the markers to the making of an
excellent series; however (SPOILER ALERT) I have started to read
the second book, Shadows, and find it lacking compared to this
one. Not to say that I won’t struggle through because sometimes
in series it’s the middle book that is the least entertaining. Stay
tuned for further reviews!!
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Gathering of the Lost
Author: Helen Lowe
Publisher: Orbit
Release date: April 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
The Gathering of the Lost is the second book in the Wall of
Night series. The first, Heir of Night, has been shortlisted for the
Morningstar Award 2012, long-listed for the Gemmell Legend
Award 2012, winner of the Sir Julius Vogel Award 2011 and the
Single Titles Reviewer’s choice award 2010. Helen has also won
various awards for her other novel, Thornspell, and her poetry.
Gathering continues the stories of Malian, the Heir of the House of
Night, and Kalan, a boy about her age of the same race, the Derai.
The Derai are a race alien to this world, who landed here while
fleeing their enemy the Swarm. The Swarm followed them and
continue their pursuit of old conflicts. A pair of heralds, Tarathan
and Jehane, arrive at a city only to be caught up in a terrible
conflict resulting in a massacre of heralds in that city. Gathering
is deceptive in that stories are told using misdirection to conceal
the true identity of characters for some time; I’m not going to
comment any more on the plot or characters as this would result
in spoilers.
Helen’s lyrical prose creates atmosphere, connects the reader
to the character and carries the reader ever onward. Just one
example – ‘water stippled silver’ reminding me of Gerard Manley
Hopkins’ Pied Beauty – makes me want to reread Gathering just
to revel in the lyrical narrative.
At one point in the story I felt briefly frustrated as I had been
introduced to new characters in an apparent disconnect from the
previous storylines and hadn’t yet picked up on clues that these
new characters may not be who they appeared. Perseverance
was well worth while as the deception, including the self-deception
of the characters, revealed character development, providing
impetus to the plot in addition to conflict.
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Unlike Heir, there are sex scenes in Gathering. These are
neither explicit nor erotic scenes, but care should be taken when
considering giving Gathering to a young reader. Having said that,
as Helen says in her interview, there is more explicit ‘action’ readily
available on TV. I personally recommend Gathering for anyone
of high school age and up, while suggesting that caregivers read
Gathering before giving it to a younger audience.
The themes in Gathering were best explored by Helen in her
interview in this issue of Dark Matter: cultural tropes, rigidity
versus flexibility of world-view, hubris being one’s own downfall,
etcetera.
Gathering is not a book to be read as a stand-alone; in fact, if it’s
been a while since you read Heir of Night, I’d recommend reading
Heir again before proceeding with Gathering. I found my flawed
memory of Heir frustrating as Heir is integral to Gathering.
The design of the physical book is a bit mixed. I far prefer the
new style of cover art over the cover art for the original review
copy of Heir that I received. The original cover art for Heir looked
far more paranormal, vampire-trope in style, than the later cover
art. The cover art for my copy of Gathering is in keeping with
the second round of cover art for Heir, which is both evocative
and implies a fantasy trope without looking tacky like many CGIstyle covers. Unfortunately the copy of Gathering I have is half
way between a mass market paperback and a trade, with so many
words that the print size is closer to mass market. For this reason
my enjoyment of the book was subdued and it took a whole week
to read Gathering due to eyestrain. When the entire series is out,
I will treat myself to ebook versions and read the entire series from
beginning to end, without any font-size issues. While I realise that
my experience is not universal, I am also aware that mass market
paperback (MMPB) is not the preferred format for a large number
of people; ebooks are replacing the MMPB in the current market
for this reason.
The Gathering of the Lost is a must read for anyone who enjoys
fantasy and excellent prose, especially if you have a desire to write
yourself – there is nothing quite like absorbing the work of a master
of the craft.
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The Dark Divide
Author: Jennifer Fallon
Publisher: Harper Voyager
Release date: 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
This is book two of the Rift Runner series; Undivided, the first book
of the trilogy, was shortlisted for Best Fantasy Novel (Aurealis
Awards http://www.locusmag.com/News/2012/03/2011-aurealisawards-finalists/). The story continues of Darragh and Ronan,
psychically linked twins separated as toddlers. While both grew
up incredibly privileged, Darragh lived with the druids in the reality
in which they were born while Ronan, or Ren, grew up in ‘our’
world on Earth. At the end of the first book Ronan had escaped
the police on our Earth to end up in a parallel world where the
Japanese empire stretched to Ireland, leprechauns dress as ninjas
and magic requires origami. Meanwhile Darragh was trapped
on our Earth, hiding from authorities and, without magic, unable
to leave or even to contact his world. Peter, a cop, and Logan,
a reporter, are the Doherty twins living in Ireland on ‘our’ Earth,
trying to get to the bottom of the disappearance of Darragh and
Ronan. Logan and Darragh are both potentially to become fathers
while both sets of twins are haunted by dreams of murdering their
children. Brydie, possibly pregnant by Darragh, has been trapped
in a jewel by a djinn, reduced to a spectator.
The primary focus of The Dark Divide is the contrast between
the druids’ reality and ‘our’ reality. Begun in book one, this is a
fairly unbiased comparison, which contrasts fresh air with health
care, rudimentary living conditions with consumerism in addition to
contrasting relationships. Undivided delved into the usual YA trope
of generational conflict with its focus on Ren’s relationship with his
adoptive mother, Kimi, which conflict was exacerbated by Ren’s
‘self-harming tendencies’ that were, in fact, Darragh’s wounds
being psychically transmitted to Ren. Ren and Kimi have the usual
YA conflict but this is contrasted with healthier relationships with
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Kerry, Ren’s aunt, and her husband. Another dimension is added
to this trope when Darragh manages his interactions with Kimi,
giving her the affirmations she desperately wants from Darragh,
who she believes is his twin Ren, instead of Darragh reacting
against Kimi causing a downward spiral as Ren was wont to do.
Misunderstood, Ren was subjected to the ministrations of a child
psychologist whose uniform diagnosis for all his patients caused
more conflict. In Undivided this professional/client relationship gave
me a great deal of amusement, especially as I’ve seen professionals
squeeze clients into a box that suits the professional’s mindset. I
was a little disappointed not to see this interaction continued in
book 2, but the brief interaction between the psychologist and
Darragh revealed that the ‘professional’ easily reacted to his client
rather than maintaining professional objectivity.
Removed from his position as cosseted child in ‘our’ reality, Ren
assumes the mantle of Ronan and begins to grow up. This is
not unlike the experience of a teenager leaving home to discover
the adult world, assume adult responsibilities and, with this new
perspective on life, the teen’s relationships change.
The Dark Divide is a very engaging read, but some of the characters
who barely received mention left the sequel lacking some of the
zest and sparkle that made the first book so very appealing. The
closing chapters made it clear that Fallon has all her pieces on the
board, ready to move in the finale of the trilogy. I’m anticipating
book three will be as good if not better than book one.
With regards to ratings: Undivided caused me to examine closely
my requirements to achieve 5 stars. I’ve been struggling with this
for some time as I am reluctant to hand out 5 stars. Having said that,
I try to only read books that I believe will be good; pre-filtering of
books means my ratings are likely to be skewed towards the higher
end. While I’m still debating with myself as to what constitutes a 5
star novel, I think at this point in time 5 stars demands a novel to be
engaging, with good character development, a solid plot, the novel
should achieve what it appears the author has set out to achieve
in terms of trope, genre etc, and the novel should have themes
relevant to contemporary life. This is a purely personal definition
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against which some would no doubt argue vehemently, but to me
the point of science fiction, for example, is to take current human
conflicts, ethical dilemmas or tropes and play them out in a setting
that allows exploration while reducing personal preconceptions
or biases. For example, the Bajoran/Cardassian conflict in Deep
Space 9 can apply to numerous racial conflicts in recent years; by
removing the emotive religious or racist bias with this far-flung and
alien setting, it is possible for people to more objectively explore
both sides of the issue. Fallon has been using this YA trilogy to
explore the trope of generational conflict from both sides in a fairly
unique way, alongside contrasting the ideals of modernisation
against a truly alternate lifestyle. I’m waiting on the final instalment
for the final verdict, but…
The Dark Divide is highly recommended for a wide-ranging
audience. C.S. Lewis said that a good children’s book is not limited
to an audience of children; likewise this Young Adult book is not
limited to a YA audience. In fact I would go so far as to specifically
recommend that parents of teenagers read this series as well as
the YA audience and fans of fantasy in general.
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Alloy of Law
Author: Brandon Sanderson
Publisher: Gollancz
Release date: November 2011
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Alloy of Law has been shortlised for the Gemmell Legend Award.
Set 300 years after the Mistborn trilogy, Alloy of Law is a new story
that can be read independently of the original trilogy although there
are Easter eggs for the loyal fan.
Waxillium Ladrian is both Allomancer and Feruchemist, with two
magical abilities: the ability to push metals as a coinshot and the
ability to control his weight through Feruchemistry. The story
opens with Waxillium – Wax – pursuing a psychotic murderer in
the Roughs, the equivalent of the Wild West. Summoned back
into civilisation – the equivalent of a very early 20th century city
– to serve as head of his family, preventing hardship befalling
thousands of families aligned with his family and his business,
reluctantly Wax submits to the greater good. Financial necessity
dictates that Wax submit to a marriage of convenience: his wife
would gain social position while he would gain financial support.
On the eve of finalising a suitable match, his would-be fiancé
is kidnapped. Entangled in the politics of the city, aided by his
fiancé’s cousin, Wax pursues his fiancé and the gang holding her
captive.
During a panel at Supanova, Brandon Sanderson admitted that
he cannot achieve the standard of prose of authors such as
Patrick Rothfuss (Pat and Brandon share a mutual admiration
society), however Brandon constructs his worlds with meticulous
care, ensuring his plots captivate his fans. There were points at
which I felt critical such as mention of people with Koloss blood
– Koloss didn’t breed in the Mistborn trilogy – but this could
have been changed at the close of that trilogy. I think the one
feature that annoyed me the most was the apparent invulnerability
of a particular character: to me it seemed inconsistent with the
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established structure of magic, and yet I may be mistaken. I have
a personal bias against any character being too powerful. Other
readers obviously disagree with my criticism.
Sanderson’s themes never grow old: a theme of religious tolerance
versus intolerance is consistent throughout his work. Sanderson
creates magic and cultures for every world he builds – and evolves
the religions to keep pace. Leadership serving the people is another
worthy trope Sanderson has incorporated into this new trilogy even
though, this time, the central character is not a king or emperor.
Wax is ‘merely’ the equivalent of a CEO of a major corporation
trying to look after the best interests of his ‘employees’.
In his interview in this issue of Dark Matter, Sanderson
acknowledged his enjoyment of high-society-type scenes as in
Jane Austen’s work, which he juxtaposes with action sequences.
This is possibly a reason for his notable success as an author: he’s
successfully appealing to a very broad audience due to his broad
range of influences.
Alloy of Law is highly recommended to fans of fantasy, to those who
enjoy a little high society action between gunshots and explosions,
romance unfolding alongside the mystery.

Warbreaker
Author: Brandon Sanderson
Publisher: Gollancz
Release date: February 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Warbreaker is a stand-alone novel with at least one Easter egg for
Sanderson’s loyal fans (see my interview with Brandon Sanderson
in this issue). Based in the same universe as the Mistborn trilogy
but on another planet, Warbreaker has different magic and religious
systems.
Vivenna and Siri are sisters, princesses of the Idris people, their
family former rulers of Hallandran, a country whose passes to
the north are controlled by Idris. The king brokered a treaty with
Hallandran many years ago stipulating that he would provide a
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royal bride to the Hallandran God King by Vivenna’s twentysecond birthday. As the date approached, the king agonised over
his decision, then sent his least favourite daughter – Siri – to fulfil
the terms of the treaty. Vivenna had spent her entire life training
to take up this duty; feeling useless in Idris, Vivenna set off to
Hallandran in Siri’s wake to rescue her.
Siri is the ‘wild child’ who avoided her lessons and enjoyed life
as much as possible in a country that espoused self-abnegation.
Faced with being forced to marry the God King, Siri was terrified:
she had been raised on tales of his depravity. Ill-equipped due to
lack of training in skills and a poor education, especially concerning
politics and court behaviour, Siri began her real training in the court
of Hallandran after her wedding.
Both Siri and Vivenna endure challenges to their faith, their entire
belief systems, that force them to change and grow as people. I
particularly enjoyed the journey Vivenna embarked upon as she was
the most fixed and ideologically determined of the two, enduring
major cultural clashes resulting in existential and philosophical
searchings. Siri, with the less established belief system, had less
to unlearn but much to learn in her time in court. This is a coming
of age story for both sisters that can be relevant to persons of any
age.
Sanderson again creates a unique world with a number of culturallyappropriate mythologies and religious systems underscoring his
theme of religious tolerance. Another important theme remains
unnamed as it would be too much of a spoiler in my opinion.
No cheating; Sanderson provides the seeds of the climatic resolution
early on but only for the observant. If you don’t see the twist at the
end of the book coming, go back and read it again; it’s the author’s
reward for not cheating, instead planning the conclusion from the
outset.
While Alloy of Law showcases Sanderson’s world-building talents,
I personally think Warbreaker is the better novel of the two, equal
to the first two novels in the Mistborn trilogy. Warbreaker is highly
recommended for Sanderson’s fans and fans of action/fantasy
with romance as a garnish.
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Timeless
Author: Gail Carriger
Publisher: Orbit
Release date: 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
This is the fifth and final instalment in the Parasol Protectorate
series, a delicious romantic adventure comedy in the steampunk
genre with werewolves and vampires, Victorian manners and
politics. In the beginning Alexia Tarabotti was a young woman of
intelligence but few sensibilities whose lack of soul made her a
preternatural: able to exorcise ghosts and turn other supernaturals
mortal with her touch. In the first book the reader is introduced
to Lord Akeldama, a gay vampire whose style and etiquette is
everything one could wish for in a Victorian dandy. We are also
introduced to Conall Maccon, a rough and ready werewolf with a
gruff heart of gold who is, against his better judgement, attracted
to the inconvenient Alexia.
Spoilers for the earlier books now abound. If you haven’t read
them already, skip this review and go and read them immediately!
Conall and Alexia fall in love inconveniently and, worse still, get
married. To top it all off, Alexia then falls pregnant – remember
she turns her husband mortal with her touch? Well, he forgot this
pertinent fact while enraged with jealousy over Alexia’s apparent
unfaithfulness. Carriger sensibly did not turn this series into
a soapie, however, instead reuniting the couple at the close of
another adventure.
The problem remaining was that the child is a source of great
concern to the supernatural community, causing a political
nightmare. The solution was proposed at the beginning of book 4,
which was, incidentally, the first book I read in this series. I fell in
love with the Parasol Protectorate in chapter 1 book 4, when I met
Alexia, large with child, struggling to rise from a chair, surrounded
by men (?) whose survival skills included producing food for her
on demand and placating her whilst presenting her with a solution
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to the political problem: Alexia’s child was to be adopted by Lord
Akeldama. Another adventure ensued, ending with the birth of the
baby and the settling of domestic arrangements.
Book five commences when the inappropriately named Prudence,
Alexia’s daughter, is a toddler ruling the combined households of
Lord Akeldama and his drones, and Conall Maccon’s wolf pack as
only a toddler can. Prudence’s bath night took the combined might
of both households to execute without disaster as she absorbed
the immortal state of vampires or werewolves upon touch. This
resulted in Prudence leaping on to a mantelpiece, lisping her
refusal of her bath around fangs, followed by a puppy romping
down the street.
The combination of Victorian manners and madcap adventure
woven around pregnancy and then child raising, makes this unique
story all the more delightful. Carriger spoofs real-life difficulties
with raising children while successfully combining action and
adventure into an engaging story, then wraps up the series while it
is still fresh and engaging.
Carriger’s conclusion to the story arc is, in nearly every way
satisfying. Carriger has previously stated that she will continue to
write in this world but not with these characters; it is my hope that
Prudence is one of the characters she takes into future stories, but
as a teen or grown woman.
I give Timeless 5 stars for worldbuilding, character development,
aesthetics, plot, story arc, conclusion and, most of all, for providing
a satisfying pregnancy and child-rearing experience after the
‘happily ever after’.
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The Boy who Fell to Earth
Author: Kathy Lette
Publisher: Random House
Release date: 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
The title of this novel is a play on the movie with a similar name
starring David Bowie, based on the fact that a child with Asperger’s
Syndrome can seem like an alien. Merlin was diagnosed with
Asperger’s at age 3; Lucy effectively single-parented Merlin while
her self-absorbed husband withdrew then left to live with his
mistress.
In the prologue Merlin is 16 and is hit by a car after Lucy loses her
temper with him, so he runs away – straight in front of a car.
The first few chapters are frenetic, like a stand-up comedian on
speed, dumping lots of jokes in a short space of time. This portion
of the book feels somewhat like an emotional dump of pent-up rage
and gallows humour used as a protective shield. Nonetheless I
felt a strong connection to Lucy as she discovered her baby had
Autism; loving mothers with imperfect babies tend to self-flagellate
and look for answers. My son has a small physical disability that
is completely unnoticeable even to his closest friends and yet he’s
needed dozens of operations; I’ve gone through the same process
of self-flagellation as Lucy.
Early in the novel Lucy’s husband Jeremy left them, then Merlin
began school, suffering through lack of essential support at school
while Lucy fought for him and students beat him up. I identified
with this portion of the novel so strongly that I wept even though I
thought I was past this pain. My experience was of my first school
being a special school, but my parents pulled me out of that school
to send me to another school on the other side of town. I’m not
sure who was meant to suffer more: each other or me, but I was
definitely the one who suffered the most, especially when my stepfather habitually forgot to pick me up from school. My parents
fought over who was to get custody of me; my grandmother lost
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then, when her son, my favourite uncle, was dying, Grandma made
mum take custody of me. I was beaten up at school but I never
bothered to tell the teachers; after all, I was beaten up more by
Mum at home, I had no illusions about having any rights. During
this early portion of the novel, I just wept. Yes, I could see the
(black) humour but all I could feel was sorrow.
Later, The Boy who Fell to Earth settled in to more of a narrative
about Lucy and her relationships. Some of this was funny and
heart-warming while some of it looked like a train-wreck waiting
to happen. Lette’s humour is biting; often it’s gallows humour
disguised as funny. This is consistent across all of her novels that
I’ve read. Sometimes you laugh, sometimes you cry, sometimes
it hurts but it’s usually a cathartic pain when it hurts. It’s like Lette
pokes the blister until it bursts, ridding the body of toxins.
Although the reader may well be shouting at Lucy not to be foolish,
not to do X or Y, at the end of the day Lucy’s foolishness is no
worse than that of the average woman who is struggling with
life, the emotions, the stresses, and is trying to make sense of it
all without a road map. Lette takes the reader through ups and
downs, expunging the worst and bringing both reader and heroine
to a better place. Every book of Lette’s that I’ve read also has a
reality to it, a concrete-ness that is so fundamental that my first
thought when I heard she’d written a book on a mum with an
Autistic child, was ‘What is her experience of Autism?’ I assumed
that she’d have experience, not even ‘just’ research, but hands
on experience, because that’s the style of book Lette writes: it is
so real you can taste it. Press releases and interviews with Lette
have confirmed this: some of the jokes and anecdotes in this novel
are part of Lette’s journey with her son.
The Boy who Fell to Earth is a brilliant book but it’s not for
everyone. The black humour has put some critics off already, but
I’d urge people to read it. Merlin’s degree of Autism is not as mild
as some, not even as mild as Lette’s son’s condition; it’s also a
specific type of Autism: Asperger’s. Autism is becoming a more
commonplace diagnosis, so even though this story is specific in
many ways that will not apply to others, reading this novel can
give the reader some idea of what the parents of a child with
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Asperger’s, or many other kinds of disability, endure on a daily
basis. The isolation is common for parents of disabled children
of any stamp. Additionally, parents of disabled children are far
more likely to separate permanently than those without disabled
children. Anti-social behaviours on the part of normal children can
be an embarrassing trial at times, but even more so when a child
is not developmentally ‘normal’. I highly recommend reading The
Boy who Fell to Earth for its educational component leavened with
entertainment; if you can’t cope with Lette’s gallows humour, then
find a different book, but learn about the difficulties faced by those
living with disabilities.
Autism is an increasingly common diagnosis and only one of
countless forms of disability. It is my hope that, by reading this or
other, similar books, people will develop empathy and understanding
for parents and children living with autism and other disabilities.
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A Kingdom Besieged
A Crown Imperilled
Author: Raymond E. Feist
Publisher: HarperVoyager
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
A Kingdom Besieged begins in a dying demon world that is being
consumed by a great darkness that consumes everything in its
path as it expands from the centre of the world. Midkemia is a
middle-ages style world with several countries whose cultures are
styled upon different historical kingdoms or empires as well as
nations of mythological creatures such as mining dwarfs, several
races of elves and magically-created hybrid creatures. Magic is a
significant element in Midkemia. A Kingdom Besieged is the first
in the Chaoswar Saga, which is supposed to be a stand-alone
trilogy, A Crown Imperilled the second.
Child is a demon born and raised by her mother rather than spawned
in a breeding crèche in the dying demon world. Motivated by
desperation, Child’s mother breaks the law, killing and feeding her
child on another demon before sacrificing herself. Child continues
to grow and change, looking more like a succubus. Child acquires
a mentor, Belog, who proves himself so useful she does not eat
him.
Various people in Midkemia discover that they are under threat
of war. In a secluded duchy seated in the town Crydee, on the
Far Coast, well away from the capital city, is instructed to muster
for war. The duke does so, taking most of his able-bodied men
with him. The duke’s eldest son and heir, Henry known as Hal,
is studying in the capital city of an allied nation, the Kingdom of
the Isles. The second son, Martin, is left in charge in Crydee,
tasked with defending Crydee against a surprise invasion. Martin
is secretly in love with Bethany, a young woman of a closely allied
family who is the intended bride of Hal.
Jim Dasher of many aliases is a spy, a criminal and a Lord at
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court. Jim’s complex history and relationships with the spymasters
of rival kingdoms are briefly outlined as the narrative introduces
Jim’s rivals. The spymasters are betrayed by their own networks,
surprised to discover coups in their own kingdoms as war breaks
out. Each of the spymasters seems to have a rich history in
previous Midkemia novels.
Several magicians from various orders behave like rival
denominations of churches, complicating international politics with
their focus on personal and factional power. A god made Pug, the
magician, immortal. I suspect that Pug is the central character in
the first Midkemia book, the Magician. Pug’s history is recounted
repeatedly for newcomers, with special emphasis on his wife and
son dying. Pug’s relationships to other magicians, established in
previous books, are the foundations of current politics.
Female characters abound in the Chaoswar Saga, in many roles
with a range of personalities. Bethany is a capable young woman
who seems more comfortable in breeches than skirts and who
handles a bow better than most. Bethany is a leader within her
own right, organising civilians during wartime and tending the
wounded. Lily, the daughter of a mayor of a village, seems to be a
fairly stereotypical girl until she comes under Bethany’s influence.
One of the spymasters is a woman, Franciezka, who is ruthless
and capable. A princess from the Kingdom of Isles is feminine
and courtly; an admirer notes her strength, which is not in the kickass style, but is instead a combination of intelligence and political
aptitude.
Sandreena, a female knight who travels alone faces many
dangers. Once Sandreena was raped and thrown over a cliff to
die by the Black Caps: this backstory is mentioned repeatedly. In
the Kingdom Besieged, the Black Caps take Sandreena captive
once again, starving her and torturing her inexplicably just prior
to offering her a deal. There doesn’t appear to be any Stockholm
Syndrome at work here, nor does Sandreena seem bothered by
fear, stress, a sense of violation or the knowledge that history could
repeat itself at any moment. While I applaud Feist for his variety of
female characters, Sandreena’s character and journey caused me
to suspend my disbelief.
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I’m not sure why but of all the female characters in A Kingdom
Besieged, I found Child to be the most compelling. However, the
epilogue and subsequent changes to Child in the second book
caused a disconnect for me, possibly because I don’t have the
backstory behind those changes. Again I had the impression this
was all set up in previous novels.
An intricate plot unfolds reminiscent of a game of chess but with
more opposing factions and treachery within. The Chaoswar Saga
is as intricate in its plotting as Game of Thrones only the characters
are portrayed as less dark, as better men and women, having less
sex, while they fight to defend their homes and kingdoms and seek
the motivation behind the machination of war.
Although the Chaoswar Saga is supposed to be a stand-alone
trilogy, I had great difficulty reading it without having read all that
has come before. Time and time again I felt that a ‘ta-daaah!’
should have accompanied a character’s introduction as that
character had obviously featured in previous books. I struggled
to grasp the geography and politics of Midkemia without a map to
simplify matters. One of my satisfactions when reading a good
novel is to pick up the pieces of the story as if assembling a jigsaw,
often anticipating the plot, but I felt as if I was reading this story
half-blinded by ignorance. I realise my reaction and preferences
are personal, not shared by everyone, but I recommend that you at
least consider reading the entire series in order to gain maximum
enjoyment.
A recommended read to fans of George R.R. Martin and Brandon
Sanderson, for fans of epic fantasy sagas. The war has elements
of Gemmell’s Legend.
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Insurgent
Author: Veronica Roth
Publisher: Harper Collins
Release date: 2012
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Set in a post-cataclysmic dystopian society split into five factions
and a factionless underclass, Insurgent is the second book in
a trilogy after Divergent. The factions, Abnegation, Candour,
Erudite, Amity and Dauntless, arose after a cataclysmic event
where people believed the causal affect arose from insufficiency of
the attribute of their faction: that is, those who believed selfishness
was the root cause, became Abnegation; dishonesty became
Candour; ignorance became Erudite; conflict became Amity and
cowardice became Dauntless. The factions evolved into a caste
system where the Erudite rule, the Dauntless police and defend,
the Amity grow the food, the Abnegation govern and the Candour
were merchants.
Tris, formerly Beatrice Prior of Abnegation, is Divergent. In the
novel Divergent, Beatrice was tested before choosing a faction
at the age of 16. Tory, the tester, told Beatrice she had aptitude
for three factions and that Divergent people were at high risk of
murder. Beatrice left her faction to join Dauntless and become Tris.
The Erudite used simulations, a form of mind control, to take over
Dauntless, causing the Dauntless to execute all the Abnegation
leaders and many of the faction. In Divergent, Tris discovered she
was immune to simulations. Tris and a few others fought back,
undermining Erudite’s efforts. Insurgent begins shortly after the
violent climax in Divergent.
Insurgent opens with Tris and friends taking refuge in the Amity
sector, in the hopes that Amity will protect them from Erudite
retaliation. Peter tried to murder Tris during their initiation. When
Amity set conditions for amnesty, Tris knows she won’t be able
to stay long; one of those conditions is a complete ban on talking
about the conflict that has occurred and no conflict between
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anyone taking refuge. When Peter steals the hard-drive from
Tris; this hard-drive contains evidence of the Erudite simulation,
controlling Dauntless murdering Abnegation. Tris fights back only
to be drugged. Thus they discover one of Amity’s secrets: they
drug their own people to keep the peace. Before leaving Amity,
Tris discovers that Marcus, Tobias’ father, has secret knowledge
of Erudite plans or motives. The race is on to find the facts before
the evidence is concealed or destroyed.
Tris is the central character in this first-person present-tense
narrative. Tris is filled with remorse for shooting her friend Will while
he was under the influence of the simulation in Divergent; her guilt
paralyses her, especially when she deals with guns. The selfless
deaths of her parents inspire Tris to be selfless beyond reason,
her grief and guilt making her reckless, a danger to herself.
As society fractures around them, people from various factions
and the factionless mingle like never before because they’ve
taken refuge together. Even members of Erudite have defected,
unhappy with Erudite murdering others. Suspicion grows: who is
a spy? Where do loyalties lie? And what of the Divergent: do they
have supernatural powers? Where do their loyalties lie? Roth
works realistic, interesting discussion of national or racial loyalties,
suspicion of ‘other’ and fear of spies and terrorists seamlessly into
Insurgent. For me the engaging, realistic manner in which Roth
wove these threads into a well-paced engaging plot gave Insurgent
that extra edge, placing it above a lot of other well-written dystopian
novels.
I highly recommend Insurgent as an intelligent and engaging
read. Although marketed for a young adult audience, the quality
of writing ensures it will appeal to a wide range of ages. Fans of
Pure by Julianna Baggott and Shipbreaker by Paolo Bacigalupi
should enjoy Insurgent.
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The Silence of Medair
Author: Andrea Host
Publisher: Andrea K Hosth
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
The Silence of Medair is set in a fantasy world of several nations
with distinct people groups who all seem to appear European. The
colours range from the darkest range of tanned with black hair
to white hair, white skin and pale blue eyes of extreme albinism
without the poor eyesight. This pale people are called Ibisian and
derided as ‘White Snakes’.
Medair, a young woman, lives as a hermit on a mountain whose
population has been wiped out by plague. Some people arrive,
hunting Medair, so she flees. In her flight from her pursuers Medair
passes a fire with a smell of scorched meat. Medair circles around
the afflicted area, tethers her horse and then goes back in to
investigate the scene with no apparent motive other than curiosity
although fleeing from her pursuers should be her priority.
In the ravaged area, Medair discovers evidence of a battle, many
corpses, some valuable magical items and an unconscious boy.
Taking pity upon the boy, Medair single-handedly - without mention
of use of magic - puts him on the horse, mounts behind him and
rides away. The boy later puts a geas upon Medair, magically
forcing her to take him to a city well out of her way. He shapeshifts into the form of an Ibisian adult male, his true form.
A significant portion of the first 20% of the book is narrative in the
form of Medair’s memories to explain the backstory juxtaposed
with the above opening story. Medair remembers being a Herald
in an empire that went to war in self-defence against a nation of
refugees who rejected the proffered asylum in favour of conquest.
Medair went on a quest to find a legendary horn that would summon
an army in time of greatest need, although many had tried and
failed previously. Upon securing the goal of her quest, she slept
in a place she knew to be ‘outside of time’, so she woke up five
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centuries later. When she returned to her world she found that
the invaders had become settlers, inter-marrying with the natives
to become one with the people. Medair had become a legend
among a sect of natives who, as total strangers with no reason
to trust her other than calling herself Medair, demanded that she
commit an act of terrorism at a wedding. When she refused, this
group attacked her. Instead of completely changing her name to
prevent further difficulties, she fled civilisation to live alone on a
mountain. The narrative revisits the same memories a number of
times while expanding upon them.
Medair finds the Ibisian’s companions that he inexplicably left
behind in a town before going into extreme danger. The group
then travel to the capital city together, fleeing trackers.
Early on I assumed Medair was dark-skinned because of her focus
on the whiteness of others, but about half-way through the book
Host mentions that Medair has blonde hair. It appears that Host has
chosen to deride a ‘white’ people group: Host seeks to separate
her protagonist racially based upon a position of ‘other’. Medair
is of the same kind of people group as Host and it is politically
incorrect to revile people groups of darker skin, so Host has used
white people – albinos - instead. This trope has been used so
often that there is a group who lobby for more reasonable and
equitable representation of albinos in the entertainment industry.
Host’s theme of refugees seeking to conquer a country instead of
accepting willing assistance plays on the fears of many Australians
who fear boat people and terrorism.
Medair’s hatred of the invaders is neither effectively realised nor
resolved. Medair begins from a place of ambivalence, hiding on
the mountain after discovering the Ibisians had been assimilated.
From that point of ambivalence, Host uses broad brush strokes
somewhat evocative of melodrama in her attempt to instil underlying
hatred in Medair, justifying internal conflict. This would have been
far more effective if the story had begun with Medair as a herald,
living the story, showing the reader the story development and
character development rather than just telling the reader about it
in retrospect.
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Early in the story, wild magic is introduced as a very powerful,
very dangerous magic that is banned. The Ibisian’s homeland
was destroyed because someone tried to use this wild magic to
bring back her dead child. [spoiler alert] Later in the story, wild
magic is used to very different affect, after which it is established
that if the wild magic is used a third time it will have the same
outcome as the first time. There is no explanation given for this
inconsistency. Furthermore, it is difficult and draining for magicusers to use much smaller forms of magic, causing spell-shock
and even death. This is why the person Medair rescued was
unconscious: he shielded himself from a magical blast, causing
spell-shock. Later, he performed a crucial role in a much stronger,
more demanding shield; although expected to die, he did not
suffer nearly as much as he did after the smaller, simpler shield.
Significant inconsistencies like these in the rules of magic detract
from the story. [spoiler ends]
Host’s prose is unwieldy, obstructing the reader. I found myself rereading passages to interpret them correctly. In places narrative
sentences omit either nouns or verbs or both, such as ‘Sensitive
and disturbingly intelligent.’ The passive tense is used far too
frequently; this distances the reader from the immediacy of the
story, for example: ‘Thefts usually ended up with the stolen bags
and their contents being destroyed in an effort to break them open’
and ‘The road was well supplied with fallen logs.’
An invented system of time measurement was superfluous to the
story. I’m guessing that a ‘decem’ was a unit of measurement similar
to an hour, with an additional alternative unit that emphasised the
metric nature of time measurement with no apparent need for this
within the story. Host takes pains to invent a new system of title
or address for individuals then, approximately half way through
the story, Medair is addressed as ‘Miss’. Within one explanation,
Host defines the time of the Ibisian invasion – 5 centuries ago –
and the beginning of the Medarist movement as ‘a little less than 5
centuries ago’ and then said, ‘The Medarist movement had begun
several centuries into Ibisian rule.’ The unnecessary repetition is
worsened by self-contradiction.
In my opinion the Silence of Medair has potential if its problems
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with the plot and magic system are resolved. The prose also needs
substantial work: I want to experience the story with the protagonist
rather than read information dumps that are narrative translations
of internal dialogue. I want to read a narrative that paints vivid
pictures with a more active voice and less unnecessary verbosity.
I don’t recommend this story but it was shortlisted for an Aurealis
Award in 2010. According to Amazon, the Aurealis judge’s report
said, ‘You can read [it] for its strong, conflicted heroine, its playful
subversion of fantasy tropes, or its deep, detailed analysis of the
nature of racism. If not, just read it for the beautifully crafted prose.’
Amazon reviews rate the Silence of Medair as over 4 stars with 21
customer reviews.
It is a rare event for ‘everyone’ to agree on anything. :)
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Screen Stuff
Spice and Wolf
Season two
Reviewer: Nalini Haynes
Kraft Lawrence, a merchant, and the wolf
god Holo - in the form of a human woman
with fox-like ears and tail - continue their
travels together, seeking Holo’s home.
Primarily a romantic adventure, the story
focuses on their relationship and growing
love for one another, hindered by pride.
In their travels they encounter a variety of
new scenarios including other possible love interests, merchant
interests, come under threat from the church, all the while seeking
a profit.
Spice and Wolf is part comedy of manners along the lines of
The Importance of Being Earnest, part cultural exchange, part
education, part gentle adventure. While the relationship is almost
as convoluted, aspiring to the delicacy of Pride and Prejudice, there
is significant dialogue to explain the plot rather than showing what
is happening. This significantly lessens any tension and, at times,
becomes a bit tedious. There were times I was tempted to throw
a slipper at the telly, especially when they were explaining futures
trading AGAIN in the same episode, just in case I hadn’t understood
it the first two times. In another episode I was wondering what the
significance was of eating hot or cold, wet or dry foods in a form
of natural remedy because it was explained in such length; then it
appeared it served as the ‘lesson du jour’ rather than contributing
to a larger narrative.
This season begins with Holo’s seemingly prescient nightmares
that may be a form of déjà vu focusing on previous lost loves.
Holo never shares these nightmares or her fears with Lawrence;
they don’t seem to bother Holo much after about the season’s halfway mark. Although the nightmares disappeared almost without
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reference late in the season, season two built up to a satisfying
climax that was – more or less – resolved at the end of the season.
Although there isn’t a cliff-hanger, Spice and Wolf is clearly set up
for at least one more season however, according to Wikipedia,
only these two seasons have been made into anime. The series
was originally a series of 17 ‘light novels’ subsequently adapted for
Manga and anime.
Themes include relationships, gender roles in relationships, ethics,
culture and philosophy. While the series doesn’t really challenge
normative gender roles in relationships, it does underline an
apparent cultural ideal of submissive, jealous women being
appealing. To a point this ideal is subverted with role reversal and
yet in public at least, Holo and Lawrence comply with social norms.
While Lawrence usually tries to behave ethically in order to build
relationships, he occasionally stoops to underhanded tactics like
a conman. I can’t decide whether this shows a well-developed
character – everyone can be susceptible to hypocrisy given the
right circumstances – or whether the writers aren’t being faithful to
Lawrence’s alleged character.
Overall, Spice and Wolf is a very unusual fantasy, with its focus on
the need to earn their way and daily life during Holo and Lawrence’s
travels. It’s educational, with its explanations of futures trading
(called poisoned credit in the dubbing), the consequences of both
ethical and unethical behaviour and its exploration of culture. This
series is recommended to students of economics and business, to
lovers of romance, to those who love anime and to those who think
anime is ‘too way out there’.
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Directed and written by Lars von
Trier
Reviewed by Nalini Haynes
Justine (Kirsten Dunst) and Claire
(Charlotte Gainsbourg) are two sisters
who are living under the threat of an
asteroid called Melancholia crashing
into the Earth and destroying the planet.
Melancholia opens with artistic cinematic
sequences establishing a mood of
depression, a struggle for emotional survival. These sequences
refer to iconic artworks later self-referenced within the movie when
Justine rearranges a display of art books with illustrations.
Part one focuses on Justine’s wedding reception and her struggle
to appear happy while she’s depressed. Claire and her husband
John (Kiefer Sutherland) paid for the wedding; it’s established fairly
early on that this wedding is their wedding rather than Justine’s,
and Justine is expected to fulfil their expectations. Claire and
John attempt, with varying degrees of obnoxiousness and failure,
to maintain appearances by keeping truculent relatives in line.
Cameo appearances from notable actors grounded this portion of
Melancholia in reality, although I would have enjoyed these more
if they’d been played for humour to leaven the overall melancholic
mood.
Part two sees Justine return to Claire’s mansion in a taxi desperate,
nearly incapacitated with depression. Claire’s growing anxiety
about the asteroid that is supposed to encircle the Earth then depart
affects her deeply; John seeks to comfort her while secretly taking
precautions. This is a story of people facing possible impending
death and how their disparate characters lead them to respond
differently.
This is a purely character-driven story, appealing more to an arthouse audience than those who enjoy ‘normal’ science fiction.
While some of the imagery is beautiful and some scientific ideas
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are portrayed in Melancholia, I was really surprised to see a lack of
gale-force winds while Melancholia circled the Earth, ripping away
some of the oxygen. Likewise, there was a grumbling sound in
the background, which I think was intended to be the sound of the
asteroid moving through Earth’s atmosphere at high speed, but
there wasn’t any evidence of earthquakes or tidal waves due to
the intense gravitational pull of this enormous astronomical body
in close proximity to Earth.
None of the characters were likeable. Initially I found I could enjoy
disliking John but then his behaviour was not entirely thoughtless
and uncaring, robbing me of even that level of emotional
involvement. I found I couldn’t identify with or engage with any
of the characters; watching Melancholia was like standing inside,
looking through a window watching strangers walk down the street
however Kirsten Dunst surprised me. Up until Melancholia Dunst
has always irritated me, appearing to play the princess even, and
especially, in Spiderman. In Melancholia, Dunst shows a maturity
and capacity for acting like never before. I look forward to seeing
her in future roles.
Almost entirely set in Claire’s house and grounds, the few times
Justine and Claire tried to leave in part two, they were unable
to, either because horses shied or because the cars, then a
golf-buggy, died at a particular bridge leading off the property. I
wondered if this was meant to symbolically portray the isolation and
destruction depression causes. If so, then the climactic outcome
has particular significance, conveying von Triers’ view of the world.
Even if Melancholia is taken literally, especially if one focuses on
Dunst’s lines, von Triers’ worldview is exposed.
If there is such a thing as literary science fiction arthouse movies,
then Melancholia fits that category. Von Triers’ fans will adore this
movie as will fans of arthouse-type movies and movies that are
explorations of the human character and existentialism. Not my
cup of tea personally but others, like Margaret Pomeranz, have
already declared this movie to be a masterpiece.
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The Greatest Movie Ever Sold
From Morgan Spurlock
Reviewed by Nalini Haynes
I requested this movie with the intention
of writing an article discussing product
placement in movies with particular
reference to Demolition Man and the
Fifth Element but The Greatest Movie
Ever Sold shows the audience nearly
everything I wanted to say. Morgan
Spurlock sets out to make a movie
about product placement with funding
from product placement. Boldly going
where no hipster has gone before,
Spurlock’s irony has irony for added
flavour.
Spurlock goes through a process, including showing his learning
curve in Movie. He consults agents, learns how to sell himself,
engages with issues of creative control, copyright and contracts.
Through the movie we see Spurlock being knocked back, learning,
being groomed and clothed and fed by his sponsors. The movie
includes scheduled ‘ad breaks’ as part of the sponsorship package;
these were so authentic for a TV feel that I nearly got up to make
myself a coffee when they came on.
Taking this process one step further, Spurlock visits a school whose
budget has been slashed repeatedly while the school is trying to
cater to the needs of the students. He discusses the issues with
the principle who explains the difficulties of a school displaying
advertising. Spurlock’s movie is then a product that is placed or
advertised within the school.
The only issues I wanted to discuss that Spurlock omits are
firstly the extent to which TV and movies are facilitating product
placement these days. Demolition Man may have removed ‘Taco
Bill’ and dubbed ‘Pizza Hut’ over Sandra Bullock’s original dialogue
– without replacing the food on the plate in the version I’ve seen –
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but today films are made with white objects to allow for ease of later
product placement to co-ordinate with all distribution regions.
People don’t like to feel that they’ve been conned or manipulated.
Some people – Russell Howcroft from the Gruen Transfer, for
example – admit to undisclosed manipulations in order to sell
products; they claim that everyone knows and everyone realises
and everyone accepts what seems to me to be any extreme
in advertising.
Boxcutters http://boxcutters.net/2012/03/15/
episode298/ discussed how, in some countries, a little logo comes
up in the corner of the screen to indicate that paid product placement
is happening – this is a commercial, folks! – so people are aware
of what they’re being manipulated towards. The net result is that
there has been huge demand for some items for which no paid
product placement contract exists. This demand has resulted in
a company making a particular coat that had ceased production,
because of the demands from Sherlock Holmes (BBC version)
fans.
Product placement is a fact of life, with advertisers and film makers
extending themselves into new territory in their endeavours to
engage the interest of potential consumers, however there are
flow on effects from this, sometimes unforeseen. The Greatest
Movie Ever Sold does an excellent job of documenting the product
placement industry, engaging with a lot of the issues involved. This
is an entertaining and thoughtful look at the industry as it is, even if
a couple of issues have been overlooked. Highly recommended.
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Reviewed by Nalini Haynes
The Hunter is set in rural and wilderness
Tasmania. Willem Dafoe plays Martin
David, a mercenary who is hired to hunt
down, kill and retrieve DNA samples of
a Tasmanian Tiger. Although officially
considered extinct, periodically people
claim to have seen a Tasmanian Tiger
and even to have seen footprints, so
Martin is sent off on a chase. Upon
arrival he meets Jack Mindy (Sam Neill), who takes him to Lucy
Armstrong’s (Frances O’Connor) house where he is supposed to
be housed when not in the bush. Lucy is taking medication that
renders her semi-conscious in bed, unfit to take care of her two
children or the house. Martin, disgusted with the state of the house,
seeks accommodation elsewhere only to discover that locals will
not allow him to take a room at the local motel. These loggers
believe Martin is an academic from a university investigating the
environment with a view to stopping logging of old-growth forests
to feed the pulp mills. Martin returns to Lucy’s home, making the
best of things and gradually, reluctantly, developing a relationship
with Lucy and her children in between hiking in wilderness areas
hunting the Tasmanian Tiger.
The Hunter perfectly captures not only the beauty and the danger
of the Tasmanian wilderness but also the political climate and
the threat to the forests. Standing in a rainforest, surrounded by
irreplaceable wilderness, Sam Neill and William Dafoe exchange
lines emphasising that this beauty is destined for log mills. A few
shots of logged areas don’t really convey the threat, however. I’ve
nearly wept when driving through north-west Tasmania, seeing the
wholesale destruction of forests with only refuse left behind and,
perhaps, a strip of trees one or two trees thick in a vain attempt to
obscure the devastation from the tourists. Huge logs are stripped
of bark on camera; one might assume this timber is destined for
furniture or essential construction whereas it’s destined for pulp
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mills, export and the paper market.
The threat to greenies (conservationists) is revealed. Jarra
Armstrong, Lucy’s husband, has gone missing, assumed dead in
the bush after an inadequate search. Threatening behaviour from
loggers shows that there is another potential cause for Jarra’s
disappearance. At one point, a group of loggers in three four-wheel
drives appear at the Armstrong place to threaten the ‘hippies’ with
shotguns. Only one shot is fired and no-one was beaten up; after
Dr Bob Brown was beaten up in the main street of a town on the
west coast of Tasmania during the south west dam protests, I felt
this was possibly and unrealistic outcome, but the event reinforced
the danger to the protestors.
Jack Mindy (Neill) asked Martin whether he found any Tasmanian
Devils – Martin’s cover story while hunting tigers – on his first trip
into the bush. After Martin said he had, Mindy asked if they were
healthy. This scene was brilliantly acted, but the uninitiated would
miss that Mindy knew Martin was lying because Martin said the
devils were healthy. Tasmanian devils face possible extinction
due to facial tumours that are ravaging their species at this time.
The Hunter is a movie juxtaposing incredible beauty with menace,
the search for an almost mythological creature with brutal realism of
the political, violent conflict between loggers and conservationists.
The plot built well, with an outcome that kept me guessing until
the end. I loved this movie: it showcased everything (outside of
Hobart) that I love and hate about Tasmania (except the beaches),
leaving me feeling both homesick and glad to have left.
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Dark Matter Volunteers
Edward Haynes
Edward was a precocious child who didn’t start talking until
he was four years old, but he started talking in sentences.
This is a fair indicator of Edward’s personality - don’t do it at
all unless you get it right! Not surprisingly, Edward is Dark
Matter’s proof reader. Any errors are most likely because
DM was published before he finished proof reading.
Edward is a true geek - he works in IT. Edward grew up with SF but hardly
reads, except for Dark Matter and IT books. Edward prefers movies, TV and
computer games.

Evie Kendal
Evie is currently completing her Masters in
medical ethics at Monash University where
she also works for the Faculty of Science and
Centre for Australian Indigenous Studies.
Her honours thesis “A Narratological Study
of J. R. Ward’s Black Dagger Brotherhood
series Volumes I-VIII” was completed
in 2010 through the School of English,
Communication and Performance Studies
at Monash. At present Evie is guest editing
a special edition of the academic journal
Colloquy: Text Theory Critique, focused on submissions from the Sìdhe Literary
Collective’s recent conference “Tights and Tiaras: Female Superheroes and
Media Culture.”

Ian Gunn 1958-1998
Ian was an award winning artist, receiving many
nominations and awards. The awards Ian won include
best fan artist Ditmar (1989, 1990, 1995, 1997, 1999),
best fan writer Ditmar (1990), ASFMA best media
fanartist (1991, 1996), ASFMA best media writer
(1996), FAAN award for best fan artist (1996) and the
best fanartist Hugo in 1999.
Dark Matter is privileged to be allowed to use Ian’s
work, thanks to KRin Pender-Gunn, Ian’s wife. To find out more about Ian’s life
and work, go to http://members.optusnet.com.au/kringunny/ianbio.htm.
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Jade Hounsell
Well, what can I say but NERRRRD!!! I have to say
I’m most happy when gaming, reading, watching
sci-fi or at a convention, but I am absolutely in
my bliss zone when cosplaying. I am late to the
wonderful world of cosplay, only being introduced
in the last few years by my younger sister, but feel
freer in a costume then I do in “real life”. I excelled in
the English side of things in school, but decided to
let my parents and teachers down by not following
their intended university path and instead went
straight to work in the automotive industry, where I still work to this day. Throw
in my rambunctious husky and water loving feline and bam there you have my
life in a nutshell.

Nalini Haynes
Nalini’s first memories of SF are at the age of 3, hiding
behind her uncle’s chair terrified but unable to take
her eyes of the TV while Dr Who was playing. By the
time Nalini was about 10 her mother gave Nalini her
adult SF books to read to keep Nalini quiet. Nothing
much has changed since then, except gaining a few
kilos and a few wrinkles.
On a more serious note, Nalini holds two degrees
including her Master of Social Science. Passionate about social justice issues,
Nalini has worked with disadvantaged people as a counsellor and educator.
Nalini currently writes and edits Dark Matter fanzine. Nalini also lobbies for a
more enlightened future.
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